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ABSTRACT 

The performance of Transit Travel Time Reliability (TTR) influences service attractiveness, operat-

ing costs and system efficiency. Transit agencies have spent considerable effort on implementation 

of strategies related to advanced technologies capable of improving service reliability. Survey stud-

ies have shown that travelers tend to value a reduction in unreliability at least as important as a de-

crease in the average travel time. The increasing availability of data from automatic collection sys-

tems (e.g. automatic vehicle location, automatic fare collection, and etc.) provides opportunities in 

addressing transit TTR challenges. While most past studies estimate TTR for impact assessment of 

strategic and operational instruments, this research aims at developing generic models for TTR pre-

diction that can fulfil different transit stakeholders’ requirements (e.g. operators, unreliability causes 

identification; passengers, trip and departure planning). Three main issues are addressed, namely 

TTR quantification, TTR modelling and Travel Time Distribution (TTD) estimation. A unique inte-

grated data warehouse was established for case studies of this research using different sources of 

data across six months of a year in Southeast Queensland area, Australia. 

For TTR quantification, a set of TTR measures from the perspective of passengers using the 

operational AVL data was proposed, considering different perceptions of TTR under different traf-

fic states. The results show that the proposed measure can provide consistent TTR assessments with 

high-level of details, while the conventional TTR measures may give inconsistent assessments. For 

TTR modelling, the underlying determinants of travel time unreliability were identified and quanti-

fied on links of different road types using Seemingly Unrelated Regression Equations (SURE) esti-

mation to account for the cross-equation correlations across regression models caused by unob-

served heterogeneity. Targeted strategies can be introduced to improve TTR under different scenar-

ios. For TTD estimation, a novel evaluation approach was developed to assess the most appropriate 

probability distributions for travel time components (link running times and stop dwell times). The 

Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) distribution was assessed to be superior to its alternatives, in 

terms of fitting accuracy, robustness and explanatory power. The correlation structures of travel 

time components were explored using both a global and a local correlation measures. On these basis, 

a generalized Markov chain model was proposed to estimate the trip TTDs for arbitrary origination-

destination pairs at arbitrary times given the individual link TTDs, by considering their spatiotem-

poral correlations. The proposed approach is generalizable and computationally more efficient, 

while it provides a comparable performance with reported models in literature. 

A major contribution of the research is the establishment of a generic TTD estimation meth-

odology that can be applied for a comprehensive analysis and prediction of TTR to fulfill different 

requirements of operators and passengers in transit. The methodology is applicable under general 
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conditions as the link TTDs are derived conditional on the states of the current link and the transi-

tion probabilities are estimated as a function of explanatory covariates using logit models. The re-

sults of the research provide a better understanding on characterizing TTR from the perspective of 

passengers using the operational data, as well as the relationships between TTR and planning, oper-

ational, and environmental factors on different types of roads. In addition, the research demonstrates 

the existence of multiple traffic states for a given time period and the GMM distribution can well 

approximate the underlying characteristics of travel times, including symmetric, asymmetric and 

multimodal distributions.  

In practice, the proposed TTD estimation methodology provides a generic tool to analyse 

and predict TTR that enables transit agencies to implement strategies to improve quality of service, 

as well as help transit users to make smart travel decisions (e.g. fast and reliable path). Given the 

complexity of problems and the constraint of available data, the empirical findings on the causes of 

travel time unreliability and the probability distributions of travel time components are valid within 

the range of the used data and should be used with caution beyond this range.  
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Chapter 1   Introduction 

1.1   Background 

Transit agencies have spent considerable efforts on implementation of strategies related to advanced 

technologies capable of improving service reliability (Balcombe et al., 2004; Kittelson & Assoc et 

al., 2003). Survey studies have shown that travelers tend to value a reduction in unreliability at least 

as important as a decrease in the average travel time (Lam and Small, 2001). Reliability tends to be 

even more important in transit than in private car travel considering the transit passengers have only 

limited ability to adjust their departure times due to schedule constraints (Bates et al., 2001). Im-

proving service reliability is believed to be a win-win situation for both operators and passengers 

(Abkowitz et al., 1978). Routes characterized by unreliable service may have difficulty in attracting 

potential riders and suffer patronage declines over time. Increased perceived burdens of waiting 

may ultimately impact mode choice decisions. Transit systems with poor reliability performance 

require extra fiscal resources due to higher operation costs (Kimpel, 2001).  

Service reliability can be defined as the probability that a service can perform a required 

function under a given condition (recurrent and non-recurrent) for a stated time period (e.g. hourly, 

daily, monthly and yearly). The function can be connectivity reliability (Bell and Iida, 1997), capac-

ity reliability (Chen et al., 2002) and travel time reliability (TTR) (Ng and Waller, 2010). This re-

search is categorized as a study of TTR that focuses on daily recurrent unreliability caused by varia-

tions of traffic flow and demand when the infrastructure is fully available. Non-recurrent unreliabil-

ity is not considered which are less frequent and relates to infrastructure failure (Tahmasseby, 2009).    

The concern with the impacts of reliability on operation efficiency for operators and passen-

gers brings about the need to identify and develop meaningful and consistent indicators of reliability. 

The workable and consistent reliability measurement can help to (Abkowitz et al., 1978): identify 

and understand problems in reliability; identify and measure actual improvements in reliability; re-

late such improvements to particular strategies; and modify strategies to obtain greater reliability 

improvements. At issue is that reliability has been defined in a variety of ways. Some studies asso-

ciated reliability with on-time performance (Bates et al., 2001; Meyer, 2002), while others related it 

to travel time variability, headway regularity (Janos and Furth, 2002; Yu et al., 2010), waiting time 

(Fan and Machemehl, 2009; Furth and Muller, 2006). Integrated measures incorporating several 

service attributes were also reported (van Oort and van Nes, 2010). The emergence of automatic 

data collection technologies produces a wealth of accurate, continuous and automated point-to-point 

data that can be used to assess reliability more cost-effectively (Mesbah et al., 2012). The frame-

work of quantifying TTR from passengers’ perspective using operational data needs investigation.    
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To design appropriate strategies to improve service reliability, policy makers should be clear 

about the causes of unreliability. Various basic factors have been identified as affecting transit TTR 

(El-Geneidy et al., 2011; Mazloumi et al., 2010; Strathman et al., 2002; Tétreault and El-Geneidy, 

2010). These factors include segment length, passenger activities (boardings and alightings), lift use, 

signalized intersections, number of scheduled stops, number of actual stops made, delay at the start, 

day of the week, time period of the day, service direction, weather conditions (rain and snow) and 

drivers experience. Accordingly, agencies implement strategies with expectations of improving ser-

vice performance. Several researchers have investigated different strategies influencing running 

time and running time variability (Diab and El-Geneidy, 2012). These strategies include smart fare 

card collection system, reserved bus lanes, limited-stop bus services, stop consolidation, articulated 

buses and transit signal priority. Constrained by the available data and the regression approach, 

the existing findings only provide partial understanding of unreliability causes impacts on TTR.   

Travel time distribution (TTD) contains maximum information that capture the stochastic 

characteristics of travel times (Du et al., 2012). Better understanding of the distribution of travel 

times is a prerequisite for analysing reliability and exploring the causes of unreliability (Sumalee et 

al., 2013). Many studies on TTR have attempted to fit mathematical distributions to travel times at 

different network levels (Clark and Watling, 2005; Fosgerau and Fukuda, 2012; Hollander and Liu, 

2008). While some studies have considered symmetrical distribution models, for example, Normal 

(May et al., 1989), others have preferred skewed ones, for example, Lognormal (Emam and Ai-

Deek, 2006). Recent  studies have reported that a range of travel times could be found even for 5 

min intervals (Zheng and Van Zuylen, 2010), and thus multimodal distributions could be more ap-

propriate, for example, Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) (Guo et al., 2010). These inconsistencies 

clearly affect both the ability to gain insights into the nature of TTR and inhibit the ability to gener-

alize findings to other applications.  

For many applications, e.g. trip planning, trip travel time information is of more interest 

(Bhat and Sardesai, 2006). The trip TTD can be derived or inferred using archived data of directed 

observations for the same origin and destination (OD) pairs under similar trip conditions, e.g. time 

period. One problem is that the archived database requires the full coverage of all OD pairs that 

travellers might take. Furthermore, with data from mobile sources, it is likely that for many OD 

pairs very few or no samples were observed. An effective approach for estimating trip TTDs be-

tween arbitrary OD pairs at arbitrary times is from individual link TTDs. Link travel times can be 

derived directly (e.g. transit AVL data) or estimated from the increasingly available but sparse op-

portunistic sensor data, e.g. vehicular GPS, Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR), and 

mobile phone data (Hellinga et al., 2008; Hunter et al., 2009; Jenelius and Koutsopoulos, 2015; 

Rahmani and Koutsopoulos, 2013; Zheng and Van Zuylen, 2013). The research on the estimation of 

trip TTDs from link TTDs is still evolving and insufficient. 
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1.2   Research aim and objectives 

Many researchers have highlighted the importance of TTR for both transit operators and passengers. 

While many studies estimate TTR for impact assessment of strategic and operational instruments, 

methods for prediction of TTR for decision making at all levels are still evolving and limited. Thus,  

The main aim of this research is to develop a generic approach to predict TTR  

that can fulfil different stakeholders’ requirements.  

The following set of objectives with regard to TTR quantification, TTR modelling, and TTD esti-

mation have been identified to accomplish the main aim: 

1. Investigate the characteristics of current TTR indicators and develop new measures to 

quantify TTR from passengers’ perspective using the operational data. 

2. Develop a model to quantify and identify the influence of contributory factors on TTR. 

3. Develop an approach to investigate spatiotemporal aggregation influence on TTD and 

specify the most appropriate link TTD model. 

4. Propose a methodology to estimate trip TTD between arbitrary origin-destination (OD) 

pairs at arbitrary times from link TTDs. 

1.3   Thesis significance and contributions 

Accurate prediction of TTR can facilitate the implementations of proactive traffic management 

strategies and advanced traveler information system, which is a key component in addressing unban 

mobility issues. The main contributions of this research are: 

1. New approaches have been developed to quantify and model TTR using AVL data. 

2. A generalized methodology has been proposed to estimate trip TTDs from link TTDs. 

In addition, the following outcomes are achieved during this research: 

3. Development of an algorithm to integrate data from different databases, including AVL, 

Smart Card Transactions, General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS), Brisbane Strategic 

Transport Management (BSTM), and Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) data. 

4. Development of TTR models for different types of roads using a Seemingly Unrelated 

Regression Equation (SURE) approach, as opposed to the Ordinary Least Square (OLS). 

5. Investigation of spatiotemporal aggregation influence on TTD and development of an 

approach to specify the most appropriate probability distribution of travel times.  

6. Development of a transition probability estimation model using a logit model formula-

tion with the utilities being a function of link characteristic and trip conditions. 

7. Development of a link TTD prediction method using TTDs conditional on states and 

logit model predicted transition probabilities. 
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1.4   Thesis outline 

Figure 1-1 shows the thesis outline. Chapter 1 introduces the research background on TTR and TTD, 

establishes the research aim and objectives to be achieved, and describes the contributions and out-

line of this research. Chapter 2 reviews the relevant literature in the field of TTR and TTD, identi-

fies the gaps in the existing knowledge of TTR measurement, TTR modelling and TTD estimation. 

An overview of various data sets, their processing and integration is presented in Chapter 3.  

 

Figure 1-1 Thesis outline 

The research consists of two main parts, namely TTR and TTD analysis as shown in Figure 

1-1. Chapter 4 proposes a framework to quantify TTR from passengers’ perspective using opera-

tional AVL data. A set of TTR models was then developed to identify and quantify the impact of 

unreliability factors on different types of roads in Chapter 5. The necessity to incorporate distribu-

tion information in TTR analysis and TTR prediction motivates the TTD related research. Chapter 6 

specifies the most appropriate distribution models for link travel times. Based on these, a general-

ized approach is proposed to estimate the trip TTDs between arbitrary origination-destination pairs 

at arbitrary times from link TTDs in Chapter 7. Finally, the conclusions and recommendations from 

this research are given in Chapter 8.    
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Chapter 2   Reliability and Distribution of 
Transit Travel Time: A Review of Past Work 

2.1   Introduction 

This chapter reviews the relevant literature in the fields of TTR and TTD. Section 2.2 provides an 

overview of the definitions and measures of TTR. A general pool of TTR indicators is summarized, 

from which a sub-set can be selected according to different objectives and operational constraints. 

This is followed by discussions on sources of service variations and significant factors that affect 

TTR in Section 2.3. The following Section 2.4 provides insights into TTD fitting models, as well as 

spatiotemporal aggregation influence on TTD. The trip TTD estimation methodologies are then ex-

plored along with their major assumptions in Section 2.5. Finally, Section 2.6 summarizes the major 

findings from the literature review and identifies the gaps in the existing knowledge of TTR model-

ling and TTD estimation.      

2.2   Travel time reliability definitions and measures 

The reliability concept is interpreted and perceived diversely across groups of stakeholders and var-

ious studies have defined reliability from different aspects of transit service. While some studies 

associated reliability with travel time (Hollander, 2006; Mazloumi et al., 2008), others related it to 

maintain headway regularity (Janos and Furth, 2002; Yu et al., 2010), on-time performance (Bates 

et al., 2001; Meyer, 2002), and passenger waiting time at stops (Fan and Machemehl, 2009). 

Abkowitz et al. (1978) defined the reliability as the invariability of service attributes which influ-

ence the decisions of planners and travellers. It provides two key insights, consistency of the service 

attributes and distinct perspectives between demand-side and supply-side. Ceder (2007) identified 

six time-related service attributes concerned by demand-side and supply-side, namely, on-time per-

formance, headway regularity, travel time, waiting time, transfer time and buffer time. A general 

pool of service reliability indicators based on which different sets of indicators can be selected for 

different objectives is summarized in Table 2-1. 

 On-time performance  2.2.1  
For routes characterized by low frequency services, schedule adherence plays the most significant 

role, since passengers are expected to plan their arrivals to coordinate with the scheduled departures 

to minimize waiting time at stops with a tolerance probability of missing the trips.  
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On time performance is a commonly used schedule adherence measure in applied environ-

ments, defined as the percentage of trips that depart up to m minutes late and n minutes early from 

the scheduled departure time. The US Transportation Research Board presented a service delivery 

measure survey where zero minutes was the most common earliness threshold and 5 minutes was 

the most common lateness threshold (Kittelson & Associates et al., 2003). Camus et al. (2005) have 

proposed a weighted delay index, which is an interesting extension of an on time performance 

measure. Nakanishi (1997) has given a detailed discussion and potential improvements of on time 

performance indicators.  

 Headway regularity 2.2.2  
For routes characterized by high frequency services, headway based measures become important 

(Currie et al., 2012). In these circumstances, passengers are prone to arrive at stops randomly, and 

the aggregate waiting time of passengers is minimized when services are evenly spaced (Osuna and 

Newell, 1972). Many indicators are proposed in this domain. Some indicators are defined by com-

paring with scheduled headway, such as service regularity, headway ratio (Strathman et al., 1999) 

and percentage regularity deviation mean (van Oort and van Nes, 2004), while others are defined 

based on headway distribution, such as standard deviation, coefficient of variance, average waiting 

time (Osuna and Newell, 1972) and probability-based headway regularity measure (Lin and Ruan, 

2009). Additionally, two indicators are developed for specific purposes. The headway regularity 

index identifies the vehicle bunching problem while the irregularity index can effectively indicate 

long gaps between vehicles (Golshani, 1983). 

On-time performance and headway regularity are schedule-based indicators. The main issue 

is that no universal benchmarking threshold can be found to mark the difference between frequent 

and infrequent services and define the on-time tolerance interval. Moreover, they cannot reflect de-

mand-side perception of reliability. By altering the on time tolerance interval from 5 minutes to 10 

minutes, the measured service performance improves without any changes perceived by passengers.   

 Travel time  2.2.3  
According to Kaparias et al. (2008), most travel time reliability indicators use various features of 

the travel time distribution. Lomax et al. (2003) categorized them in three groups, namely statistical 

range measures, buffer measures and tardy trip indicators. When dealing with people’s perceptions, 

it appears to be more appealing to separate physical from psychometric performance indicators 

(Pronello and Camusso, 2012). For travel time reliability, physical indicators describe it as ‘it is 

what it is’, while psychometric indicators reflect it as ‘it is what it is perceived to be’. The following 

discusses physical indicators. 
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Statistical Range Indicators: This type of measure typically serves as an approximate esti-

mate of the range of trip situations experienced by passengers, calculated on standard deviation sta-

tistics. Standard deviation of travel time represents reliability in such way that small values are con-

sidered reliable. Percentage variation of travel time, statistically known as the coefficient of varia-

tion, provides a clearer picture of the trends and performance characteristics than the standard devi-

ation by eliminating route length from the calculation. Moreover, percentage variation is dimension-

less thus enabling a comparison between links and routes to be made. The travel time window is 

defined as the average travel time plus or minus the standard deviation of travel time, and can pro-

vide the passenger with an idea of how much the travel time will vary (Lomax et al., 2003). The 

variability index is defined as a ratio of peak to off-peak variation in travel conditions, and is calcu-

lated as a ratio of the difference in the upper 95% and lower 95% confidence intervals between the 

peak period and the off-peak period. 

Tardy Trip Indicators: Tardy trip measures are extreme values of travel time. The tardy trips 

are identified by setting unacceptable limit values in the form of additional minutes plus expected 

time or percentage over expectation. In most cases, these values are arbitrarily set. The Florida reli-

ability measure (FRM) uses a percentage of the average travel time in the peak to estimate the limit 

of the tolerable travel time range. Travel time exceeding the expectations is termed a tardy trip. Ex-

tended FRM uses travel rate (travel time per unit distance) instead of travel time, so as to provide a 

length-neutral way of grading the service performance (Lomax et al., 2003).   The misery index ex-

amines trip reliability by using the difference between the average travel rates of the worst trips and 

all trips.  

Skew-Width Indicators: Skew and width of travel time distribution measures are based on 

percentiles (van Lint and van Zuylen, 2005).  Skew of travel time distribution is defined as the ratio 

of the difference between the 90th and 50th percentile and the difference between the 50th and 10th 

percentile. Width of travel time distribution indicates the distribution compactness. The wider the 

distribution is, the lower the reliability will be. 

 Waiting time  2.2.4  
Waiting time at a stop is, from the perspective of passengers, the most significant component of 

public transit travel and often cited as one of the most important factors hindering the usage of bus 

transit. Generally, waiting time indicators can be categorized into two groups, namely, mean-

variance based and extreme-value based (van Oort and van Nes, 2004). 

Mean-variance based : Excess waiting time (EWT) is defined as the difference between the 

average waiting time (AWT) and the scheduled waiting time (SWT) (Trompet et al., 2011). For fre-

quent services, the SWT is defined as the average time passengers would wait when the service op-

erates exactly as scheduled (Liu and Sinha, 2007).  
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For high frequency services, a commonly used AWT indicator is half the headway of suc-

cessive buses, based on three assumptions: passenger arrives randomly, passenger catches the first 

bus that comes, and vehicles arrive regularly (Fan and Machemehl, 2009). Under irregular vehicle 

arrival condition, the AWT is calculated as ( )2 2AWT 1 2sµ µ= ∗ + , whereµ is mean headway and 
2s is headway variance (Osuna and Newell, 1972). Furthermore, under non-random passenger arri-

vals and irregular vehicle arrival conditions, empirical AWT models relate passenger waiting time 

with mean headway(Fan and Machemehl, 2009). Theoretical ones AWT models construct a rela-

tionship between “aware” passenger arrival patterns and service performance through an explicit 

behavioural mechanism. 

Extreme-value based: Passengers are more concerned about extreme values in their percep-

tion of service performance when budgeting their arrival at stops. Budget waiting time is defined as 

95th percentile waiting time for frequent services. It serves as the total waiting time that a passenger 

should budget for a trip to avoid missing expected services at a stop under certain probabilities. Po-

tential waiting time, defined as the difference between budgeted waiting time and mean waiting 

time, serves as the buffer time that a passenger should plan for their arrival at stops (Furth and 

Muller, 2006). The concept of extreme-value based indicators separates the impact on operations 

from the impact on passenger planning. Extreme-value based waiting time is far more sensitive to 

service reliability than mean-variance based AWT.  

 Transfer time  2.2.5  
Transfer time can be calculated from scheduled stops (Jang, 2010). Therefore, statistic indicators 

can be applied to measure transfer time reliability, such as the coefficient of variation of transfer 

delays (Turnquist and Bowman, 1980). However, day-to-day arrival time variations make the 

measurement rather difficult (Kittelson & Associates et al., 2003). Transfer waiting time usually 

serves as a transfer time reliability indicator (Ceder, 2007; Goverde, 1999). Goverde (1999) derived 

an expected transfer waiting time model, a function of arrival delays distribution, incorporating the 

risk and significance of missing connections.  

 Buffer time  2.2.6  
The buffer time indicates extra travel time required to allow the passengers’ on time arrival.  Gener-

ally, it is defined as the difference betweenxxpercentile and the average travel time. The planning 

time is defined as thexxpercentile travel time. It indicates the total time that a passenger has to 

budget for the trip. Buffer time index is defined as the buffer time divided by the average travel 

time. These indicators associate closely with the way passengers make trip decisions (Lomax et al., 

2003). Uniman et al. (2010) proposed the general form of an initial set of reliability buffer time 

measures under the ‘percentile-based’ and ‘slack time’ approach.  
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Reliability buffer time, defined as the difference between the upper percentile xx, and an in-

termediate or lower percentile yy, is the additional time that would be required to be xx-percent sure 

of arriving at the destination on time.  Excess reliability buffer time (ERBT) is defined as the differ-

ence between the actual levels of reliability experienced by passengers and what they should have 

experienced had everything gone according to plan. The ERBT indicator can be used to capture the 

incident-caused additional unreliability above that was caused by recurrent factors. 

Abkowitz et al. (1978) evaluated the typical service reliability measures in an applied envi-

ronment and selected several criteria, including explicitness of definition, controllability, expense 

and accurate measurability, and independence. In defining summary statistics to assess the variabil-

ity distribution impacts, three separate criteria were identified, including distribution compactness, 

likelihood of extremely long delays, and normalization of measures. Currie et al. (2012) developed 

a framework to assess reliability indicators based on four criteria. Summarizing the evaluation crite-

ria mentioned above, several key effective indicators are identified: (1) passenger focused; (2) easy 

to understand; (3) consistent and objective; (4) easy to compare and aggregate; and (5) insights into 

unreliability causes provided.  

Conceptually, buffer time based indicators fulfil the criteria described above. It is passenger 

focused, easy to understand, consistent and objective, comparable across different routes and time 

periods, easy to aggregate weighted values by passenger demand of each OD pair, and can also pro-

vide operators with insights into causes of unreliable service at different levels, such as route and 

network. Analytical and empirical studies have confirmed buffer time as a powerful tool in indicat-

ing and estimating service reliability (Pu, 2011).  

Though buffer time is usually defined as buffer travel time, strictly speaking, it can be rec-

ognized as an extreme value based concept to evaluate reliability performance. It can be applied 

manifold: (a) buffer waiting time to indicate budgeted waiting time needed to catch the expected 

bus; (b) buffer transfer time to indicate additional time required to avoid missed connections; and (c) 

buffer travel time to indicate extra time necessary for on time arrival . 
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Table 2-1 General pool of reliability indicators  

Attribute(1) Indicators Definitions (2) 

On-Time 
Performance* 

% On-Time Arrival/Departure 
Percentage of arriving or departing a stop up to m 
minutes late and n minutes early 

Odds Ratio 
%On-TimeArrival

×100
1-%On-TimeArrival

 

Weighted Delay Index ( )
1

H

d
dP d H

=∑  

On-Time Distribution 
Distribution of difference between actual running 
and scheduled time 

Headway  
Regularity* 

Service Regularity 
% of headways deviating within the predefined 
scheduled interval 

Percentage Regularity Deviation Mean ( ), , ,i j i j i j ji
h H H n−∑  

Headway Regularity Probability { },i j j
P h Hmax≤  

Standard Deviation of Headway ( ) ( )
2

H ,1
SD 1j

n

i j j ji
h h n

=
= − −∑  

Average Waiting Time ( )2

H
SD 2

j j
h h+  

Excess waiting time ( )2 2

, , , ,
2

i j i j i j i ji i i i
h h H H−∑ ∑ ∑ ∑

 

Coefficient of Variance of Headway H H
CV SD 100

j
h= ×  

Headway Regularity Index ( ) 21 2
r j j j

h h r n h − −  ∑  

Irregularity Index 2

H
1 CV+  

Travel Time*# 

Standard Deviation of 
Travel Time  ( )2

TT

1
SD

1

N

i
TT TT

N
= −

− ∑  

Travel Time Variability 90 10TT TT−  

Travel Time Window 
TT

SDTT ±  

Coefficient of Variation of TT TT
SD TT  

Variability Index ( ) ( )peak peak off peak off peak
UCL LCL UCL LCL− −− −  

Extended Florida Reliability Measure ( )( )1100% | |
ii TRTR p TRcount count> +−  

Misery Index ( )80
i

TR TR
TR TR TR

>
−  

Travel Time Distribution Skew ( ) ( )90 50 50 10TT TT TT TT− −  

Travel Time Distribution Width ( )90 50 50TT TT TT−  
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Note:  (1) * refers to operator-focused attribute; # refers to passenger-focused attribute. 

(2) Term Definitions: 

m,n -- Given time window limits, H -- Scheduled headway,d -- Delay value, ( )P d -- Probability for delay d , ,i jh ,
j

h -- 

Observed bus i and mean headway at stop j, ,i jH -- Scheduled headway for bus i at stopj , jHmax -- Expected max 

headway for stopj , jn -- Number of buses at stopj , rh -- Series of headways, r -- Ascending rank order of the head-

way, iTT ,TT -- Observed and average travel time, TTxx,TRxx -- thxx  percentile of travel time and travel rate, 
i

TR ,

TR -- Observed and average travel rate, 
peak

LCL , peakUCL (
off peak

LCL
−

, off peakUCL − )-- Lower and upper confidence limit 

for peak  (off-peak) period, a,b -- Constant, p , q -- Predefined percentage level, 
0.95

W , 0.95V -- 95th percentile of waiting 

time and scheduled headway deviation, 
overall

RBT ,
recurrent

RBT -- Overall and recurrent reliability buffer time.

Waiting Time# 

Scheduled Waiting Time 
Average scheduled headway during the analysis 
period 

Excess Waiting Time 
Difference btw average waiting time and sched-
uled waiting time

 

Empirical Average Waiting Time 
j

ah b+
 

Theoretical Average Waiting Time ( ) ( )1 1
min rand

q pw p w − + −    

Budget Waiting Time 
0.95

BWT
frequent

W=
 

0.95
BWT

infrequent
V=

 

Potential Waiting Time 
Difference between budgeted waiting time and 
mean waiting time

 

Transfer Time# 

CV of Transfer Delay Coefficient of variation of transfer delays 

Transfer Waiting Time Function of arrival delay of the feeder service 

Expected Transfer Waiting Time 
Function of arrival delays distribution of the 
feeder service 

Buffer Time# 

Buffer Time BT TTxx TT= −
 

Buffer Time Index BT TT
 

Planning Time 95TT
 

Reliability Factor 50TTxx TT−  

Reliability Buffer Time RBT 95 50TT TT= −  

Excess Reliability Buffer Time 
overall recurrent

RBT RBT−
 

% of Unreliable Journeys 
recurrent

PUJ
pecentageof overall journeys

with TT RBT

    =   >     

% of Excess Unreliable Journeys 
recurrent

pecentageof journeys under recurrent
PUJ

condition withTT RBT

    −  >   
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2.3   Travel time variability and unreliability causes 

van Oort (2011) distinguished travel time variability (TTV) and TTR. TTV is the service variations 

on the supply side. TTR is defined as the matching degree of the supplied and the expected service 

(perceived by the demand side). TTR tends to vary in time and space impacted by different sources 

of variations from demand and supply sides, as well as interactions between both sides. Figure 2-1 

shows the journey attributes concerned to the demand and supply sides. Conceptually, if the varia-

tions of all attributes are low, the service has a high reliability. 

 Sources of travel time variability 2.3.1  
The sources of TTV can be generally categorized into two classes, namely, variations in passengers’ 

behavior (demand-side), and operation performance (supply-side) (Tahmasseby, 2009).  

 

Figure 2-1: Flow diagram of reliability attributes concerned to the demand and supply sides 

Demand-side: Access time is the time used from the origin to the boarding stop and egress 

time is the time used from the alighting stop to the destination. At the stop the waiting time occurs 

between passengers’ arrival and the departure of vehicles. Passengers may arrive randomly or plan 

their arrival, and the budgeted waiting time may be preserved to avoid missing the expected vehicle 

at the stop (Furth and Muller, 2006). After successfully boarding a vehicle, the following compo-

nent is in-vehicle time till the vehicle arrives at the destination stop. Passengers may transfer one or 

more times for a complete journey. All the time components are spatiotemporally stochastic.  

Supply-side: For the fixed service, vehicle trips are scheduled in time and space resulting in 

on-route schedule adherence at all stops for infrequent service and headway regularity for frequent 

service. The supply variations includes terminal departure and trip time variations (van Oort, 2011).  
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The travel time of a transit trip consists of two components (shown in Figure 2-2), namely 

link running time between two consecutive stops and dwell time at a stop. Generally, running time 

is determined by the inherent network structure and link characteristics, speed profile, schedules 

and timetables, operational control strategies and weather (Sun et al., 2014). Dwell time mainly de-

pends on passenger demand and various factors such as vehicle characteristics, crowding effects, 

and fare payment (Tirachini, 2013).  

 

Figure 2-2: Time components for transit trip travel time 

Interactions: Figure 2-3 shows the interactions of time components between the two sides. 

From the perspective of passengers, they are particularly concerned on the mean and variation of 

total travel times. The variation of travel times comes from both supply and demand sides. For in-

stance, the combined impacts of passengers’ arrival pattern, vehicle departure time and headway 

determine the variation of waiting time at a stop. From the perspective of operators, the dwell time 

at a stop is largely determined by passengers’ activities (e.g. boarding, alighting, lift use, etc.).   

 

Figure 2-3: Interactions between demand and supply sides (adapted from (van Oort, 2011)) 

 Travel time unreliability causes 2.3.2  
Generally, the components of a transit trip travel time include departure delay from the first stop, 

dwell times at stops and link running times between adjacent stops. The causes of unreliability re-

lated to different trip time components are discussed separately. 
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Departure delay:  this is the schedule deviation (early or late) of the actual departure at the 

terminal. Departure delay variation can introduce TTV and cause bunching at stops. In most cases, 

an early departure is regarded to be much worse than a late departure since passengers have to wait 

for a whole time interval between consecutive vehicles, especially for an infrequent service. The 

determinants of departure delay variation include: crew and vehicle availability, terminal infrastruc-

ture configuration (capacity, loading area, turning movements, etc.), timetable quality (slack of the 

layover time), driver behaviour (response to delay) (Kaas and Jacobsen, 2008; van Oort and van 

Nes, 2010) .   

Stop dwell time: dwell time, the time a vehicle spends to load and unload passengers, is of-

ten the key determinant of speed and capacity (Dueker, 2004; Lin and Wilson, 1992; Tirachini, 

2011). Most researches related dwell time with passenger demand, while others related dwell time 

with secondary factors such as fare collection methods, bus types, number of doors et.al. These fac-

tors may strongly influence the effectiveness of different strategies used to improve service 

(Milkovits, 2008). Among the determinants, passenger activity is recognized to be the principal de-

terminant of dwell time and was studied most (Chen, 2012). Figure 2-4 shows the time components 

of the dwell time at a stop.  

 

Figure 2-4: Time components of the dwell time at a stop 

D1 (stop delay): Bus bunching, feeder route type, stop area condition and configuration, land use. 

D2 (passenger demand): Boarding numbers, alighting numbers, max or sum of boarding & alighting, 

alighting by the front door or side door, time periods, passenger ages, platform crowding, cross 

town or radial, on-time, stop spacing. 

D3 (passenger activity): Payment method, vehicle types, atypical passengers, lift operations, pas-

sengers friction, standee numbers, rank of boarding passengers, bus occupancy.   

Link running time:  this is composed of driving time and unplanned stopping time (caused 

by uncontrolled intersections excluding controlled intersection stop). Peng et al. (2009) classified 

the causes as environmental, planning, operational. Environmental factors include traffic conditions, 

number of signals, road work, on-street parking and demand variability. Planning factors include 

route length, schedules, and service frequencies. Operation factors include departure delays, vehicle 

conditions, field supervisor management and passenger behavior. 
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 Travel time reliability modelling 2.3.3  
In transit, various basic factors have been identified as affecting running time and associated varia-

bility (Abkowitz and Engelstein, 1983; Bertini and El-Geneidy, 2004; El-Geneidy et al., 2011; 

Mazloumi et al., 2010; Strathman et al., 2002; Tétreault and El-Geneidy, 2010). Running time is the 

amount of time that it takes for a bus to travel from point A to point B excluding recovery time at 

time points. These factors include segment length, passenger activities (boardings and alightings), 

lift use, signalized intersections, number of scheduled stops, number of actual stops made, delay at 

the start, day of the week, time period of the day, service direction, weather conditions (rain and 

snow) and drivers experience. Accordingly, agencies implement strategies with expectations of im-

proving service performance. Several researchers have investigated different strategies influencing 

running time and running time variability (Diab and El-Geneidy, 2012; El-Geneidy and 

Vijayakumar, 2011; El-Geneidy et al., 2006; Kimpel et al., 2005; Surprenant-Legault and El-

Geneidy, 2011; Tétreault and El-Geneidy, 2010). These strategies include smart fare card collection 

system, reserved bus lanes, limited-stop bus services, stop consolidation, articulated buses and 

transit signal priority. Diab and El-Geneidy (2013) further investigated the impact of the implemen-

tation of various strategies on service variations. 

To understand the effects of general factors on running time variability, researchers have 

developed multivariate linear regression models through different measures of service variation 

(Strathman et al., 1999; Yetiskul and Senbil, 2012). Many studies have shown that the segment 

length can adversely influence service reliability, as well as number of scheduled stops, number of 

signalized intersections, variation of passenger activities, lift use, delay at first stop, variation of 

drivers experience (El-Geneidy et al., 2011; Strathman et al., 2002). The influence of adverse 

weather on reliability is controversial. Hofmann and O'Mahony (2005) found that rain reduced ser-

vice unreliability since congested traffic flows result in a low variation of running times. Tu et al. 

(2007a) found that rain conditions make the travel time less reliable than under normal weather 

conditions. Mazloumi et al. (2010) concluded that the average and standard deviation of amount of 

rain did not significantly influence reliability. Dummy variables of time period and land use were 

used as proxies of general traffic flow conditions. A constant was usually considered in the model 

to approximate the omitted factors effect. To get deeper insights into the causes of unreliability, 

separate regression models were developed for different scenarios, such as models for different 

times of day (Li et al., 2006; Mazloumi et al., 2010), and models for different spatial-temporal di-

mensions and service characteristics (Yetiskul and Senbil, 2012).  Although traffic condition is be-

lieved to be one of the main factors affecting service reliability, only a small number of researchers 

have looked explicitly at the influence of traffic flow on TTV. Tu et al. (2007b) showed that TTV is 

hardly related to the variability of flow in the free flow and hyper-congested regime, whereas it is 

positively correlated with flow variability in the congested regime. 
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Instead of using traffic flow to represent traffic conditions, some studies have defined con-

gestion levels using actual travel times and free flow travel times (Gilliam et al., 2008; Peer et al., 

2012). The congestion level could be calculated as the ratio or difference between actual and free 

flow travel times. Such measure can be comparable between links that differ in lengths and free 

flow traffic conditions. Intuitively, vehicles operating on different types of road would experience 

different travel times due to infrastructure configurations, traffic compositions and signal delays. 

However, no study has been found to differentiate these factors in modelling bus travel time relia-

bility. On this basis, an analysis of bus travel time reliability on Australian urban roads was under-

taken to validate the factors arising in the literature, to uncover other potential factors that might 

influence the travel time reliability of bus services, and the lessons to be learnt from bus travel time 

reliability effects in the Australian context.       

Given a set of regression models, most studies estimated the coefficients equation-by-

equation using the classical OLS (Diab and El-Geneidy, 2013; El-Geneidy et al., 2011). However, 

Martchouk et al. (2010) argued that formulating separate ordinary and the standard deviation of 

travel time would leave out potentially important cross-equation correlation that would result in 

inefficient parameter estimates. To address this problem, they used SURE estimation that can ac-

count for the correlation between the unobserved shared characteristics on travel time and travel 

time variability, since they were measured at the same time period on the same link. The SURE was 

first proposed by Zellner (1962). Previously, the SURE estimation was used by Mannering (2007) 

to study the effects of interstate speed limits on driving speeds and by Miller et al. (2009) to study 

the average and standard deviation of vehicle speeds in night time construction zones. SURE was 

also applied in studying the post rehabilitation performance of pavements with random parameters 

(Anastasopoulos et al., 2012). Detailed information on SURE can refer to (Washington et al., 2011).   

2.4   Travel time distribution fitting model 

TTV decreases passengers’ confidence on perceived reliability by impacting the duration of travel 

time components (e.g. waiting time, in-vehicle time and transfer time) and causing uncertainty in 

making travel decisions (e.g. route, mode and departure time choices) (van Oort, 2011). A reduction 

in TTV has been found to be as or more valuable than a reduction in average travel time itself 

(Bates et al., 2001). TTV can be viewed from different perspectives (Noland and Polak, 2002): 

• Vehicle-to-vehicle variability is the variability between travel times experienced by different 

vehicles travelling over the same route and the same time. This is caused by different delay 

time at signals, conflicts with pedestrians, differences in driving style and so on. 
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• Period-to-period (within day) variability is the variability between travel time of vehicles 

travelling over the same route on different times of a day, it is mainly attributed to demand 

levels, traffic incidents, weather conditions and so on. 

• Day-to-day variability is the variability of travel time of the same route made at the same 

time on different days. It is caused by fluctuations in travel demand, driving behaviour, road 

side activity, weather conditions, incidents and so on. 

TTD describes the nature and pattern of TTV. Better understanding of the distribution of 

travel times is a prerequisite for analyzing reliability and exploring the causes of unreliability 

(Sumalee et al., 2013). Knowledge of TTD is also an essential input for other analyses, such as mi-

cro-simulation of transit systems, travel time predictions, discrete route choices and timetable de-

sign (Mazloumi et al., 2010). 

Research on fitting continuous distributions to empirical travel time data for private vehicles 

began many decades ago. For simple cases, symmetric distribution (e.g. normal) was initially be-

lieved to be appropriate to characterize vehicle travel time. However, statistical analysis identified 

TTDs to be asymmetric and significantly skewed to the right (Richardson and Taylor, 1978). Now-

adays, the lognormal model is the most recommended TTD for its good fit and relative simplicity 

(Clark and Watling, 2005; Hollander and Liu, 2008). Faouzi and Maurin (2007) claimed lognormal 

was an attractive distribution that could be justified from an equivalent theorem derived from the 

central limit theorem. The theorem expresses that any product of independent identically distributed 

random variables will be distributed according to a lognormal model. Other reported models include, 

Gamma (Polus, 1979), Loglogistic (Chu, 2010), Weibull (Al-Deek and Emam, 2006),  Burr (Taylor 

and Susilawati, 2012) and Stable distribution (Fosgerau and Fukuda, 2012). 

Compared to studies on private vehicle TTD, transit TTD research began relatively late and 

there have been limited studies, mainly due to the unavailability of extensive travel time data over 

time and space. Taylor (1982) showed that bus travel times that started at 8:15 am every day over 

15 successive days followed a normal distribution. Jordan and Turnquist (1979) showed that bus 

morning peak running times had a skewed distribution and Gamma distribution was a precise fit. 

However, day-to-day distributions of bus TTV have received increasing attention since the emer-

gence of automatic data collection systems. Uno et al. (2009) showed that bus running times (ex-

cluding delay times at stops) on arterial roadways followed a skewed distribution but the lognormal 

distribution was rejected by 5 of the 12 routes. Xue et al. (2011) showed that bus peak hour travel 

times of stop pairs in urban areas followed Loglogistic distribution. Kieu et al. (2014) analyzed 

TTV using transit signal priority data and recommended lognormal distribution as the best de-

scriptor of bus travel time on urban roads. Table 2-2 shows the selected studies on TTD fitting using 

single mode distribution models. 
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Table 2-2 Selected studies on TTD fitting using single mode distribution model 
Studies Data Collecting Methods Time Periods Departure Time Window Distribution 
Taylor (1982) Manually (bus) Morning peak 0 Normal 
Jordan and Turnquist (1979) NA (bus) Morning peak NA Gamma 

Mazloumi et al. (2010) AVL (bus) 
AM/PM peak 2 hour Normal 
Off-peak 2.5 hour Lognormal 
Peak & off-peak 5 min Normal 

Al-Deek and Emam (2006) Theoretical NA NA Weibull 
Susilawati et al. (2013) GPS probe cars NA NA Burr 
Fosgerau and Fukuda (2012) AVL (bus) 6am-10pm 1 min Stable 
May et al. (1989) Survey (bus) NA NA Normal 
Faouzi and Maurin (2007) ETC (car) NA NA Lognormal 
Polus (1979) Manually Afternoon NA Gamma 
Emam and Ai-Deek (2006) Loop detector (car) Evening peak 5min Lognormal 
Chu (2010) GPS probe truck MP/off-peak/AP 5min Log-logistic 
Note:  NA = not applicable; AVL = Automatic vehicle location; GPS = Global positioning system; ETC = Electronic 
toll collection. 

However, the above mentioned empirical studies of modelling distribution of TTV tend to 

give inconclusive and inconsistent overall results. One of the important reasons for such incon-

sistency is the empirical data used. Travel time data collected in different temporal-spatial scales 

would have different characteristics due to specific service areas and different traffic conditions. It 

is a common limitation of empirical modelling studies that the results are largely determined by the 

data. However, two other essential factors can also contribute to the inconsistencies across different 

studies, namely, data aggregation and the evaluation approach.  

For data aggregation, Vlahogianni and Karlaftis (2011) verified that the temporal aggrega-

tion of traffic data can alter the underlying stochastic characteristics of traffic performance. Li et al. 

(2006) demonstrated that car TTDs on freeways follow a lognormal distribution when the Departure 

Time Window (DTW) is large (e.g. 1 hour). In a narrower DTW, the distribution tends to be normal. 

Mazloumi et al. (2010) showed that bus TTD tends toward a normal distribution in short DTWs. 

When the DTW increases, a normal distribution is still a good fit for the peak period, while a 

lognormal distribution is more appropriate for the off-peak period. However, recent researchers 

have shown that even in short DTWs (5min), TTDs are still skewed (Chu, 2010; Emam and Ai-

Deek, 2006). Susilawati et al. (2013) showed that shorter links tended to have bimodal distributions 

and these phenomenon are broken up when they are merged into a longer link. The influence of spa-

tiotemporal aggregation levels of travel time on TTD is needed to be examined.  

For the evaluation approach, the majority of empirical studies usually evaluated the perfor-

mance of different models solely based on fitting accuracy under some specific scenario, such as 

weekday AM peak inbound route TTD. This is thought to be insufficient to claim an appropriate 

distribution model for characterizing TTV without considering other evaluation criteria (e.g. ro-

bustness and explanatory power) and travel time under different scenarios.  
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The assumption of the above mentioned research is that, for a given time period, travel times 

are predominantly determined by a unimodal distribution. However, travel time can be impacted by 

various factors and multiple states can exist for a specific time period. van Lint and van Zuylen 

(2005) identified four phases that yielded distinctively different shapes of the day-to-day TTD, on 

the basis of empirical observations within 5 min intervals. Recent studies have proved the superior 

performance of multimodal distributions in fitting TTDs compared to its alternative models. In ad-

dition, those models provide a connection between the shape of TTDs and the underlying travel 

time states (Barkley et al., 2012; Guo et al., 2010; S. Park et al., 2010; Sangjun et al., 2011; 

Susilawati et al., 2013). Conceptually, bus trips can also experience different ranges of travel times 

due to stochastic traffic flow en-route, random delay at intersections and delay time at stops. How-

ever, no study has been found which fits bus TTD using multimodal models. It is important to take 

into consideration all possible alternative models for specification of a distribution that can most 

appropriately characterize day-to-day variability of bus travel times. 

2.5   Travel time distribution estimation methodology 

Knowledge of travel times is crucial at many levels of transportation planning and management. 

Network-wide travel time information provides inputs for impact assessment of strategic and opera-

tional instruments. Information of link travel times can reveal problematic locations where targeted 

strategies can be introduced to improve service reliability performance. In addition, disseminating 

information on travel time reliability to system users is a key component of addressing urban mobil-

ity issues, since it can aid travelers to make informed travel decisions (Kuhn et al., 2013). 

Methods on the estimation and prediction of travel times can be generally classified into two 

categories, namely analytical and data-driven. Analytical models explore the physical relationship 

between travel times and other traffic variables (traffic flow, occupancy, signal phase plans and etc.) 

(Geroliminis and Skabardonis, 2011). Data-driven models estimate travel times by combining po-

tential factors that can be easily implemented and show a promising performance in practice (Fei et 

al., 2011). Among the most applied data-driven techniques are parametric and nonparametric re-

gression (Chang et al., 2010), Kalman filter (Cathey and Dailey, 2003), machine learning (Chun-

Hsin et al., 2004; Van Lint et al., 2005; Yu et al., 2011), Bayesian (van Hinsbergen et al., 2009) and 

hybrid methods (Van Lint, 2008). Most of these studies focus on the estimation of expected travel 

times, which can be used as an indication of congestion levels once compared with free flow travel 

times for planning applications (van Hinsbergen et al., 2009) or to aid users in making smart travel 

decisions (Brakewood et al., 2015).  
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Travel time variability caused by the inherent network randomness in the context of supply, 

demand and service performance is important to consider (Jenelius, 2012). Reduction of travel time 

variability decreases commuting stress and uncertainty of making travel decisions, e.g. departure 

time choices (Fosgerau and Engelson, 2011). Many statistical scalar indexes have been used to 

characterize variability, including variance, percentiles and confidence intervals (Jenelius and 

Koutsopoulos, 2013; Abbas Khosravi et al., 2011; A. Khosravi et al., 2011; Li and Rose, 2011; 

Pattanamekar et al., 2003). A common limitation is that the scalar indexes cannot fully characterize 

the stochastic features of travel times without an assumption on the shape of distribution. They can 

only provide incomplete information since the features of distributions may be missed, e.g. skew-

ness and multimodality (van Lint et al., 2008).  

Probability distributions contain maximum information that captures the stochastic charac-

teristics of travel times (Du et al., 2012). Many studies on TTR have attempted to fit mathematical 

distributions to travel times at different network levels (Clark and Watling, 2005; Fosgerau and 

Fukuda, 2012; Hollander and Liu, 2008). For many applications, e.g. trip planning, trip travel time 

information is of more interest (Bhat and Sardesai, 2006). The trip TTDs can be derived or inferred 

using archived data of direct observations for the same origin and destination (OD) pairs under sim-

ilar trip conditions, e.g. time period. One problem is that the archived database requires the full cov-

erage of all OD pairs that travelers might take. Note that the OD pairs are not restricted to the major 

planning zones, but can be any locations in the network. Furthermore, with data from mobile 

sources, it is likely that for many OD pairs very few or no samples were observed directly. An ef-

fective approach for estimating trip TTDs between arbitrary OD pairs at arbitrary times is from in-

dividual link TTDs. Link travel times can be derived directly (e.g. transit AVL data) or estimated 

from the increasingly available but sparse opportunistic sensor data, e.g. vehicular GPS, Automatic 

Number Plate Recognition (ANPR), and mobile phone data (Hellinga et al., 2008; Jenelius and 

Koutsopoulos, 2015; Kazagli and Koutsopoulos, 2013; Rahmani and Koutsopoulos, 2013; Zheng 

and Van Zuylen, 2013). Given the known link TTDs, the challenge is how to estimate trip TTDs by 

taking into consideration of the spatiotemporal correlations between link travel times.  

For the estimation of the mean and variance of trip travel times, the Space Time Autoregres-

sive Integrated Moving Average (STARIMA) model was proposed by Pfeifer and Deutrch (1980). 

The model can capture the spatiotemporal relationships within observations. Cheng et al. (2014) 

proposed a dynamic spatial weight matrix and a localized STARIMA approach to capture the heter-

ogeneous and dynamic correlations between urban link travel times. Jenelius and Koutsopoulos 

(2013) used GPS taxi data to estimate the distribution of urban link travel times as a function of  

link characteristics and trip conditions and incorporate link correlations based on a spatial moving 

average structure. Yeon et al. (2008) considered the temporal correlation between freeway link 

travel times in 1 minute interval based on a Markov chain methodology.  
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 For the estimation of the probability distribution of trip travel times, Hollander and Liu 

(2008) introduced the concept of estimating the TTDs using repeated simulations, but the approach 

is computationally expensive. One approach for the estimation of trip TTDs from link TTDs is by 

assuming that the link travel times are independent for a given time period (T. Hunter et al., 2013; 

Westgate et al., 2013). This assumption however, can lead to a considerable underestimation of the 

magnitude of variability. Correlations across links have been captured by using a Markov chain 

methodology (Timothy Hunter et al., 2013; Ramezani and Geroliminis, 2012; Woodard et al., 2015) 

and a dynamic Bayesian network model (Hofleitner,Herring,Abbeel, et al., 2012; Hofleitner,Herring 

and Bayen, 2012). Ramezani and Geroliminis (2012) used a Markov chain approach to estimate ar-

terial trip TTDs by capturing the spatial correlations using a Transition Probability Matrix (TPM) 

calibrated from historical data, and assuming that the travel times are independent conditional on 

link states. Similar to the Markov chain approach, Hofleitner et al. (2012a,b) assumed that each link 

can be in a congested or uncongested state with its own independent and normal TTDs. The transi-

tion between link states is modelled using a dynamic Bayesian network approach. Fei et al. (2011) 

proposed a Bayesian inference based dynamic linear model for predicting travel times along with 

their confidence interval, by combining a priori distribution and real time traffic information on 

freeways. Recently, Srinivasan et al. (2014) approximated trip and link TTDs assuming shifted 

lognormal distributions and estimated trip TTDs by combining correlated link distributions using a 

Moment Generating Function (MGF) approach (Fenton–Wilkinson’s approach).  

Markov chains facilitate the modelling of the probabilistic nature of link travel times and 

their spatiotemporal correlations through TPMs. The main assumption is that the travel times condi-

tional on link states along a Markov path are uncorrelated (Timothy Hunter et al., 2013). However, 

the assumption was found to be violated in our case study. In addition, existing Markov chain based 

models usually compute TPMs based on the number of observations conditional on adjacent link 

states, which constraints their ability to generalize to a wide range of applications. The MGF 

method has been widely applied in the wireless communication field to approximate the probability 

density functions of the sum of correlated normal or lognormal random variables (Mehta et al., 

2007). The main limitation of the MGF method is that it needs prior assumptions on both link and 

trip distributions, usually unimodal. It is reasonable to use the MGF approach to estimate the Mar-

kov path TTD since the link TTDs conditional on states tend to be unimodal.  

2.6   Summary of main findings and research gaps  

A detailed review was carried out to establish past researches in TTR and TTD areas, including 

TTR quantification, TTR modelling and TTD estimation. The main findings from the review are 

summarized in Table 2-3. 
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Table 2-3: Summary of the main findings from literature review 
Main findings Section 

Travel time reliability definitions and measures 

o No common agreement on TTR definition. Two key features: consistency 
of service attributes and distinction between supply & demand sides; 

o A general pool of indicators is summarized based on which different sets 
of indicators can be selected under different situations; 

o Buffer time concept based indicators are appropriate to capture passengers’ 
experienced reliability by using operational data. 

Travel time variability and unreliability causes 

o TTR varies in time and space impacted by different sources of variations 
from demand and supply sides, as well as interactions between them. 

o Basic factors have been identified as affecting TTR using regression analy-
sis, including planning, operational and environmental characteristics;  

o Strategies have been identified as affecting TTR, including fare collection, 
reserved bus lanes, limited-stop bus services, stop consolidation, articulat-
ed buses and transit signal priority. 

Travel time distribution fitting model 

o The distribution fitting model can be classified into two categories, namely 
single-mode and mixture-modes distributions; 

o Inconsistent distribution models were reported and the spatiotemporal ag-
gregation of travel times largely influence TTD; 

o Mixture-modes distribution provides a better fitting performance, as well 
as a connection with the underlying traffic states. 

Travel time distribution estimation methodology 

o Methods for the estimation of trip TTD between origination-destination 
pairs using the increasingly available data from mobile sources are still 
evolving and rather limited; 

o Previous studies on trip travel time distribution (TTD) estimation used a 
Markov chain methodology and are based on a number of important as-
sumptions: independent conditional on states and constant transition prob-
abilities for a given time period. 

2.2 
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2.5 

 

 

From the overview of the literature presented here, the following research gaps have been identified: 

� Quantification of TTR from the perspective of passengers using operational AVL data; 
� Investigating the impacts of unreliability causes with data from both demand and supply 

sides by taking into consideration cross-equation correlations caused by unobserved factors; 
� Specifying the most appropriate probability distributions of day-to-day travel times at dif-

ferent spatiotemporal aggregation levels and network levels. 
� Developing a generic model for trip TTD prediction between arbitrary OD pairs from link 

TTDs with consideration of their heterogeneous correlations.  
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To address these research gaps, Chapter 4 analyzes the limitations of current TTR measures 

and proposes a buffer time concept based measure to approximate passengers’ experienced TTR 

using AVL data. To investigate the impact of unreliability causes, three TTR models with respect to 

main concerns by passengers and operators are developed using a seemingly unrelated regression 

equations method in Chapter 5. To build generic models for TTR prediction, Chapter 6 proposes a 

novel evaluation approach and set of performance measures to specify the most appropriate distri-

bution model for the day-to-day travel time variability at stop, link and route levels. Chapter 7 pro-

poses a generalized Markov chain approach for estimating the probability distribution of trip travel 

times from link travel time distributions and takes into consideration correlations in time and space. 

The case studies use data integrated from Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL), smart card transac-

tions, General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS), Brisbane Strategic Transport Model (BSTM) and 

Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) systems. 
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Chapter 3   Data Description and Processing 

3.1   Introduction 

The increasing availability of dedicated sensors, such as AVL and AFC, is transforming a once da-

ta-starved transport field into one of the most data-rich. While these data can provide detailed traffic 

and operational information, methods for its processing for decision making at all levels (planning 

and policy, operations, control) is still evolving. Such methods can be complex and time consuming, 

especially in the collection of reliable and comprehensive data of travel times and the associated 

contributory factors in a large temporal and spatial scale. The current research establishes a travel 

time related data warehouse for TTR and TTD study. The unique performance database developed 

here integrates data from different databases, including AVL, smart card, GTFS, BSTM, BoM and 

STREAMS. 

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 3.2, the description of dif-

ferent databases and the integrated data warehouse are presented. To minimize the possibility of 

erroneous data, the major procedure for data processing (error and outlier detection) is then briefly 

discussed in Section 3.3. The routes used for case studies in this research are described in Section 

3.4.  Finally, Section 3.5 concludes the chapter.  

3.2   Data integration 

The data used in this research was provided by TransLink, a division of the Department of 

Transport and Main Roads (DTMR) in Queensland, Australia. TransLink is responsible for coordi-

nating and integrating Queensland's overall passenger transport system, including bus, ferry and rail 

services. TransLink operates an integrated smart card system which allows the use of one ticket on 

multiple services. The archived data covered a six months period from November 1, 2012 to April 

30, 2013 across Southeast Queensland (SEQ) area. To complement the dataset, data from different 

sources were integrated, including AVL, Go card (69,194,428 records), GTFS, BSTM and BOM 

and STREAMs data. Figure 3-1 shows the databases integrated for this research. The integrated da-

tabase reproduces what has happened for each operation run at stops (arrival, departure and passen-

ger activities) and on links (route characteristics, traffic condition and weather) along the service 

route. It can provide detailed information of travel times, passenger demand, and operational envi-

ronment.  
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Figure 3-1 Overview of the integration scheme  

The AVL system in Brisbane provides vehicle trip time information at a stop level, includ-

ing operator, timestamp, route, direction, vehicle trip ID (unique), stop ID, vehicle arrival and de-

parture time at a stop. The Go card system provides passengers trip transactions with both ‘Tap in’ 

and ‘Tap out’ information. The attributes for each transaction include operator, timestamp, route, 

run ID, direction, ticket number, Go card ID, boarding stop, alighting stop, boarding time, alighting 

time, passenger journey ID and passenger trip ID. A GTFS feed is composed of a series of text files 

and each file models a particular aspect of transit information: stops, routes, trips, and other sched-

ule data (https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/). The BSTM is a four-step strategic transport 

model developed in the EMME/3 modelling platform. It provides information on road hierarchy, 

road type, lanes, road capacity, posted speed, and simulated volume over capacity (V/C). The 

weather data was obtained from BoM stations around SEQ, including rainfall, temperature, humidi-

ty, wind speed and wind direction, on a half hour basis. STREAM is an integrated intelligent 

transport system developed by Transmax in Australia. The link measure list in STREAM system 

provides information on link ID, timestamp, occupancy, level of service, flow. After examining the 

coverage of STREAM sensors, it is not used for the case study routes presented in Section 3.4.  

In practice, the stop IDs are not necessarily consistent across different operators. The Go 

Card dataset does not include the latitude and longitude of the stops (x–y coordinates), nor do they 

match the region-wide SEQ transit schedule published by Translink. A stop-matching heuristic was 

developed and applied to the Go Card dataset to match the recorded stop IDs in the region-wide 

GTFS network. This heuristic is briefly presented in ‘‘Stop matching heuristic’’ section in the co-

authored publication (Nassir et al., 2015). Finally, a mapping dictionary is generated to match stops 

across different systems. 
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Figure 3-2 shows a snapshot of the integrated outcomes. The integration procedure is im-

plemented using MySql, C++ and Matlab software. For each record in the dataset, it possesses the 

trip information (Date, direction, link, scheduled departure time from the first stop), operational in-

formation (actual arrival time & departure time from AVL data, actual arrival time & departure time 

from Go card data, actual stop served), demand information (boarding, alighting and passenger 

load), and environmental information (route characteristics, length, number of lanes, speed limit, 

signals, land use, stop types and rainfall). 

 

Figure 3-2 Snapshot of the integrated data record  

3.3   Data processing 

Cleaning and refining the data are important steps in data processing. Raw data usually contain er-

roneous records caused by system failure or human faulty operation. The archived Go card data 

were screened to minimize the possibility of erroneous data by setting different rules and using 

schedule information from GTFS system. The results of the cleaned data indicated that 17% of rec-

ords were excluded due to checking and fixing of erroneous data with different types of errors. 

These errors are summarized and described in Table 3-1. 

The Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) technique was applied for outlier identification, that 

is, extremely long travel times. An item sample was considered as an outlier if it was outside the 

range of the lower and upper bound values determined by the MAD 3-delta criteria (Pearson, 2002). 

Figure 3-3 displays the cleaning results for weekday inbound travel times. The data were aggregat-

ed in 15 minutes interval. The MAD cleaning technique is promising with 3.2% outliers identified.  
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Table 3-1: Description of Go card transaction errors  
Error types Description (causes) 
System failure No boarding information, and no alighting information (not known) 
Go card reload An additional transaction record for the same passenger trip (top up go card in a vehicle)  
Extremely large interval 
transaction 

The difference between the alighting time and boarding time for a transaction is larger than 2 
hours or across several days (forget to touch off from the last trip)  

Ticket evasion Boarding stop equals to alighting stop (tap in front door and tap again in the back door) 
Driver faulty operation   The service direction in the transaction is wrong, e.g. the sequence of the inbound stops are 

actually the outbound stops (driver forget to change the route display information)  
Abnormal stop The boarding or alighting stops are not in the stop list of the recorded service route (the ve-

hicle does not stop at the designated stop due to bus bunching) 

 

Figure 3-3: Data cleaning results and outliers identified 

3.4   Case study area 

The ideal data for empirical study would have large extent coverage of services that operating in 

different times and spaces. Translink implemented AVL system for only a limited number of bus 

routes (pilot test). Two bus routes equipped with AVL systems are used for case studies. The data 

used covers a six months’ period with service operating from 5:30 to 23:30 every day. The two 

routes, which are shown in Figure 3-4, present diverse operating environments.  

Route 60 is a cross-city route (mixed with local traffic) servicing two suburbs, West End and 

Fortitude Valley, as well as the CBD area of Brisbane. It operates along an arterial route of length 

7.8 km and has 12 scheduled stops. It is one of the highest frequency bus services in Brisbane. It 

runs every 5 minutes between 7 and 9am and 4 and 6pm on weekdays and every 10 to 15 minutes 

during all other hours of operation. It operates from 5.30am until 11.30pm on Sunday to Thursday, 

and 24 hours on Friday and Saturday.  
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Route 555 is a radial route servicing Upper Mount Gravatt, Eight Mile Plains, Springwood 

and Logan as well as Brisbane City. For the inbound service to the City as shown in Figure 1, it op-

erates first on the Pacific Motorway (mixed with local traffic) from Loganholme station to Eight 

Mile Plains station, then on the South East Busway (bus-only corridor) to the Cultural Centre sta-

tion and continues to the City on an arterial road (mixed with local traffic). The route is 31km long 

and has 12 scheduled stops along the route. It runs every 15 minutes for services before 8pm on 

weekdays and Saturdays and before 6pm on Sundays and public holidays, and every 20 to 30 

minutes for other hours.      

 

Figure 3-4 The used two transit routes in Brisbane, Australia 

3.5   Summary 

The research has developed a unique integrated dataset from different systems, including AVL, Go 

card, GTFS, BSTM, BOM and STREAMS. The integrated data warehouse provides detailed infor-

mation on supply and demand information, as well as the associated environmental information. In 

this research, a stop matching heuristic algorithm has been put forward to build a stop mapping dic-

tionary across different systems. The procedure to process the raw data is briefly discussed, includ-

ing erroneous Go card transaction detection and abnormal travel time outlier identification. Two 

transit routes are used as case studies for this research mainly considering the diverse operating en-

vironments and data availability. These two routes cover diverse operating environments, including 

CBD area, residential area, major attraction area, suburban road, arterial road, motorway, and ex-

clusive busway. 
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Chapter 4   Travel Time Reliability Quantifi-
cation 

4.1   Introduction 

The concern with the impacts of reliability on operation efficiency (operators) and service effec-

tiveness (passengers) brings about the need to identify and develop meaningful and consistent relia-

bility measures. The automatic collection techniques, e.g. AVL and AFC, facilitate the gathering of 

enormous quantity and variety of spatial and temporal operational data that holds substantial prom-

ise for TTR analysis in a deep level. Leveraging on the AVL data, an investigation of the assess-

ment performance of existing TTR measures is performed. Buffer time measures are believed to be 

appropriate to approximate passengers’ experienced reliability. On this basis, the research proposes 

a set of TTR measures from the perspective of passengers using the operational AVL data consider-

ing different perceptions of TTR under different traffic states. The research findings are reported in 

a journal paper published in Ma, Ferreira, and Mesbah. (2014). 

The remainder of the Chapter is structured as follows: In Section 4.2, two issues with regard 

to buffer time estimation are discussed, namely, performance disaggregation and capturing passen-

gers’ perspectives on reliability, followed by the detailed methodologies to address these issues pre-

sented in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. Case studies using both empirical data and numerical 

experiment are implemented in Section 4.5. The results show that the proposed reliability measure 

is capable of quantifying TTR consistently, while the conventional ones may provide inconsistent 

assessments. Then the potential applications of the TTR measure in reliability improvement and trip 

planning are briefly discussed in Section 4.6. Finally, Section 4.7 summarizes the main conclusions 

and highlights future researches.  

4.2   Buffer time and its estimation 

From literature review, there is no consensus on which attribute is capable of appropriately charac-

terizing service reliability due to the heterogeneity of stakeholders’ preferences and perceptions. 

Many studies have highlighted the importance to characterize TTR from the perspective of passen-

gers (Cheng and Tsai, 2014; Hu and Jen, 2006). In this regard, buffer time measures are assessed to 

be more promising than other TTR measures (Currie et al., 2012) in two aspects: conceptually it can 

capture the influence of service unreliability on passengers travel decisions (Abkowitz et al., 1978); 

and mathematically, percentile-based buffer time is an indicator of compactness of TTD (Pu, 2011). 
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 Passengers perspective on reliability 4.2.1  
For a complete journey, excluding access time from the origination and egress time to the destina-

tion, a passenger is concerned of waiting time at the first stop, in-vehicle time during the trip and 

transfer time between different trips (Ceder, 2007). Generally, the unreliability can impact the dura-

tion and predictability of travel time which ultimately influence passengers’ trip planning behav-

iours (van Oort, 2011). Due to the vehicle travel time variability, passengers may experience longer 

or shorter journey times which lead to early or late arrivals at their destination. These can be quanti-

fied using a measure of variability, such as standard deviation of travel time. In addition, unreliable 

service brings uncertainty to travel time which hinders passengers’ ability to make optimal travel 

decisions to minimize disutility (Uniman et al., 2010).  

For an infrequent service, passengers tend to arrive as close to their desired service depar-

ture time without missing the expected vehicle at the first stop. For a frequent service, passengers 

would be more interested in choosing a departure time that can minimize their late arrivals. If a pas-

senger with a desired arrival time 
des

T travels in an ideal transport system without any variability, 

the departure time should be exactly the desired arrival time
des

T minus the expected travel time of 

the trip
exp

TT . However, in reality, a passenger can experience a stochastic arrival time distribution 

with non-zero probability of a late arrival for each departure time as shown in Figure 4-1.  

 

Figure 4-1: Journey departure decision and arrival time distribution 

If a passenger highly valued an on-time arrival, he/she should shift the departure time earlier 

to reduce the probability of a late arrival. For example, to guarantee a late arrival probability no 

more than 5%, the passenger should leave before 
_dep early

T which is the difference between the de-

sired arrival time 
des

T and 95th percentile travel time of a trip
95prc

TT . This additional time budgeted 

by a traveller to increase the probability of an on-time arrival is regarded as buffer time. Intuitively, 

as the service reliability decreases, a passenger needs to budget more buffer time to avoid a late ar-

rival.   
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Generally, buffer time is defined as the 95th percentile travel time minus average or median 

travel time which indicates the additional time that a passenger should budget to guarantee an on-

time arrival under a given probability (Lomax et al., 2003). Although  the term ‘buffer time’ usually 

denotes buffer travel time, it can be recognized as a concept of extreme-value based reliability eval-

uation measure, which can be applied manifoldly to: (a) buffer waiting time to indicate excess wait-

ing time needed to catch an expected bus (Furth and Muller, 2007); (b) buffer transfer time to indi-

cate additional time required to avoid missing connections (Goverde, 1999); and (c) buffer travel 

time to indicate extra time necessary for an on-time arrival.  

 Buffer time estimation 4.2.2  
Two causes may reduce the usefulness of the existing buffer time measures in the context of per-

formance evaluation when directly applying it to mixture distributions. One reason is that two dif-

ferent mixture TTDs could have the same buffer time value as shown in Figure 4-2. It shows that 

the service A and B have different probability density functions (PDFs), thus different reliability 

performance. However, they have exactly the same buffer time value (4.7 minutes) calculated using 

cumulative distribution functions (CDFs). This is conceptually unreasonable in reality. Further, any 

travel time samples with the same 95th percentile and median travel times would have the same 

buffer time value. It indicates by applying the buffer time measure directly on the source travel time 

profile could also lead to an inconsistent reliability assessment when mixture distributions exist.  

 

Figure 4-2: Travel time samples with mixture distributions 

The other reason is, by considering the TTD as a whole, the buffer time measure could hide 

the sources of unobserved reliability changes, thus making it hard for the identification of unrelia-

bility factors. Many studies have claimed that TTD can be classified into recurrent and non-

recurrent states for a time period (Barkley et al., 2012; Susilawati et al., 2013).  
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In addition, passengers would experience different arrival time distributions and thus have 

different departure decisions under different occasions. Conceptually, bus service state can be clas-

sified into three types, namely, fast, slow and non-recurrent service states. The former two states 

can be aggregated together as the recurrent state. Bus travel time under different states can have dif-

ferent characteristics. In a recurrent state, travel time is largely determined by traffic flow fluctua-

tions and passenger demand characteristics. The difference between the fast and slow service states 

is mainly caused by stop delays (e.g. red light and queuing) and intersection delays (e.g. serving 

passengers, bus bunching, merging to the traffic flow). A vehicle in a fast service state may experi-

ence less intersection delays and stop delays than one in a slow service state.  In this case, the pas-

senger taking a fast service would plan less ‘buffer time’ than one taking a slow service, or even 

plan no ‘buffer time’ if the 95th percentile arrival time 
_95arrival prc

TT under a fast service state is al-

ready smaller than the desired arrival time 
des

T  (Figure 4-1). In the non-recurrent state, the corre-

sponding travel time unreliability will be higher than that in the recurrent state. In addition, the non-

recurrent state can be further broke down to a more refined sub-set influenced by different factors, 

such as incidents, weather and extreme events (Barkley et al., 2012). In this case, passengers may 

not consider the non-recurrent state travel time in trip planning since the non-recurrent traffic condi-

tion is rare and cannot be predicted in practice.  

In summary, buffer time measure can evaluate the reliability experienced by passengers in 

the context of departure planning using operational data. However, directly applying buffer time 

measure to a whole distribution of travel times may give inconsistent reliability assessments, hide 

unreliability causes and can not effectively capture passengers’ departure behaviours. It is reasona-

ble to develop a ‘buffer time’ concept based measure that can assess TTR under different states sep-

arately. Two issues will be addressed in the following sections, namely performance disaggregation 

and capturing passengers’ perspectives on reliability.  

4.3   Performance disaggregation  

Based on the discussions, the primary task is to disaggregate the overall travel time performance for 

a trip origination-destination (OD) pair in a specific time period across different days into different 

states (or categories). A Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) approach is applied to disaggregate the 

performance data.  

Mixture models provide flexibility in modelling the underlying characteristics of the data. 

GMM is a special type of mixture models where the component distribution is Gaussian and is used 

as a clustering method that is more appropriate than k-means clustering, especially when clusters 

have different sizes and correlation within them (Yildirimoglu and Geroliminis, 2013). A GMM 

model with K components has the following PDF: 
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where,  
y= a vector of continuous-valued observations; 

( )| ,
k k
µ ΣyN = a Gaussian probability density for componentk ; 

( )=Θ ω,µ,Σ  the set of GMM parameters; 

( )1
, ,

K
w w= ⋯ω  a vector of mixture coefficients such that 0 and 1

k k
w w≥ =∑ ; 

( ), ,
K

µ µ=
1
⋯µ  parameter vector of the mean of Gaussian distribution; 

( ), ,
K

= Σ Σ
1
⋯Σ  parameter vector of the variance of Gaussian distribution. 

By changing the component distributions (e.g. Normal, Lognormal or Gamma) and the mix-

ture coefficients, a mixture models is flexible to approximate a large range of different TTDs. In 

practice, the mixture coefficient 
k

w can be interpreted as the probability that a vehicle encounters 

state k  (e.g. congested) and the component distribution indicates the TTD under such state. These 

connections provide an opportunity for analysing passengers experienced reliability under different 

states separately. 

The GMM model can be estimated using the Expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm 

(Kazagli and Koutsopoulos, 2013; Yildirimoglu and Geroliminis, 2013). Considering a sequence of 

N training observation vectors { }, ,= …
1 N

Y y y and assuming independence between vectors, the 

GMM likelihood can be written as: 

 ( ) ( )
1

1

| | ,
N

K

k n k kk
n

L w µ
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=

 = Σ  ∑∏Y yΘ N                                                                    (4.2) 

At each EM iteration, the parameters are updated to guarantee a monotonic increase in the 

model’s likelihood value: 

( )
1

1
| ,

N

k n
n

w p k
N =

= ∑ y Θ                                                                                                (4.3) 
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where the parameter set Θ is updated iteratively until the likelihood converges. 

The probability of an observation 
i

y belonging to state k can be calculated as: 

( ) ( ) ( )
1

| | , | ,
K

i k i k k j i j jj
Prob componentk y w y w yµ µ

=
= Σ Σ∑N N                      (4.6) 

An observation is assigned to the cluster having the largest ( )|
i

Prob component k y .  
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4.4   Measurement development 

The concepts of service variability and reliability are different. Service variability is defined as the 

distribution of output values for the supply side, such as vehicle trip time, departure time and head-

ways. It indicates the objective service performance provided by operators. Service reliability is de-

fined as the degree of matching between the supplied service and the expected service. A service 

with high variability does not necessarily lead to poor reliability experienced by passengers. Given 

an expected trip travel time (e.g. 40 min), a passenger can perceive an early arrival time with  large 

variability (e.g. range 34-39 min) as more reliable than a late arrival time with small variability (e.g. 

range 42-45 min). It is reasonable to capture passengers’ different perspectives on reliability under 

different conditions given a certain expectation.  

 Reliability buffer time  4.4.1  
Let ( )

k
F t denote the CDF of the PDF ( )k

f t under state k . Let ( )1

k
F x−  denote the inverse distribu-

tion function of ( )k
F t . Then, the thx percentile travel time x

k
TT  under service state k is: 

( )1x

k k
TT F x−=                                                                                                          (4.7) 

Following the idea of the traditional buffer time definition, the reliability buffer time RBT
k
 

for service state k is defined as the difference between thM percentile travel time M

k
TT  under ser-

vice state k and thN percentile travel time N

typical
TT under a typical condition. By the nature of the 

buffer time concept (additional time budgeted for a trip), the value of buffer time should be no less 

than zero. The RBT can be formulated as follows: 

 
M N M N

typical typical
TT , TT

RBT
0,otherwise

k k

k

TT if TT − ≥=
                                                    (4.8) 

The recurrent service state is chosen as the typical condition instead of using the whole ser-

vice states, because in transit, the direct expectation of a trip travel time comes from the timetable 

published by operators which is usually designed according to the average travel time under the re-

current service state. In addition, it is meaningless to incorporate the unpredictable incident-

influenced non-recurrent state in modelling a service expectation from the perspective of passengers, 

even though they might experience extremely long travel times. The selection of M and N depends 

on the usage purpose and transit passengers’ preferences.  

Wakabayashi and Matsumoto (2012) presented a detailed performance analysis of different 

percentile-based reliability measures and their relationships. Usually, M and N are chosen as 95 and 

50, respectively. The 95th percentile refers to a traveller can be late for a work one time a month 

without getting in too much trouble (Lomax et al., 2003). The 50th percentile relates to the typical 

travel time under a certain condition.  
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For a given trip OD pair in a specific time period, M

k
TT represents the service variability 

performance provided by the operators under state k, and N

typical
TT  represents the travel time expec-

tation for such service by passengers. Figure 4-3 illustrates the possible service states for a trip and 

the calculation of RBTs under different service states. The definition of RBT for different service 

states can be regarded as an approximation of passengers experienced buffer times under different 

situations. It can be interpreted like this, if a passenger experiences a slow service state for his/her 

trip, the budgeted buffer time required to guarantee a late arrival possibility less than 5% is the dif-

ference between 95th percentile travel time ( 95

slow
TT ) and his/her expectation of the service 

( 50

recurrent
TT ). However, if a passenger experiences a fast service state that 95th percentile travel time 

( 95

fast
TT ) is still in his/her expectation ( 50

recurrent
TT ), there is no need to budgeted any buffer time no 

matter how variable the service performance is under such state.   

 

Figure 4-3: Illustration of possible service states and reliability buffer time 

 Expected reliability buffer time (operator) 4.4.2  
As a service industry, transit operators are concern of providing satisfactory service to their passen-

gers. Reliability measures are required to indicate current service reliability, identify causes of unre-

liability, assess different strategies effect on reliability and modify strategies to improve it. Based on 

different application objectives, a set of expected reliability buffer time measures (ERBT) are de-

veloped for operators by using different combinations of RBTs in Equation (4.8). 

The OD-level ERBT (ERBT
od

) is defined as the occurrence probabilities weighted RBT
k
 

under different states for an OD trip pair, within a time period across different days.  

 ( )1
,

ERBT RBT
K

od k kk
time period days

p
=

= ×∑                                                                 (4.9) 

where,  

k
p = the occurrence probability of the thk service state. 
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The subscripts indicate different dimensions of aggregation including OD pairs, time period 

(e.g. morning peak, off peak or afternoon peak) and a span of time over many days (e.g. a 12 week-

day sample). By changing the latter two dimensions allows for different levels of temporal analysis.  

The Line-level ERBT (ERBT
line

) spatially aggregates ERBT
od

weighted by the passenger 

demand of an OD pair along a certain line during a studied time period.  

 ( )
,

ERBT
line od od od

od line od line time period days

d ERBT d
∈ ∈

  = ×   
∑ ∑                                          (4.10) 

where,  

od
d = the passenger demand of an OD pair along the concerned line.   

The ERBT
od

and ERBT
line

measures indicate the average overall reliability performance for a 

given service for different temporal-spatial scales. The passengers’ experienced RBTs for different 

states are aggregated together based on their contributions to the overall performance instead of 

treating them as equal. For example, the non-recurrent travel times can cause the highest RBT but if 

they rarely happen, the contribution of them to the overall service performance shouldn’t be so 

much. In addition, as different factors contributing to different states, the RBTs in Equation 4.8 can 

be used to separate different factors influenced reliability apart which can make causes identifica-

tion and strategies assessment more effectively. To implement fair reliability comparisons between 

two different services, the ERBT index (ERBTI) can be applied which is defined as the expected 

reliability buffer time divided by the expected travel time (e.g. travel time under a recurrent state).  

 Trip planning time (passenger) 4.4.3  
Although the passengers experience different service states in their daily travels, it is hard for them 

to get an accurate and complete picture of the operational performance by themselves as shown in 

Figure 4-3. However, on-line applications of trip planner on websites and mobile phones provide a 

good way to convey such information to the public. Current trip planners provide a departure time 

calculated using average trip duration based on which a passenger can expect a low chance of on-

time arrival. For a bus trip planning, passengers are concerned of deciding departure time to avoid 

late arrivals at their destinations and thus they are more interested in TTR than travel time itself. 

Considering travel mode choice and departure time planning, two types of times is interesting to a 

passenger, namely the average trip duration and the latest trip duration. These two measures can be 

used for mode choice and departure time planning, respectively.  

The average trip duration (ATD) for a trip is defined as the 50th percentile travel time under 

the recurrent service state instead of the whole service states for a specific time period over different 

days. Non-recurrent service state is excluded because it is rare and unpredictable in reality, and in-

cluding it would increase the ATD to a much high value, which is meaningless for a trip planning.    
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 ( )50

recurrent , ,
ATD= TT

trip time period days
                                                                          (4.11) 

where the subscript trip indicates a passenger travel from a boarding stop to a alighting stop along 

the same service route.  

The latest trip duration (LTD) for a trip is defined as the 95th percentile travel time under the 

slow service state for a specific time period over different days. It indicates in 95% occasions, the 

vehicle would arrival at the destination using less than the LTD time. In other words, if a passenger 

plans a trip according to the LTD, he/she would encounter late arrival only once in a month (5% 

late arrival). 

( )95

slow , ,
LTD= TT

trip time period days                                                                                      (4.12) 

4.5   Case study  

 Probability distribution fitting 4.5.1  
Modelling travel time profile to a theoretical distribution is the prerequisite for the calculation of 

RBT and it can also provide the maximum information for reliability evaluation (Clark and Watling, 

2005). Most importantly, by assigning travel time data points to different clusters based on distribu-

tion densities can disaggregate travel time data at a high-level of detail. Single and Mixture distribu-

tion models are tested to verify whether mixture states exist for peak period travel times.  

4.5.1.1 Single mode distribution  

The single distribution model assumes the travel time samples come from a single travel time state 

during a given time period. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) and Anderson-Darling (A-D) were 

used to test the hypothesis that the AM-peak WD-IN travel time follows the potential theoretical 

distributions, including Burr, Exponential, Extreme value, Gamma, Log-normal, Logistic, Log-

logistic, Normal and Weibull (Chu, 2010). The hypothesis test results are provided in Table 4-1. 

Parameters for the fitted travel time distribution are also provided and the goodness-of-fit is meas-

ured using Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1974). The test results illustrate that the 

TTD can come from any individual theoretical distribution presented here, except the Exponential 

model. However, the p-values for the accepted distributions are rather low and the largest p-value is 

only 0.241(Weibull). These indicate the limited ability of single distribution models in modelling 

the AM-peak WD-IN travel time data profile.  

The AIC value indicates that the best distribution fitting model is Log-normal. And many 

studies have also claimed Log-normal as an appropriate travel time distribution model which can be 

justified from an equivalent theorem derived from central limit theorem (Faouzi and Maurin, 2007).  
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Therefore, the Log-normal model is selected as a representative of single model distribution for 

comparison purposes with the mixture models distribution. 

Table 4-1: Summary of fitting performance of single mode distribution models 

Single Models 
K-S test 
(p-value) * 

A-D test 
(p-value) * 

Parameters# 
Goodness-of-fit AIC 

Shape Scale 
Burr 0.111 (0.089) 1.574 (0.160) 15.86/1.59 30.00 - 590 
Exponential 0.563 (<0.05) 46.657 (<0.05) 28.89 N/A - 1071 
Extreme value 0.107 (0.110) 2.160 (0.075) 30.25 2.75 - 612 
Gamma 0.111 (0.088) 1.364 (0.212) 118.19 0.24 - 585 
Log-normal 0.110 (0.097) 1.339 (0.220) 3.36 0.09 - 584 
Logistic 0.110 (0.096) 1.643 (0.146) 28.83 1.59 - 595 
Log-logistic 0.111 (0.091) 1.625 (0.149) 3.359 0.055 - 593 
Normal 0.112 (0.087) 1.372 (0.210) 28.89 2.68 - 587 
Weibull 0.091 (0.241) 1.679 (0.139) 11.17 30.13 - 602 
* P-value < 0.05 rejects the null hypothesis that the data come from the distribution 
# The scale parameter indicates the degree of the spread for travel time distribution  
  The shape parameter indicates the shape and location of the travel time distribution 
 

4.5.1.2 Mixture mode distribution  

The source travel time profile is fitted using a two components GMM model. The parameters of the 

fitted distributions are shown in Table 4-2. From Figure 4-4, it can be seen that the mixture models 

is promising in capturing the bimodal characteristics of travel time distribution. The single model 

seems to have limited ability in tackling bimodal distribution. The Hartigan dip test confirms the 

existence of bimodal phenomenon in such distribution with p-value less than 0.05 (Hartigan and 

Hartigan, 1985). The goodness-of-fit AIC value in Table 4-2 also verifies the superiority of the 

GMM model when compared with the Log-normal model in modelling TTD. The first component 

of the GMM model can be regarded as the fast service state that encounters short stop delays and 

intersection delays and the second one is the slow service state that experiences long stop delays 

and intersection delays. The variance of the first component is much smaller than the second one 

due to the fact that the vehicles experiencing no stop and intersection delays would have much less 

variance than those experiencing stop and intersection delays.   

Table 4-2: Parameters for the fitted single model and mixture models distributions 

 
Parameters 

AIC 
Mixture coefficient Shape Scale 

Observed N/A N/A N/A N/A 

GMM2 
0.21 26.1 0.164 

-542 
0.79 29.6 6.400 

Log-normal N/A 3.360 0.090 -584 
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Figure 4-4: Travel time distribution fitting result using single and mixture models 

 Assessment performance comparison 4.5.2  
The proposed ERBT is validated by comparing with the existing reliability measures using numeri-

cal travel time samples, including planning time index, buffer time index and reliability time index 

(Chu, 2010). The planning time index (PTI) is calculated as the 95th percentile travel time 95TT di-

vided by average travel time avgTT . 

×
95

avg

TT
PTI= 100%

TT
                                                                                 (4.13) 

The buffer time index (BTI) is calculated as the difference between the 95th percentile travel 

time and average travel time divided by average travel time. 

×
95 avg

avg

TT TT
BTI= 100%

TT

−
                                                                                (4.14) 

The reliability time index (RTI) is calculated as the difference between the 95th percentile 

travel time and median travel time 50TT divided by median travel time. 

95 50

50

TT TT
RTI= 100%

TT

−
×                                                                     (4.15) 

Considering the fact that the BTI may be too conservative to incorporate random travel time 

fluctuations, the RTI is estimated by using median travel time instead of average travel time. To il-

lustrate the current and proposed reliability measures of performance, different groups of travel time 

samples are generated using GMM models, with different parameters combination. To keep the 

central tendency the same for comparison, the parameters of means
1
µ and

2
µ for different groups are 

set equal to those of the empirical travel time samples.  
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The parameters of proportions 
1

p and
2

p are set randomly in range [0, 1] with the constraint 

that
1 2

1p p+ = . To illustrate the current measures limitations under some specific occasions, the 

parameters of sigmas 
1
σ and

2
σ are calculated by solving the equation that95 50TT TT 4.4 min− = . 

It indicates the fact that even with the same assessment result by the current measures, different 

shape of distributions can still exist, thus different actual reliability performance. Without loss of 

generality, five groups of travel time samples are presented to investigate different measures as-

sessment ability. Table 4-3 shows the parameters for different groups travel time samples. The 

overall mean times, median times, and planning times are also calculated. 

Table 4-3: Parameters for different groups travel time samples 

Groups 
mu sigma proportion Mean 

time* 
Median 
time* 

Planning 
time* 1µ  2µ  1σ  2σ  1p  

2p  

Empirical 26.1 29.6 0.16 6.40 0.21 0.79 28.9 28.8 33.2 
Group A 26.1 29.6 1.80 5.20 0.35 0.65 28.4 28.2 32.9 
Group B 26.1 29.6 7.20 7.40 0.15 0.85 29.1 29.2 33.9 
Group C 26.1 29.6 0.10 2.00 0.70 0.30 27.2 26.3 31.0 
Group D 26.1 29.6 0.10 2.00 0.50 0.50 27.9 26.8 31.4 
Group E 26.1 29.6 0.10 8.00 0.01 0.99 29.6 29.6 34.3 
* Time unit is minutes 

Figure 4-5 displays the CDFs and PDFs of different groups travel time samples. The order 

of the reliability performance can be identified by comparing the compactness of the distribution. 

That is, the more compact of a service travel time distribution, the more reliable of the service. The 

reliability performance order (from the best to the worst) is identified as Group C, Group D, Group 

A, Empirical, Group B and Group E. 

 

Figure 4-5: CDFs and PDFs for different groups of GMM travel time samples 
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Table 4-4 provides the reliability assessment results using PTI, BTI, RTI and ERBTI 

measures. It can be seen that the conventional PTI, BTI and RTI measures give inconsistent indica-

tions of reliability performances with the real ones identified from Figure 4-5. For example, the BTI 

measure indicates that Group D (0.125) has a better reliability than Group C (0.139), but oppositely, 

the latter group (blue line) should has a better reliability since its distribution is more compact than 

that of the former one (dark green line). In addition, the RT measure gives equally the same reliabil-

ity time values (4.4 minutes) estimations for different groups travel time samples.  

Table 4-4: Assessment results for different groups travel time samples  
Groups PTI (PT*) BTI (BT*) RTI (RT*) ERBTI (ERBT) 
Empirical  1.148 (33.2)  0.148 (4.30)  0.153 (4.40)  0.373 (10.7)  
Group A  1.158 (32.9)  0.158 (4.50)  0.156 (4.40)  0.291 (8.20)  
Group B  1.164 (33.9)  0.165 (4.80)  0.151 (4.40)  0.500 (14.6)  
Group C  1.139 (31.0)  0.139 (3.80)  0.165 (4.40)  0.083 (2.19)  
Group D  1.125 (31.4)  0.125 (3.50)  0.164 (4.40)  0.127 (3.40)  
Group E  1.159 (34.3)  0.159 (4.70)  0.149 (4.40)  0.535 (15.8)  
* PT = planning time, BT = buffer time, RT = reliability time 

The proposed ERBTI measure can give a consistent reliability assessment with the reliabil-

ity order identified using ERBTI is the same as that identified from Figure 4-5. Furthermore, the 

ERBTI measure can provide a significant identification of reliability differences for different groups. 

For example, it can be observed that Group C (blue line) and E (red line) have a much different reli-

ability performance from Figure 4-5. The ERBTI values for such two groups are 0.083 and 0.535, 

respectively, which indicates a much different reliability performance between the two groups.  

4.6   Discussions and applications 

In transit, different stakeholders have different requirements. Operators are responsible for provid-

ing a reliable service to the public. They are concerned of reliability assessment to gain a deep in-

sight into casual relationships between service inputs (service strategies) and outputs (reliability 

performance). Passengers are the recipient of bus services. They are concerned of deciding depar-

ture time to avoid late arrivals at their destinations (Kuhn et al., 2013). Potential applications for 

fulfilling different stakeholders’ requirements are analysed. 

 Strategy assessment (operators) 4.6.1  
Diab and El-Geneidy (2013) studied the impacts of various improvement strategies on service 

reliability and concluded that the strategies can decrease the standard deviation of travel time. As-

suming the current service travel time distribution follows a 3-components GMM model (GMM3), 

the parameters for the GMM3 model are set as[25, 30, 45]µ = , [0.1, 0.8, 0.1]p = and 
2

[1, ,15]σ σ= .  

Different values of 
2
σ indicate reliability performance changes after strategies are applied and set 

2
σ  decreasing from 6 minutes to 5 minutes and then to 4 minutes. 
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 From Table 4-5, it can be seen that the proposed ERBTI measure can accurately reflect the 

service changes after applying a strategy, while the conventional reliability measures values coun-

ter-intuitively stay unchanged. Such phenomenon can be caused by the fact that the conventional 

measures are largely impacted by travel times under a non-recurrent state. If a non-recurrent state 

occupies more than 5% of the entire travel time profile, the 95th percentile travel time will remain 

constant no matter what improvements are made in other states. Furthermore, by considering ser-

vice reliability under different states separately, different contributions of causes of service reliabil-

ity are distinguished based on which efficient strategies can be made to improve performance.  

Table 4-5: Assessment of service performance changes using different reliability measures 

2σ
 

PTI (PT*) BTI (BT*) RTI (RT*) ERBTI (ERBT) 

4 1.520 (45.0) 0.452 (14.0) 0.520 (15.4) 0.304 (9.0) 
5 1.520 (45.0) 0.452 (14.0) 0.520 (15.4) 0.351 (10.4) 
6 1.520 (45.0) 0.452 (14.0) 0.520 (15.4) 0.399 (11.8) 
* PT = planning time, BT = buffer time, RT = reliability time 

 Trip planning (passenger) 4.6.2  
As passengers are more concerned of TTR than travel time itself in mode choice and departure 

planning, a new trip planner design is presented to convey such information to passengers as shown 

in Figure 4-6. The new trip planner provides passengers with a trip summary and different departure 

options. Under a specific departure option, the trip travel information is presented using two differ-

ent sections, namely SCHEDULED and EXPECTED.  The SCHEDULED section is a brief sum-

mary of the scheduled travel information for a trip published by operators, including scheduled de-

parture time, scheduled arrival time and scheduled total time. Usually, the scheduled time-table for 

the duration a trip is not necessarily equal to the actual operational travel time. The EXPECTED 

section displays the information of actual travel time and travel time reliability of a trip, including 

the expected arrival time, the latest arrival time and total expected travel time & total latest travel 

time based on service reliability.  

The information shown in Figure 4-6 is given as an example. The total expected travel time 

& total latest travel time in the EXPECTED section are calculated using Equations 4.11 and 4.12. 

Three departure options are provided for different risk-aversion passengers for different trip purpos-

es. For a passenger who needs high reliability, he/she might choose OP1, since the expected arrival 

and latest arrival time both occur before 8:45am. For a passenger who has less need for reliability, 

he/she might choose OP1 or OP2 since the expected arrival times are before 8:45am and the latest 

arrival time is within a tolerable time range.  
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Figure 4-6: New designed trip planner for passengers 

4.7   Summary 

The concern with the impacts of reliability on operating efficiency for operators, as well as service 

effectiveness for passengers brings about the need to identify and develop meaningful and con-

sistent measures of reliability. Buffer time measures are believed to be appropriate to quantify relia-

bility experienced by passengers in the context of departure planning using operational data. Two 

issues related to buffer time estimation under mixture service states are addressed in the research, 

namely, performance disaggregation and capturing passengers’ perspectives on reliability.  

A GMM model based approach is applied to disaggregate the performance data which pro-

vides a great flexibility and precision in modelling the underlying characteristics of travel time. 

Based on the mixture distributions, a RBT measure is proposed to approximate passengers’ experi-

enced reliability by considering different perspectives on reliability under different operational ser-

vice states. A set of ERBT measures is developed for operators by using different spatial-temporal 

levels combinations of RBTs. Average trip duration and the latest trip duration measures are pro-

posed for passengers used to make a mode choice and determine the departure time for a trip.  

Case studies verify the existence of multi-mode service states during a given time period. 

The proposed ERBT measures can provide consistent reliability assessment with a high-level detail, 

while the conventional reliability measures may give inconsistent assessment results. In addition, by 

considering different passengers’ experienced reliability under different states, different contribu-

tions of causes can be evaluated based on which effective and efficient improvement strategies can 

be implemented. A new trip planner design is presented to convey reliability information to passen-

gers. Different options for a trip are provided in the trip planner based on which a passenger can 

easily make a choice and plan a departure time according to their risk aversion preferences. 
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Chapter 5   Travel Time Reliability Modelling 

5.1   Introduction 

To design appropriate strategies to improve service reliability, policy makers should be clear about 

the causes of unreliability, as well as identify the causes that have the highest impact. Despite a sig-

nificant body of research on TTR modelling, the conclusions are constrained by the data and ap-

proach used. On these basis, an analysis of bus TTR on Australian urban roads was undertaken to 

validate the factors arising in the literature, to uncover other potential factors that might influence 

the TTR of bus services, and the lessons to be learnt from bus TTR effects in the Australian context. 

The research focuses on the stop-to-stop link level reliability modelling, which can provide more 

insights into the impact of specific causes on service unreliability. In addition, the research used a 

unique dataset that was built to characterize unreliability by integrating different sources of data, 

including AVL, Go card, GTFS, BSTM and BoM. The research findings are reported in a journal 

paper published in Ma, Ferreira, Mesbah and Hojati (2015).  

The remainder of the Chapter is structured as follows: In Section 5.2, three general TTR re-

lated models are developed with respect to main concerns by travellers and planners, namely, aver-

age travel time, buffer time and coefficient of variation of travel time. Five groups of alternative 

models have been developed to account for variations caused by different road types, including ar-

terial road, motorway, busway, CBD and others. Seemingly Unrelated Regression Equations 

(SURE) estimation is applied to account for the cross-equation correlations across regression mod-

els caused by unobserved heterogeneity. Three main categories of unreliability contributory factors 

have been identified and tested in this study, namely: planning, operational and environmental. Sec-

tion 5.3 presents the case studies on comparison between OLS and SURE models, and interpreta-

tions of the contributory factors’ impacts on TTR at both aggregated and disaggregated levels. The 

main findings and implications in practice are summarized in Section 5.4. Finally, Section 5.5 con-

cludes this chapter and highlights the future research direction. 

5.2   Development of general models and alternative models 

The main objective of the study was to identify and quantify the determinants of bus TTR at the link 

level. Three general models with respect to dependent variables have been developed, namely, trav-

el time, buffer time and coefficient of variation (CV) of travel time. The dependent variables reflect 

the influence of bus TTR on service attributes of most concerned to passengers and operators.  
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 Dependent and independent variables 5.2.1  
The general models were developed using all of the dataset incorporating all types of roads. Five 

groups of alternative models have been developed to account for variations caused by different road 

types, including arterial road, motorway, busway, CBD and all other road types.    

Optimizing travel time is challenging for transit agencies because changes in travel time 

have large and usually conflicting influences on service reliability and total operating costs. The 

general guideline for establishing optimal travel times is to set travel time between two stops equal 

to the average observed travel time (Kittelson & Assoc et al., 2003). Travel time is also an im-

portant factor that can impact passengers travel behaviors (Noland and Polak, 2002).  

Buffer time is the additional budgeted time to guarantee arrival at a destination under a spe-

cific probability. It is usually defined as the 95th percentile travel time minus the average or median 

travel time. The 95th percentile travel time refers to a traveler could be late for a work only one time 

a month (Lomax et al., 2003). This deviation measure captures unreliable service influences on 

planning behavior of passengers in terms of departure decisions.  

CV of travel time is the standard deviation of travel times divided by the mean of travel 

times. It captures the patterns of travel times in a way that allows direct comparisons across differ-

ent times, routes and indicators. This variation measure provides a key piece of information for 

identifying unreliability causes and understanding impacts of various improved strategies on transit 

service reliability (Diab and El-Geneidy, 2013).   

The recurrent congestion index (RCI) is defined as the ratio of mode speed to maximum or 

‘free flow’ speed in Equation 5.1. Similar to the calculation approach of congestion level used in 

(Gilliam et al., 2008), the RCI is calculated using AVL data instead of using the simulated traffic 

flow from BSTM. To exclude stop delay influence, the link speed is calculated as length over run-

ning time.  

,

,

mode

t l

t l free

l

V
RCI

V
=                                                                                                     (5.1) 

where  

,t l
RCI  = recurrent congestion index for time t on link l ;  

,

mode

t l
V  = mode speed for time t on link l ;  

free

l
V  = the free flow speed on link l . 

The mode speed is the speed that occurs most frequently under a given case. The reference 

speed is the speed that could theoretically be achieved when the traffic is free flowing. It is usually 

less than the speed limit in order to allow for slowing down at intersections, stops and other align-

ment features. The reference speed for each link has been derived from the minimum travel time 

using the cleaned dataset collected between 5:30 am and 23:30 pm.  
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The dependent and independent variables used in the models is provided (Table 5-1). The 

mean values of delay at first stop, boardings and alightings were not included in models II and III, 

because they were highly correlated with their SD values (Pearson correlations 0.90, 0.91 and 0.95).  

Table 5-1: Description of Variables and Models 
Variables Descriptions I II  III  
Travel time The travel time between two consecutive stops (second). ◊   
Buffer time The difference between 95th percentile and median travel times (second).  ◊  
CV Travel time The coefficient of variation of travel time between two consecutive stops.   ◊ 
Planning variables     
Length The length of the studied segment (kilometre). √ √ √ 
Scheduled headway The scheduled headway of the service along the studied segment (second). √ √ √ 
Scheduled stop The scheduled number of stops along the studied segment. √ √ √ 
Weekday 1 A dummy variable that equals 1 if the observed trip operated on Mon to Fri. √ √ √ 
AM peak 2 A dummy variable that equals 1 if the bus started during the morning peak. √ √ √ 
PM peak 2 A dummy variable that equals 1 if the bus started during the afternoon peak. √ √ √ 
Inbound 3 A dummy variable that equals 1 if the bus operated inbound to city. √ √ √ 
Eastbound 3 A dummy variable that equals 1 if the bus operated eastbound across city. √ √ √ 
Operational variables     
Delay at first stop The delay relative to schedule at the first stop along the studied segment. √   
Actual stops served The number of actual stops served by the bus along the studied segment. √ √ √ 
SD delay at first stop The standard deviation of the delay relative to the schedule at the first stop.  √ √ 
SD actual stops served The standard deviation of the actual stops served by the bus.  √ √ 
Number of boardings The number of passengers boarding the bus along the studied segment. √   
Number of alightings The number of passengers alighting the bus along the studied segment. √   
Boardings squared The number of boardings squared. √   
Alightings squared The number of alightings squared. √   
SD boardings The standard deviation of the number of passengers boarding the bus.  √ √ 
SD alightings The standard deviation of the number of passengers alighting the bus.  √ √ 
Environmental varia-
bles 

    

Recurrent congestion 
index 

The proxy index of recurrent traffic congestion state for different time of 
day. 

√ √ √ 

Number of lanes The number of lanes of the road link along the studied segment. √ √ √ 
Speed limit The post speed limit of the road link along the studied segment. √ √ √ 
Number of signals The number of signalized intersection along the studied segment. √ √ √ 
Signals squared The number of signalized intersection along the studied segment squared. √ √ √ 
Light rain 4 A dummy variable that equals 1 if the precipitation less than 2.5 mm/hour. √ √ √ 
Rain 4 A dummy variable that equals 1 if the precipitation larger than 2.5 mm/hour. √ √ √ 
Motorway 5 A dummy variable that equals 1 if the bus operated along a motorway road. √ √ √ 
Busway 5 A dummy variable that equals 1 if the bus operated along a busway road. √ √ √ 
Arterial 5 A dummy variable that equals 1 if the bus operated along an arterial road. √ √ √ 
CBD 6 A dummy variable that equals 1 if the bus operated in CBD area. √ √ √ 
Notes: 
 ◊ = dependent variables for model and √ = independent variables for model. 
1. The referred day type is weekend. 2. The referred time period is off peak. Morning peak = 7:00 - 9:00 and afternoon 
peak = 16:00 - 19:00. 3. The referred direction is outbound and westbound for radial and cross city service, respectively. 
4. The referred weather is good weather. 5. The referred road is local, district and suburban roads. 6. The referred land 
use is Non-CBD area. 

 Seemingly unrelated regression equations (SURE) estimation 5.2.2  
The multivariate travel time reliability models can be written as, 

1
TT ε= +

1 1
B X                                                                                                      (5.2) 

2
BT ε= +

2 2
B X                                                                                                     (5.3) 
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3
CV ε= +

3 3
B X                                                                                                     (5.4) 

where, 

, ,TT BT CV = average travel time, buffer time and coefficient of variance of travel time;  

1 2 3
B ,B ,B = vectors of estimated parameters;  

1 2 3
X ,X ,X = vectors of independent predictors;  

1 2 3
, ,ε ε ε  = model regression disturbance terms. 

In transportation-related studies, the models have been commonly treated separately and es-

timated equation-by-equation using the standard OLS method. Equations 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 do not 

directly interact with each other as one would expect in a classic simultaneous equation system. 

That is, the travel time does not directly determine the buffer time, buffer time does not directly in-

fluence the CV of travel time, and so on. However, following Mannering (2007), the contempora-

neous disturbance-term correlations are expected to exist across regression models, since they were 

measured during the same time period of day on the same link. 

In this case, the equations are seemingly unrelated but actually shared common unobserved 

characteristics which should be considered as a group. Formulating separate OLS models would 

leave out potentially important contemporaneous correlations that result in consistent but inefficient 

parameter estimates. To address this problem, SURE estimation can be used to account for the cor-

relation between the shared unobserved characteristics. For detailed information on estimation of 

SURE, refer to (Washington et al., 2011). Previously, SURE was used to study speed variability in 

construction zones and travel time variability on freeways (Martchouk et al., 2010; Miller et al., 

2009).  

5.3   Case Study 

To build the dataset required for the analysis, the travel time observations on routes 555 and 60 

were aggregated for each 15-min time interval on each link. Operations for weekdays or weekends 

and different directions were also considered for categorizing. Public holidays have been excluded 

from the analysis since they have different operation patterns. A sample size threshold of 30-trip 

observations was found to be the point when the analysis retains its robustness. Accordingly, any 

group with observations less than 30 was excluded from the analysis and 6535 categories of time-

space observations were produced with sample size ranging from 30 to 167. Totally, 2681 catego-

ries were excluded with sample size less than 30. As bus bunching always occurs at cultural center 

station, any link connected to it was excluded from the analysis since such link has considerably 

different characteristics to other links. Finally, 42 links with 5393 cases were used in the analysis.  
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 Comparison between OLS and SURE estimations 5.3.1  
The independent variables (Table 5-1) were examined and pre-tested using statistical analysis. 

Some variables were excluded from the further analysis because they were either insignificant or 

collinear with other variables. In particular, the effect of incorporating time and direction dummy 

variables on model’s explanation power was tested using a hierarchical multiple regression, includ-

ing inbound, eastbound, weekday, AM peak and PM peak. These dummy variables were found to 

have negligible effects (effect size < 0.007) on improving models’ explanatory power since the pro-

posed RCI had already captured the within-day variation of traffic conditions. The descriptive sta-

tistics of dependent and independent variables that used in the analysis are provided (Table 5-2).  

Table 5-2: Descriptive Statistics of Dependent and Independent Variables 
Variables Type of variable Min Max Average Std. dev. 
Dependent variables      
Average travel time (s) Continuous 55.75 692.3 178.06 114.89 
Buffer time (s) Continuous 2.5 649 39.25 33.07 
CV of travel time1 Continuous 0.02 0.81 0.14 0.06 
Independent variables      
Length between two stops (km) Continuous 0.38 8.53 1.92 1.69 
Delay at first stop of link (s) Continuous -377.37 1168.6 55.61 147.93 
Number of actual stops Continuous 0 1 0.74 0.24 
Number of Boardings Continuous 0 23.19 1.88 2.37 
Boardings Squared Continuous 0 537.66 9.15 25.85 
Number of Alightings Continuous 0 22.72 1.9 2.64 
Alightings Squared Continuous 0 516.2 10.55 34.34 
SD delay at first stop of link1 Continuous 2.87 758.72 93.54 66.23 
SD number of actual stops1 Continuous 0 0.52 0.34 0.17 
SD number of boardings1 Continuous 0 10.92 1.63 1.4 
SD number of alightings1 Continuous 0 13.9 1.52 1.48 
Recurrent congestion index2 Continuous 7.87 105.81 74.61 18.74 
Number of signals Continuous 0 8 1.32 2.19 
Signals squared Continuous 0 64 6.57 15.41 
Light rain versus good weather3 Dummy 0 1 0.08 0.27 
Rain versus good weather3 Dummy 0 1 0.27 0.44 
CBD versus Non-CBD area1 Dummy 0 1 0.19 0.39 
Arterial versus Other roads4 Dummy 0 1 0.08 0.28 
Busway versus Other roads4 Dummy 0 1 0.47 0.5 
Motorway versus Other roads4 Dummy 0 1 0.1 0.3 
Notes:  
1. SD = standard deviation, CV = coefficient of variation, and CBD = central business district. 2. Recurrent congestion 
index = mode speed divided by free flow speed. 3. Good weather = no precipitation, Light rain = precipitation between 
0 and 1.25 mm/30min, and rain = precipitation larger than 1.25 mm/30min. 4. Other roads = road types including local, 
district, and suburban roads. 

To choose the appropriate regression models for Equations 5.2 to 5.4, SURE and OLS mod-

els were developed separately using the general dataset. The Pearson correlations of regression re-

siduals were 0.56, 0.23 and 0.73 between Equations 5.2 and 5.3, Equations 5.2 and 5.4, and Equa-

tions 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. It indicates the existence of contemporaneous disturbance-term cor-

relations across regression models. By comparing the results between SURE and OLS models, it 

was found that the standard errors of coefficients in SURE models were significantly smaller than 

those in OLS models, which highlights the more efficient estimation ability of SURE model.  
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No significant change of the adjusted R2 was found but the coefficients of factors changed 

substantially ranging from 0 to 56%. One would have to accept the SURE estimates as more trust-

worthy since they have explicitly accounted for correlations of unobserved characteristics. Besides, 

from practical implications, the result from SURE model seems to make more sense. For example, 

the deviation of SD delay was not found significant in OLS model but it was found significant in 

SURE model. As this paper focuses on identifying and quantifying contributory factors, no detailed 

comparison of SURE and OLS models was provided here. All the regression results presented in the 

paper were from SURE models.  

 General models for travel time reliability 5.3.2  
Table 5-3 shows the SURE models for average travel time, buffer time and CV of travel time using 

the general dataset. Overall, they can explain 95%, 46% and 40% of the variations in average travel 

time, buffer time and CV of travel time observations, respectively. The bold values highlight the 

top five important factors impacting average travel time, buffer time and CV of travel time.  

5.3.2.1 SURE Model for Average Travel Time  

Consistent with previous studies (Diab and El-Geneidy, 2013; El-Geneidy et al., 2011), travel time 

increases with an increase in route length, number of actual stops, number of boardings, number of 

alightings, and number of signals. Route length has the largest positive effect. Delay at first stop has 

a negative effect on travel time, which means bus drivers who have late departures have less travel 

times compared to those who depart on time or early. This could be explained by the fact that bus 

drivers aim to match a predefined timetables. As expected, travel time is adversely impacted by the 

RCI which means it takes less time to travel when traffic is less congested. Compared to a good 

weather, rain will increase travel time. This can be attributed to a decrease in driving speed and in-

crease in the gaps between vehicles for safety. No significant difference in travel time was found 

between light rain and good weather. 

The coefficient of boarding time (3.4 seconds) is relatively higher than alighting time (2.5 

seconds), since passengers can only use the front door when boarding; while they can use both the 

front and back doors when alighting. The squared term for alighting indicates that the time associat-

ed with passenger alighting decreases with each additional passenger. It means that the first passen-

ger takes an average of 2.5 seconds to alight, and the second passenger will take less time since they 

have already gotten their smart card and belongings ready. The test result by including the variable 

of boardings square showed that it had an unstandardized coefficient 0.032 with standard error 

0.033. It indicates that the boarding time associated with each additional passenger could also in-

crease, since the subsequent passengers may need more time to find a seat when the bus is crowded. 

The dummy variables of land use and road type suggest that these factors influence on average trav-

el time are different under different environments.  
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Table 5-3: SURE Models for Average Travel Time, Buffer Time and CV Travel Time  

 Predictors 
Average travel time Buffer time CV travel time1 
B (β) p B (β) p B (β) p 

Length between two stops 73.315 (1.077) ** 14.806 (0.756) ** -0.005 (-0.124) ** 
Delay at first stop of link -0.015 (-0.020) ** NA NA 
Number of actual stops 20.296 (0.043) ** -8.252 (-0.06) ** -0.044 (-0.174) ** 
Number of Boardings 3.4080 (0.070) ** NA NA 
Boardings Squared ─ NA NA 
Number of Alightings 2.5230 (0.058) ** NA NA 
Alightings Squared -0.077 (-0.023) ** NA NA 
SD delay at first stop of link1 NA 0.0180 (0.036) ** 0.00003 (0.032) ** 
SD number of actual stops1 NA 10.923 (0.055) ** 0.1000 (0.272) ** 
SD number of boardings1 NA 2.2060 (0.094) ** 0.006 (0.138) ** 
SD number of alightings1 NA 1.1000 (0.049) ** 0.002 (0.046) ** 
Recurrent congestion index2 -2.4930 (-0.41) ** -1.142 (-0.647) ** -0.002 (-0.492) ** 
Number of signals 22.365 (0.426) ** 3.7400 (0.248) ** 0.026 (0.933) ** 
Signals squared ─ ─ -0.003 (-0.734) ** 
Light rain versus good weather3 ─ ─ 0.006 (0.026) * 
Rain versus good weather3 3.4840 (0.013) ** ─ -0.005 (-0.036) ** 
CBD versus Non-CBD area1 -44.310 (-0.151) ** -9.790 (-0.116) ** -0.068 (-0.437) ** 
Arterial versus Other roads4 -108.04 (-0.259) ** -31.016 (-0.258) ** -0.048 (-0.217) ** 
Busway versus Other roads4 -29.675 (-0.129) ** -9.7630 (-0.147) ** -0.030 (-0.241) ** 
Motorway versus Other roads4 -80.580 (-0.209) ** -42.173 (-0.381) ** -0.050 (-0.242) ** 
Constant 207.36 ** 99.607 ** 0.27 ** 
Number of links 42 
Number of cases 5393 
Adjusted R2 0.949 0.464 0.398 
Notes:  
The bold values highlight the top five important predictors with higher β than others.  
The coefficients B (β) p: B = unstandardized coefficient, β = standardized coefficient and p = significance level.   
t statistics significance ** = p < 0.01 and * = p < 0.05. 
NA stands for Not Applicable information and the symbol ‘─’ stands for insignificant variable with p > 0.05. 
1. SD = standard deviation, CV = coefficient of variation, and CBD = central business district. 2. Recurrent congestion 
index = mode speed divided by free flow speed. 3. Good weather = no precipitation, Light rain = precipitation between 
0 and 1.25 mm/30min, and rain = precipitation larger than 1.25 mm/30min. 4. Other roads = road types including local, 
district, and suburban roads. 
 

5.3.2.2 SURE Model for Buffer Time 

As anticipated, buffer time increases with an increase in route length, SD delay at first stop, SD ac-

tual stops, SD boardings and SD alightings, and number of signals. Route length has the largest pos-

itive effect on buffer time. Its impact can be related to factors that create friction, such as traffic en-

tering the road and pedestrian crossings. SD boardings had a more important influence than SD 

alightings since boardings usually take more time than alightings. Each actual stop made along the 

route section decreased the buffer time by 8 seconds. It means that a link buffer time is less if the 

scheduled stop is served all the time, compared to the case of a link where the scheduled stop is 

served only occasionally. The RCI has a negative influence on buffer time, which indicates that 

passengers need to budget less buffer time when recurrent traffic congestions are relieved.  No sig-

nificant difference of buffer time was found between good and rainy weather.  
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5.3.2.3 SURE Model for CV of Travel Time 

Consistent with previous study (El-Geneidy et al., 2011), CV of travel time increases with increas-

ing SD delay at first stop, SD actual stops, SD boardings and SD alightings, number of signals. The 

signal has the largest positive effect on travel time variability. The squared term of signal indicates 

the influence of the signal on variability will decrease with each additional signal. CV travel time 

decreases with increasing of route length. The reason is that the variation of travel times could be 

made up by drivers to comply with the timetable. Each actual stop made along the route section de-

creases CV travel time. It indicates that the route section with the scheduled stops being served all 

the time is more reliable than the route section with the scheduled stops being served occasionally. 

The RCI has an adverse impact on reliability, since it is more probable for an incident to occur and 

takes longer time for clearance when congestion occurs. Compared to good weather, light rain in-

creases CV of travel time by 0.006 while rain decreases it by 0.005. The combined effects of traffic 

condition and passenger demand could contribute to this. 

 Alternative models for travel time reliability 5.3.3  
Table 5-4 shows the SURE models for AVG travel time, buffer time and CV travel time on differ-

ent types of road. Effective strategies can be made after an improved understanding of unreliability 

factors for each link type. For average travel time, buses travelling on busway experience less run-

ning time (57 seconds) and stop loss time (18 seconds) than those travelling on other road types. It 

takes longer for vehicles travelling in the CBD area and stopping there, when all other variables are 

kept at their mean values. Vehicles in the CBD area are less influenced by signals (3 seconds), pos-

sibly due to less cycle length and coordination of traffic signals. Travelling in the CBD area is more 

sensitive to rain when compared to good weather. The proposed RCIs are all negatively significant 

and greatly important in explaining the variations in travel time observations. The boarding and 

alighting times will decrease with each additional passenger boarding and alighting. The signs of 

boardings and alightings in OTHERS and MOTORWAY models were unexpected. 

Passengers travelling on busway need to budget less buffer time (7 seconds) than those trav-

elling on other roads when all other variables are kept constant. Buffer time on busway is least sen-

sitive to deviations of actual stops and most sensitive to deviation of passenger activities. Deviation 

of boardings was found to be more important than alightings except in the OTHERS model. The 

RCIs are all negatively significant and greatly important in explaining the variations in buffer time 

observations. Signals in CBD area would seem to decrease buffer time. Compared with good 

weather, light rain was not found significant in alternative models, while rain will increase buffer 

time on arterial and decrease it on busway. 
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Table 5-4: SURE Models of Average Travel Time, Buffer Time and CV Travel Time on Different 

Types of Roads  

Predictors 
ARTERIAL  MOTORWAY BUSWAY CBD1 OTHERS4 
B (β) B (β) B (β) B (β) B (β) 

Average travel time (in second)       
Length between two stops 104.74 (.397) 67.444 (.764) 56.79 (1.234) 211.5 (1.116) 177.34 (.609) 
Delay at first stop of link -0.04 (-.092) -0.016 (-.017) -0.007 (-.037) -0.070 (-.118) -0.057 (-.17) 
Number of actual stops 23.162 (.114) 52.861 (.106) 18.166 (.140) 79.968 (.200) ─ 
Number of Boardings ─ 4.552 (.116) 4.3320 (.231) 4.5490 (.166) -2.90 (-.140) 
Boardings Squared ─ -0.118 (-.038) -0.032 (-.012) -0.207 (-.098) 0.3800 (.141) 
Number of Alightings 6.919 (.839) -5.199 (-.152) 3.205 (.157) 3.1740 (.119) 4.351 (.257) 
Alightings Squared -0.238 (-.47) 0.2710 (.124) -0.105 (-.039) -0.146 (-.076) ─ 
Recurrent congestion index2 -1.72 (-.518) -4.646 (-.217) -2.194 (-.639) -3.149 (-.401) -3.141 (-.99) 
Number of signals 5.9420 (.247) 72.659 (.259) 8.3940 (.099) 3.3600 (.085) NA 
Light rain versus good weather3 ─ ─ ─ 9.209 (.029) ─ 
Rain versus good weather3 3.131 (.048) ─ ─ 10.037 (.054) ─ 
Constant 93.589 291.545 187.11 102.29 209.22 
Adjusted R2 .802 .99 .938 .885 .640 
Buffer time (in second)      
Length between two stops ─ 11.678 (.465) 6.9960 (.423) 50.889 (.682) 197.81 (.575) 
Number of actual stops ─ ─ -13.28 (-.285) ─ -45.87 (-.22) 
SD delay at first stop of link1 ─ 0.053 (.099) ─ 0.0480 (.087) ─ 
SD number of actual stops1 14.302 (.107) 32.427 (.145) 6.8340 (.078) ─ 14.930 (.060) 
SD number of boardings1 1.0430 (.100) 1.824 (.082) 4.939 (.576) 2.0550 (.100) ─ 
SD number of alightings1 ─ ─ 1.1400 (.104) ─ 7.6440 (.212) 
Recurrent congestion index2 -0.31 (-.131) -1.770 (-.291) -0.474 (-.384) -1.050 (-.338) -3.589 (-.96) 
Number of signals 4.1910 (.243) 16.831 (.211) 3.9950 (.131) -2.180 (-.139) NA 
Light rain versus good weather3 ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ 
Rain versus good weather3 5.179 (.111) ─ -1.714 (-.073) ─ ─ 
Constant 46.545 105.77 50.156 74.576 187.053 
Adjusted R2 .089 .476 .326 .268 .493 
CV travel time1      
Length between two stops -0.266 (-.39) -0.002 (-.081) -0.024 (-.394) -0.036 (-.263) -0.166 (-.27) 
Number of actual stops ─ ─ -0.041 (-.239) -0.070 (-.244) -0.136 (-.36) 
SD delay at first stop of link1 ─ .00006 (.132) ─ ─ ─ 
SD number of actual stops1 0.1240 (.257) 0.0370 (.208) 0.1030 (.317) 0.0001 (.091) 0.1250 (.279) 
SD number of boardings1 0.0050 (.090) 0.0020 (.107) 0.0140 (.440) ─ ─ 
SD number of alightings1 ─ ─ ─ ─ 0.0120 (.178) 
Recurrent congestion index2 -0.002 (-.19) -0.002 (-.388) -0.001 (-.223) -0.003 (-.563) -0.006 (-.87) 
Number of signals 0.0170 (.268) 0.0140 (.216) 0.0190 (.172) 0.0020 (.085) NA 
Signals squared ─ ─ ─ -0.001 (-.222) NA 
Light rain versus good weather3 ─ ─ ─ ─ 0.0140 (.054) 
Rain versus good weather3 ─ ─ -0.005 (-.058) 0.026 (.092) ─ 
Constant 0.197 0.223 0.129 0.256 0.533 
Adjusted R2 0.196 0.256 0.450 0.110 0.630 
Number of links 4 4 14 10 10 
Number of cases 445 533 2526 1024 865 
Note:  
The coefficients B (β) for each predictor B = unstandardized coefficient, and β = standardized coefficient. 
Only significant variables with p <= 0.05 are presented in the model. 
NA stands for Not Applicable information and the symbol ‘─’ stands for insignificant variable with p > 0.05. 
1. SD = standard deviation, CV = coefficient of variation, and CBD = central business district. 2. Recurrent congestion 
index = mode speed divided by free flow speed 3. Good weather = no precipitation, Light rain = precipitation in be-
tween 0 and 1.25 mm/30min, and rain = precipitation larger than 1.25 mm/30min. 4. OTHERS = road types including 
local, district, and suburban roads. 
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For CV travel time, travel time variability decreases if the buses are scheduled to serve all 

stops along the route on busway and CBD area. The deviations of actual stops and number of sig-

nals are significant in all the models. The squared term of signals in CBD area indicate that the 

travel time variability decreases with the increase of the number of signals. The deviation of board-

ings is more important in impacting variability than that of alightings, except in OTHERS model. 

The RCIs are negatively significant in explaining variations in travel time observations. Compared 

to good weather, the rain decreases variability on busway and increases it in CBD area. 

In brief, the service performance of bus operating on different types of roads can be com-

pared directly in alternative models by excluding the influence of other covariant factors. For ex-

ample, busway can provide a faster and more reliable service than others in terms of average travel 

time and buffer time. Another insight can be obtained from alternative models is that the relative 

importance of factors would differ from different road types. Specific measures should be taken to 

efficiently improve reliability under different operating environments. For example, in BUSWAY 

average travel time model, the impact of the number of actual stops (.140) is less important than 

that of the number of boardings (.231). It implies that making strategies to speed the boarding can 

be more efficient than find ways to decrease stop delays.        

5.4   Main findings and practical implications 

The research aims to identify and quantify the underlying determinants of bus TTR on links of dif-

ferent road types using planning, operational and environmental data integrated from sources of 

AVL, smart card, GTFS, BSTM and BOM database. The main findings are summarized from per-

spectives of modelling approach and findings. Like any other empirical study, the conclusions are 

valid within the range of the used data and should be used with caution beyond this range. 

1) Modelling Approach 

Different from previous reliability studies in transit, the recurrent congestion index was defined to 

represent traffic conditions and SURE model was used to estimate coefficients. 

o The RCI was found to be highly significant in reliability models. Further including dummy 

variables of time and direction had a negligible effect on models’ explanatory power.  

o Pearson test verified the existence of correlations between reliability models. 

o The SURE model is capable to provide more efficient estimations than OLS model. 

Implications: These findings offer a new perspective to model TTR in transit. The SURE 

model should be regarded as more trustworthy since it has explicitly accounted for cross-equation 

correlations of disturbance terms. The model could be generalized to other link since the RCI can 

well capture enroute traffic conditions. Other groups of reliability measures can be modelled using 

the approach proposed here.  
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2) General Models 

From general models, the top five important factors for different attributes can be identified. 

o For average travel time: link length, recurrent congestion index, signals, number of board-

ings, and alightings. 

o For buffer time: link length, recurrent congestion index, signals, SD actual stops, and SD 

boardings. 

o For the coefficient of variation of travel time: signals, recurrent congestion index, SD actual 

stops, number of actual stops and SD boardings. 

Implications: These findings are supportive of general strategies, such as designated bus 

lanes, busway, signal priority, stop consolidation and smart card payment.   

3) Alternative Models 

Alternative models were developed to account for variations caused by different types of roads.  

o From alternative models, service performance on different types of road can be compared by 

excluding the covariant factors impacts. For example, busway was found to provide a faster 

and reliable service than others. 

o Alternative models can provide detailed insights into the influence of specific causes. For 

example, the influence of signal is not as important as that of actual stops made along route. 

Implications: These findings can help to facilitate efficient strategies under different scenar-

ios to improve service reliability and mitigate the impacts of unreliability for both travellers and op-

erators. For example, in CBD areas, it may be more effective to introduce measures which reduce 

stop loss time rather than to implement signal priority.  

5.5   Summary 

The concern with making efficient and effective strategies to improve service reliability brings 

about the need to identify and quantify the impact of unreliability causes on TTR. Despite signifi-

cant research in private vehicle reliability modelling, there has been much less emphasis on model-

ling link level transit TTR on different types of roads. The research identifies the most important 

factors that influence the service attributes for passengers and operators, to enable effective and ef-

ficient strategies to improve transit reliability performance.    

A comprehensive set of reliability causes associated with planning, operational and envi-

ronmental perspectives, has been estimated and tested using 6 months data from two bus routes in 

Brisbane, Australia. The data sources include AVL for stop level vehicle travel times, smart card for 

passenger demand, GTFS and BSTM for route characteristics and BOM for weather observations. 

A recurrent congestion index was developed here to reflect within-day variation of traffic condi-

tions using historical travel time observations, instead of using dummy variables. 
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 A SURE model was applied to address the inefficient coefficient estimation issue caused by 

the unobserved shared service characteristics across regression models for average travel time, 

buffer time and CV of travel time. The statistical tests suggest that the congestion index is highly 

significant in reliability models. Cross-equation correlations were found to exist between reliability 

models and the SURE provides more efficient estimation than the OLS model.  

The model results provide insights into the causes that affect bus travel time, buffer time and 

the coefficient of variation of travel time. Targeted strategies are likely to be more effective and ef-

ficient after an improved understanding of the factors which impact on reliability for each link type. 

Due to the different characteristics of road links and within-day variation of traffic conditions cap-

tured by the recurrent congestion index, the results can be generalized to predict average travel time 

and its reliability on other bus routes with similar link types. Other reliability related dependent var-

iables, such as headway regularity and schedule adherence, can be modelled using the approach 

proposed here.  
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Chapter 6   Travel Time Distribution Model-
ling 

6.1   Introduction 

Bus travel time reliability performance influences service attractiveness, operating costs and system 

efficiency. Better understanding of the distribution of travel time variability is a prerequisite for re-

liability analysis. A wide array of empirical studies has been conducted to model distribution of 

travel times in transport. However, depending on the data tested and approaches applied to examine 

the fitting performance, different conclusions have been reported. While some studies have consid-

ered symmetrical distribution models, others have preferred skewed and multimodal ones. These 

inconsistencies clearly affect both the ability to gain insights into the nature of TTV and inhibit the 

ability to generalize findings to other applications. The research aims to specify the most appropri-

ate distribution model for the day-to-day travel time variability by using a novel evaluation ap-

proach and set of performance measures. Two important issues are addressed: 1) Data aggregation 

influence on the attributes of TTV, and 2) Evaluation of the alternative distribution models’ perfor-

mance. A novel evaluation approach and set of measures are developed to facilitate comprehensive 

comparison of alternative distribution models. The research findings are reported in a journal paper 

published in Ma, Ferreira, Mesbah and Zhu (2015).  

The remainder of the Chapter is structured as follows:  In Section 3, the evaluation approach 

focusing on finding the most appropriate distribution model is described. The data aggregation in-

fluence on the feature of TTV is investigated and the alternative distribution models’ performance is 

evaluated in Section 4. The decrease of temporal aggregation of travel times tends to increase the 

normality of distributions. The spatial aggregation of link travel times would break up the link mul-

timodality distributions for a busway route, but unlike for a non-busway route. The Gaussian Mix-

ture Models is evaluated as superior to its alternatives in terms of fitting accuracy, robustness and 

explanatory power. The identified most appropriate model is further discussed in Section 5, includ-

ing the reasons for its superior performance and its applications. The reported distribution model 

shows promise to fit travel times for other services with different operation environments consider-

ing its flexibility in fitting symmetric, asymmetric and multimodal distributions. Finally, Section 6 

provides the main conclusions, as well as highlights potential future research. 
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6.2   Distribution evaluation approach 

The proposed evaluation approach can provide comprehensive comparison of distribution fitting 

performance from three aspects, including case generation, alternative models selection and evalua-

tion measures. The alternative distribution models are tested for different cases and evaluated com-

prehensively considering accuracy, robustness and explanatory power in order to specify the most 

appropriate distribution model in fitting day-to-day variability of bus travel time. The detailed eval-

uation approach is described as follows: 

1) Case Generation 

Test cases are generated by aggregating the pre-processed travel time data in combinations of dif-

ferent temporal-spatial scales and time components. The considered aggregation attributes are tem-

poral scale (weekday or weekend, period, 60 min, 30 min, 15 min, and 5 min), spatial scale (direc-

tions, route level and link level) , and time components (travel time, running time and stop delay 

time). Accordingly, five distinct periods are used: AM off-peak (05:00-07:00), AM peak (07:00-

09:00), Inter peak (09:00-15:00), PM peak (15:00-19:00) and PM off-peak (19:00-23:00). A case is 

a combination of the above aggregation attributes, such as weekday inbound AM peak route run-

ning time.  

2) Distribution Fitting 

For observations under each case, alternative distribution models are used to fit them. The single 

distribution models, including Burr, Normal, Lognormal, Gamma, Weibull, Logistic, and Log-

logistic, are chosen from the literature that has been reported to be the best under specific testing 

environments. The PDF parameters are estimated using the Maximum Likelihood method. The 

GMM model, a special case of mixture distribution model, is also considered. The maximum com-

ponents number K is set to be 3 considering the interpretation of the parameters in reality, that can 

be related to free flow, recurrent and non-recurrent service states .  

3) Hypothesis Test 

For fitted distributions under each case, the Anderson-Darling (AD) test is used to test if the alterna-

tive distribution models pass the null hypothesis H0 that the observations comes from the alternative 

distributions (Anderson and Darling, 1954). A larger AD significance value highlights a better fit-

ting performance of the model. The distribution model is rejected when the value of AD signifi-

cance is smaller than 0.05. If accepted, the alternative distribution is placed into the candidature 

models pool. The candidate distributions fitting performance is then ranked by using the AD signif-

icance values in an ascending order. For example, if the GMM performs the best, it has the top 

mark of 1. 
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4) Performance Summary 

The statistics, accuracy and robustness for each alternative distribution model, are summarized, and 

their explanatory power discussed. Here accuracy means the model can fit the observations with 

only a small fitting error. It can be measured using descriptive statistics of AD significance value 

and distribution mark. Robustness means the model itself can adjust to different cases with a tolera-

ble fitting error, especially under complex situations. It can be measured using the proportion of 

cases that passed the hypothesis test. Explanatory power indicates the distribution model describes 

the reality in a useful way and is flexible enough to capture hidden patterns of travel times.   

6.3   Distribution evaluation measures 

Two groups of measures are chosen and calculated for aggregation influence analysis and perfor-

mance evaluation. To explore the data aggregation influence on the shape of distribution, a set of 

measures of symmetry, normality and multimodality are selected. Skewness/se is a measure of the 

degree of asymmetry of a distribution while kurtosis/se is a measure of the ‘flatness’ (vs peakedness) 

of a distribution (Washington et al., 2011). The standard error 6se N= , where N is the sample 

size. A Skewness (kurtosis) value of more than twice the corresponding standard error se is suffi-

cient to reject a 0 value for skewness (kurtosis). A higher skewness/se (kurtosis/se) value highlights 

a more asymmetrical (peaked) distribution. The kurtosis/se can be used to indicate where the vari-

ance of data comes from. If the distribution is not peaky, the variance is distributed throughout. If 

the distribution is peaky, the variance of data close to the distribution centre is little and the variance 

mainly comes from tails. Normal significance and unimodal significance are measures of the degree 

of normality and unimodality, respectively. A higher significance value indicates a better normality 

or unimodality of TTD. The normal significance value is calculated using AD test and the unimodal 

significance value is calculated by the Hartigan dip test (Hartigan and Hartigan, 1985). The null hy-

pothesis H0 for the dip test is that the TTD is unimodal. The zero hypothesis H0 cannot be rejected a 

distribution is unimodal with a significance value larger than 0.05. 

To evaluate the alternative distribution models’ performance in fitting day-to-day variability 

of bus travel times, a set of measures of accuracy and robustness are developed. Survivor function 

( )•Suv is developed that can capture the probability that the distribution model will survive beyond 

a specified AD significance value.  

( ) ( )_ 1 _AD sig AD sig= −Suv F                                                                             (6.1) 

where 

_AD sig = the AD significance value; 

 ( )_AD sigF = the cumulative density function of AD significance value. 
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 For a specified value of AD significance, a larger survivor probability highlights a more ro-

bust model. For a specified value of probability, a larger AD significance value indicates a more 

accurate model. Also, for accuracy measures, the mean of AD significance values and Cases_top3 

ratio (ratio of cases marked with top 1 to top 3 to the total number of cases) are calculated. A model 

with a larger mean and higher Cases_top3 ratio highlights a more accurate model. For robustness 

measures, the standard deviation of AD significance values and Cases_pass ratio (ratio of cases 

with AD significance value larger than 0.05 to the total number of cases) are calculated. A model 

with a smaller standard deviation and higher Cases_pass ratio indicates a more robust model. The 

explanatory power is discussed by examining its model structure in fitting different types of distri-

butions and the interpretation of its parameters in reality.  

6.4   Case Study 

The motivation for the research was to specify a type of distribution that can appropriately model 

the day-to-day TTV for public transport. The ideal data for empirical study would have a large ex-

tent coverage of services that operating in different times and spaces. The routes 555 and 60 data 

were used. Buses operating on the two routes were equipped with AVL systems that can provide 

travel time information in different time and space scales, which satisfied the data requirement of 

this study. The two typical routes cover diverse operating environments, including CBD area, resi-

dential area, major attraction area, suburban road, arterial road, motorway, and exclusive busway. 

The data used covers a six months’ period with service operating from 5:30 to 23:30 every day. The 

two routes were used as a prototype to evaluate the most appropriate distribution models for other 

routes with similar operation environment. In total, 5,002 and 56,316 numbers of cases are identi-

fied for route and link levels times, respectively. 

 Aggregation impacts on distribution  6.4.1  
Statistical tests were conducted to examine the symmetry, asymmetry, normality and multimodality 

of a distribution in order to explore the data aggregation influence on the characteristic of time dis-

tributions. Temporal and spatial aggregation impacts were investigated separately. 

6.4.1.1 Temporal aggregation  

Different levels of temporal aggregation that influence route and link level TTDs were examined. 

First, the distributions for different temporal aggregation levels of route travel times were visualized 

using the histogram for the weekday inbound service. Figure 6-1 shows the TTDs for AM peak and 

Inter peak time periods. For the AM peak period, route 60 travel times show a multimodality distri-

bution while route 555 travel times shows an asymmetric and flat distribution with a short right tail.  
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The multimodality phenomenon may be caused by random vehicle delay times at signalized 

intersections and delay times at stops along the route. Accordingly, it is rather hard to use a uni-

modal distribution model to fit such travel times with several peaks. For the Inter peak period, the 

TTDs on the two routes are rather symmetric with a small proportion of large travel times on the 

right compared to the distributions for the AM peak period. A normal distribution may appropriate-

ly characterize the Inter peak travel times.  

 

Figure 6-1: Distribution of travel times for routes 555 and 60 during (a) AM peak period and (b) 
inter peak period. 

A different picture of TTDs emerges by decreasing the temporal aggregation level of travel 

times. Figure 6-2 shows the distribution for route 555 travel times in 60 min and 15 min departure 

time windows during the AM peak time period.  

 

Figure 6-2: Distribution of travel times with departure time window (DTW) 60 minutes and 15 
minutes during AM peak period. 
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In a comparative sense, both the TTDs are relatively more symmetrical than those shown in 

Figure 6-2 and TTD for the 15 min DTW is relatively more symmetrical than that for the 60 min 

DTW. A normal distribution would provide a promising fit for a short temporal aggregation level. 

To better understand the temporal data aggregation influence on time distributions, statistical tests 

were conducted to examine the characteristics of travel times for different cases.   

Table 6-1 shows a series of key descriptive statistics of route level distributions for bus trav-

el time components (travel time, running time and dwell time) with different aggregation levels for 

weekday inbound travel. Similar results were also found for other tested scenarios. No result of 5 

min aggregation level was provided for route 555 since its minimum headway is 15 min. First, re-

sults of different statistical measures with a decrease of aggregation levels under each scenario were 

examined, such as route 555 peak travel time. No significant difference was found for the measure 

of COVs across different aggregation levels, except for route 60 Inter peak travel times and running 

times. The skewness/se and kurtosis/se values decreased under all scenarios which highlight a less 

skewed and more flat distribution. Accordingly, the normal sig values increased under all scenarios 

which indicate a more symmetric distribution. The normal distribution seems to be an appropriate 

model for travel times within a small aggregation level (e.g. 5 min) since the normal sig values are 

much larger than 0.05 for all cases. These findings are consistent with the visualized analysis above 

and the results reported by Mazloumi et al. (2010). Similarly, it seems rather unlikely that the dis-

tribution is multimodal for a very short time interval. The reason for those could be less variation of 

factors influencing travel times that exists for a shorter DTW. For an ideal assumption, if only one 

factor has a significant variance for a certain short DTW, the resultant travel times should follow a 

normal distribution. 

Comparing peak and off-peak time periods for a same aggregation level, the COVs of the 

peak period tend to be larger than those of the off-peak period, since the travel conditions are more 

complicated for peak hours. However, by examining the values of skewness/se and normal sig 

measures, the off-peak travel times and running times show a more skewed and asymmetric distri-

bution than those of the peak period while an opposite result was achieved for other levels aggrega-

tion. These seemingly conflicting results could be caused by the different time intervals for the AM 

peak period (2 hours) and off-peak periods (6 hours). The kurtosis/se measure indicates a more 

peaked distribution of travel times and running times during the off-peak period. The unimodal sig 

measure highlights that it is less likely for travel time and running time distributions to be multi-

modal during an off-peak period. 
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Table 6-1: Key descriptive statistics of travel times with different temporal aggregation level 
 

Route Time period Aggregation level Sample size COV1 
Skewness 
/se2 

Kurtosis 
/se2 

Normal 
sig3 

Unimodal 
sig3 

TT* 555 Peak 
 

AM peak 662 0.16 4.83 30.80 0.02 0.29 
60 min 331 0.15 3.16 22.29 0.10 0.69 
30 min 164 0.14 2.46 16.94 0.35 0.57 
15 min 83 0.14 1.19 11.00 0.63 0.75 

Off-peak 
 

Period 2600 0.06 15.42 91.72 0.00 0.98 
60 min 372 0.05 1.43 23.85 0.37 0.76 
30 min 187 0.05 1.12 17.04 0.67 0.78 
15 min 93 0.05 0.99 11.87 0.74 0.64 

60 Peak  
 

AM peak 972 0.17 4.34 23.51 0.00 0.00 
60 min 486 0.17 3.26 17.20 0.00 0.00 
30 min 243 0.17 2.90 13.94 0.00 0.04 
15 min 122 0.17 2.15 9.71 0.01 0.04 
05 min 42 0.15 0.80 5.09 0.25 0.20 

Off-peak 
 

Inter peak 1688 0.12 31.67 134.62 0.00 0.95 
60 min 238 0.08 2.60 20.44 0.51 0.85 
30 min 119 0.08 1.81 14.39 0.60 0.70 
15 min 59 0.08 1.41 10.03 0.69 0.71 
05 min 40 0.08 1.34 8.22 0.72 0.74 

RT* 555 Peak AM peak 662 0.16 5.76 33.74 0.01 0.09 
60 min 331 0.15 3.88 23.65 0.08 0.83 
30 min 164 0.14 3.40 18.57 0.28 0.66 
15 min 83 0.15 1.70 11.87 0.52 0.68 

Off-peak 
 

Inter peak 2600 0.06 14.83 113.89 0.00 0.87 
60 min 372 0.05 1.93 29.57 0.62 0.93 
30 min 187 0.05 1.98 19.84 0.63 0.94 
15 min 93 0.05 1.28 13.08 0.77 0.86 

60 Peak 
 

AM peak 972 0.21 6.02 26.27 0.00 0.00 
60 min 486 0.21 3.98 18.98 0.00 0.00 
30 min 243 0.20 3.40 14.74 0.00 0.09 
15 min 122 0.20 2.35 10.04 0.01 0.12 
05 min 42 0.18 0.84 5.11 0.24 0.20 

Off-peak 
 

Inter peak 1688 0.14 34.94 145.92 0.00 0.98 
60 min 238 0.09 3.43 24.35 0.50 0.77 
30 min 119 0.09 2.40 16.73 0.58 0.77 
15 min 59 0.09 1.79 11.10 0.63 0.71 
05 min 40 0.09 1.50 8.90 0.68 0.71 

DT* 555 Peak 
 

AM peak 662 0.34 18.85 137.70 0.00 0.82 
60 min 331 0.33 10.63 71.47 0.14 0.95 
30 min 164 0.33 6.48 42.49 0.38 0.94 
15 min 83 0.32 3.52 21.05 0.53 0.82 

Off-peak 
 

Inter peak 2600 0.28 17.47 109.22 0.00 0.81 
60 min 372 0.27 5.19 35.16 0.29 0.61 
30 min 187 0.27 3.36 23.02 0.52 0.74 
15 min 93 0.27 2.11 14.74 0.67 0.77 

60 Peak 
 

AM peak 972 0.22 9.02 95.42 0.04 0.96 
60 min 486 0.21 7.59 74.90 0.24 0.94 
30 min 243 0.20 6.47 55.27 0.16 0.80 
15 min 122 0.19 3.92 32.25 0.42 0.90 
05 min 42 0.19 2.21 13.17 0.61 0.79 

Off-peak 
 

Inter peak 1688 0.23 8.55 68.90 0.00 0.88 
60 min 238 0.22 4.14 25.79 0.28 0.86 
30 min 119 0.22 2.86 17.69 0.46 0.89 
15 min 59 0.22 2.09 12.11 0.63 0.81 
05 min 40 0.21 1.69 9.78 0.67 0.72 

* TT = Travel time, RT = Running time, DT = Delay time. 1. COV = Coefficient of Variance. 2. se = standard error. 3. 
sig = significance value of hypothesis test.  
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Comparing the same aggregation level across different time components shows that delay 

time tends to have a different patterns of changes with travel time and running time between the 

peak and off-peak time periods, such as during the peak hour, delay time have a more peaked distri-

bution than during the off-peak hour. Also, delay times have a larger variability and a more skewed 

but peaked distribution. It indicates that the variance of stop delay time is largely influenced by 

some extremely small and large observations. These analyses have revealed that the temporal data 

aggregation could alter the nature of time distributions with different pattern change behaviour. An 

appropriate temporal aggregation level should be selected before distribution fitting.  

6.4.1.2 Spatial aggregation 

Different links along a bus route have different characteristics, such as road types, signalized inter-

sections and land use (CBD, major attractors or residential area). These different characteristics can 

lead to different spatial time distributions. Figure 6-3 shows the actual and scheduled travel time 

and its COV of different links along route 555 for the weekday inbound AM peak service. Table 6-2 

shows the characteristics of links and key descriptive statistics of travel time distributions.  

Comparing COVs among the different links shows that, links 1, 7, 10 and 11 have relatively 

larger values than the others which could be caused by the combined effects of road type, road 

length, major attractors and signalized intersections. For links 1 and 11, the inbound traffic condi-

tion is usually congested during the AM peak period and the signalized intersections would further 

worsen the situation. For links 7 and 10, the large variability is mainly caused by bus bunching and 

high passenger demand at these stops. Compared to the measures for route level travel times in Ta-

ble 1, the link travel times are more complicated with only 3 out of 11 links having normal sig val-

ues larger than 0.05. Conceptually, for a specific DTW, a link level TTD would be more viable than 

a route level TTD since the intersection and stop delay times will occupy a greater proportion of the 

travel times for the former.  

Table 6-2: Characteristic of links and key descriptive statistics of TTDs [weekday inbound AM ser-

vice 555] 
Link 
number 

Route 
type 

Major at-
tractor 

Length 
(km) 

Signal COV Skewness/se1 Kurtosis/se1 
Normal 
sig2 

Unimodal 
sig2 

1 Motorway Shopping 8.80 4 0.28 4.52 31.93 0.00 0.00 
2 Motorway - 5.60 2 0.19 6.72 34.59 0.00 0.78 
3 Bus way - 2.60 0 0.14 6.95 37.31 0.00 0.36 
4 Bus way Shopping 2.60 0 0.12 4.15 35.30 0.14 0.05 
5 Bus way University 2.20 0 0.14 4.35 35.00 0.07 0.00 
6 Bus way - 2.70 0 0.11 2.81 31.42 0.14 0.21 
7 Bus way Hospital 1.60 0 0.22 12.57 50.23 0.00 0.48 
8 Bus way - 1.90 0 0.15 6.77 38.88 0.00 0.77 
9 Bus way - 0.80 2 0.15 5.70 44.39 0.00 0.00 
10 Bus way Major stop 1.00 3 0.39 12.00 45.50 0.00 0.21 
11 Suburban - 0.75 3 0.30 10.59 44.08 0.00 0.94 
1. se = standard error. 2. sig = significance value of hypothesis test. 
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Figure 6-3: Travel times (actual and scheduled) and coefficient of variance (COV) between different 
stops along the route. 

To examine the multimodality of distributions in Table 6-2, 4 out of 11 links have multi-

modal distributions whereas the route level travel times for the AM peak have a unimodal distribu-

tion. The multimodal phenomenon on the links seems to be broken up when aggregated to a route 

level travel time which is consistent with the findings reported by Susilawati et al. (2013). The large 

distinction between different links travel times could be mutually made up by an increase of the 

spatial aggregation. For example, if a vehicle drives relatively slowly at the first link, the driver 

would speed up at the following stops to catch up with the time table.  

To further explore the spatial aggregation level influence on the multimodality distributions, 

the unimodal sig values for link level travel times of route 60 in AM peak period and 60 min DTW 

are presented in Table 6-3, along with the characteristic of route 60.  

Table 6-3: Characteristics of links and unimodal statistics of TTDs [weekday eastbound AM service 

60] 

Link number Route type Major attractor Length (km) Signal 
Unimodal sig1  
(AM peak) 

Unimodal sig1 
(60 min) 

1 Local Residential 0.54 0 0.00 0.01 
2 District Residential 0.76 0 0.01 0.04 
3 District - 0.77 0 0.01 0.12 
4 District - 0.47 1 0.17 0.40 
5 District Major stop 0.89 6 0.70 0.90 
6 Suburban CBD 0.78 3 0.43 0.82 
7 District CBD 0.56 3 0.00 0.17 
8 Arterial CBD 1.23 4 0.75 0.96 
9 Arterial - 0.68 4 0.78 0.68 
10 Arterial - 0.58 3 0.28 0.50 
11 Local - 0.70 0 0.02 0.20 
1. sig = significance value of hypothesis test. 
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The results show that multimodality generally occurs at the first three links and not for the 

following links except the last link in the AM peak period. However, the multimodality of link 

TTDs cannot be made up by the spatial aggregation since the route level travel times still have a 

clear multimodal distribution as shown in Table 6-1. This reveals that the drivers would have lim-

ited flexibility to speed up on route 60 when constrained by the traffic conditions.   

 Distribution fitting performance evaluation 6.4.2  
According to the above analysis, different data aggregation strategies could alter the time variability 

differently. To evaluate the alternative distribution models fitting performance and choose the most 

appropriate model, hypothesis AD tests were conducted for all cases with different combinations of 

temporal level, spatial level attributes and time components.   

6.4.2.1Route level distribution  

Figure 6-4 (a) displays the route level survivor function of the AD test significance value for alter-

native distribution models. The survivor curve highlights the probability that a model can provide a 

promising fitting performance for a specified significance value. For example, for a given signifi-

cance value 0.4, the GMM model has a maximum probability to survive while the Weibull model 

has a minimum probability to survive. Under almost 95% of cases, the GMM can provide an AD 

significance value larger than 0.7 which highlights its superior performance to its alternatives in 

terms of accuracy and robustness. This is further discussed in the following section using two test 

cases. Comparing survivor function among the candidates, the Weibull model has the worst fitting 

performance with the fastest decrease rate as the AD significance increases. The Burr model and 

GMM model have a relatively similar steady survival AD significance value range from 0 to 0.7, 

which highlights their accurate fitting performance when they can converge to a solution. However, 

the initial drop of Burr model at the AD significance value 0 indicates that the Burr model cannot 

converge to a solution for almost 20% of cases. The failure cases of Burr model will decrease its 

application in reality even though it can provide a highly accurate fitting when it can converge. The 

performance of Loglogistic, Logistic, Gamma, Lognormal and Normal are similar although the 

Loglogistic model has a relatively better fit.  
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Figure 6-4: Survivor function of Anderson-Darling (AD) test significance for alternative distribu-
tion models (a) route level and (b) link level. GMM Gaussian mixture models 

Table 6-4 shows the descriptive summary of the AD significance values and the alternative 

distributions performance. The results show that the GMM model has the largest AD significance 

mean and median values with the smallest standard deviation. This further highlights the relatively 

better accuracy and robust performance of the GMM model compared to its alternatives. The GMM 

model passes the AD test in 4,984 of 5,002 cases, which indicates its good flexibility to adjust to 

different situations for route level travel times. The GMM and Burr models are listed 3,092 and 

3,106 times, respectively, in the top 3 best fitting distributions. However, the Burr model passes the 

AD test in only 4,022 out of 5,002 cases which is rather low compared to the GMM model. Figure 

6-5(a) shows the distribution of the top 3 models for all cases. It can be clearly observed that the 

GMM model has a much larger proportion of the best fitting model compared with the Burr model.  

Table 6-4: Descriptive summary of AD significance value  and candidature distributions 

performance [route level] 

Model Mean_sig* Median_sig* SD_sig* Cases_pass1 Cases_top32 
Normal 0.67 0.78 0.30 4751 1422 
Weibull 0.45 0.40 0.35 4134 582 
Logistic 0.75 0.84 0.26 4855 1459 
Gamma 0.71 0.81 0.29 4769 1095 
Lognormal 0.70 0.80 0.30 4740 1709 
Loglogistic 0.76 0.86 0.26 4832 2359 
Burr 0.71 0.91 0.38 4022 3106 
GMM 0.91 0.97 0.14 4984 3092 
* sig is the AD test significance value. 
The bold value indicates the best model identified under each performance measure. 
1. A passed distribution with AD p value > 0.05. The total number of cases is 5,002.  
2. The total number of cased being listed as the top 3 and the total number of cases is 14,824.  
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6.4.2.2 Link level distribution  

Figure 6-4(b) shows the link level survivor function of the AD test significance value for the alter-

native distributions. The results show that the GMM model has a better fitting performance than its 

alternatives for link level travel times. Comparing the alternative distributions performance between 

route level and link level travel times, all decrease when modelling link level travel times. Each 

model has a survival probability drop ranging from 8% to 40% at the AD significance value 0. 

These indicate the greater complexity of the distributions for link travel times than those of route 

travel times, which is consistent with the previous analysis in Section 6.4.2. Moreover, according to 

the Hartigan dip test, the proportions of multimodality cases for route level travel times and link 

level travel times are 2% and 16%, respectively. The increase of the multimodality proportions 

should be another factors worsen the alternative distributions performances. Relatively, the Weibull 

model provides the worst performance while the Normal, Logistic, Gamma, Lognormal, Loglogistic 

and Burr models have a similar and intertwined performance. 

Table 6-5 shows the descriptive statistics of the AD significance value for the alternative 

distributions performance of link level travel times. The results show that the GMM model per-

forms better than its alternatives with the largest mean and median significance values and the 

smallest standard deviation. It also has a better robustness characteristic than the other distributions 

with the maximum number of cases passing the AD test and being listed in the top 3 clusters. 

Figure 6-5 (b) shows the distribution of the top 3 models for all cases and that the number of 

top 1 cases for the GMM model is more than the total number of the top 3 cases of the Burr model. 

This illustrates the greater flexibility of the GMM model for link level travel times. Obviously, the 

performance of all distribution models decreases largely in modelling the link level travel times 

compared with modelling the route level travel times, from the perspective of mean, median and SD 

of significance values.  

Table 6-5: Descriptive summary of significance value  and candidature distributions performance 

[link level] 
Model Mean_sig* Median_sig* SD_sig* Cases_pass1 Cases_top32 
Normal 0.51 0.53 0.37 45347 19864 
Weibull 0.36 0.23 0.37 35305 8677 
Logistic 0.55 0.62 0.36 47772 18657 
Gamma 0.51 0.60 0.40 40163 9383 
Lognormal 0.52 0.62 0.40 40311 16121 
Loglogistic 0.54 0.67 0.40 40737 16586 
Burr 0.51 0.68 0.44 33946 22713 
GMM 0.75 0.94 0.35 49563 34246 
* sig is the AD test significance value.  
The bold value indicates the best model identified under each performance measure. 
1. A passed distribution with AD p value > 0.05. The total number of cases is 56,316.  
2. The total number of cased being listed as the top 3 and the total number of cases is 146,247.  
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Figure 6-5: Summary of the distribution of top 3 models for all cases (a) route level and (b) link 
level. GMM, Gaussian mixture models 

To make a direct comparison of the fitting performance of the alternative models for the 

route level and link level travel times, the COV of significance value, the passed cases ratio and the 

top 3 cases ratio are presented in Table 6-6. Clearly, all the distribution performances decrease in 

modelling link travel times with larger COV_sig values and smaller passed cases ratios. Compara-

tively, the GMM Cases_top 3 ratio increases from 21% to 23% while the Burr decreases from 21% 

to 16%. The passed_cases ratio for the GMM model in the link level scenario is still promising 

(88%) which indicates a relatively strong flexibility in modelling complex distributions of link trav-

el times.       

Table 6-6: Comparison of candidature models fitting performance for route level and link level 

travel times 

Model 
COV_sig1 Cases_pass ratio2 Cases_top3 ratio3 
Route Link Route Link Route Link 

Normal 0.45 0.73 0.95 0.81 0.10 0.14 
Weibull 0.78 1.03 0.83 0.63 0.04 0.06 
Logistic 0.35 0.65 0.97 0.85 0.10 0.13 
Gamma 0.40 0.77 0.95 0.71 0.07 0.06 
Lognormal 0.43 0.76 0.95 0.72 0.12 0.11 
Loglogistic 0.34 0.73 0.97 0.72 0.16 0.11 
Burr 0.53 0.87 0.80 0.60 0.21 0.16 
GMM 0.16 0.47 1.00 0.88 0.21 0.23 
The bold value indicates the best model identified under each performance measure. 
1. COV_sig is calculated as SD_sig divided by Mean_sig.  
2. Cases_pass ratio is calculated as Cases_pass divided by the total number of cases under the corresponding scenario.  
3. Cases_top3 ratio is calculated as Cases_top3 divided by the total number of cases under the corresponding scenario.  
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6.5   Discussions and applications 

From the aforementioned analysis, the Mixture Models distribution can provide superior fitting per-

formance than its alternatives. More than one mixture models with different distribution compo-

nents (e.g. lognormal, Gamma or Log logistic) could be tested besides GMM, but not essential. The 

common limitation of empirical studies is that the findings are largely influenced by the data used 

and it may be not easy to generalize. Considering the diverse operating environments and the com-

plete set of cases tested in the paper, the identified GMM model could be transferred to fit TTDs on 

other bus service routes to a large extent. Examination of more routes with different operating envi-

ronments (e.g. rural area) using the methodology proposed here could further complement this re-

search. However, like any other empirical study, the conclusions are valid within the range of the 

used data and should be used with caution beyond this range. The transferability of the GMM mod-

el to fit distributions of travel times in a more generalized manner is discussed below from perspec-

tives of its mathematical characteristics, explanatory power and practical application. 

1) Mathematical characteristics 

The GMM is a special type of mixture models with Gaussian component distribution. GMM is flex-

ible enough to fit a large range of distributions, by changing the mixture coefficients and component 

distributions. In a general sense, the basic shapes of distribution can be classified into symmetric, 

skewed and multimodal categories. A distribution in practical (e.g. TTD) could be regarded as the 

combination of these basic shapes. The ability of GMM in fitting these distributions is examined by 

visualizing and comparing with the candidate models.   

Figure 6-6 shows that the AM peak travel times have an obvious bimodal distribution with 

two peaks. The first peak is relatively symmetric while the second peak is right skewed with a short 

tail. Under such a multimodal distribution case, the GMM model can properly capture the peaks of 

the TTD as well as the short tail in the second peak, which can be observed from the density and 

cumulative probability graphs. The Burr model is powerful in capturing the first peak and the sec-

ond peak tail, but it fails to capture the second peak. Other models cannot capture any peak in the 

AM peak travel times.  

Figure 6-7 shows that the Inter peak travel times have a skewed distribution with a long 

right tail (skewness/se = 31.7). Also the distribution is rather peaked than peak period travel times 

since the kurtosis/se is very large (kurtosis/se = 134.7). Under such a largely skewed distribution, 

the GMM model properly captures the peak of the TTD as well as the long tail on the right, while 

the Burr distribution can capture the peak well but fails to capture the long tail. Other models can 

generally fit the peak location well but could not fit the long tail. Figure 6-8 shows the AD test sig-

nificance for distributions of hourly travel times over the whole day.  
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The result shows that the GMM model can pass the AD test with considerable significance 

values for travel times at different time periods of a day. In peak time periods (e.g. 08:00, 09:00 and 

16:00), the GMM model can still perform well while other distribution models cease to fit the travel 

times, which further verifies the accuracy and robustness of the GMM model.   

 

Figure 6-6: Fitting results for a multimodality distribution (a) density and (b) cumulative probability. 
(Case: urban route, weekdays, eastbound, AM peak, travel time). GMM, Gaussian mixture models. 

 
Figure 6-7: Fitting results for an asymmetric distribution (a) density and (b) cumulative probability. 
(Case: busway route, weekdays, inbound, inter peak, travel time). GMM, Gaussian mixture models. 
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Figure 6-8: Anderson–Darling (AD) test significance for distributions of hourly travel times over 
the whole day. (Case: urban route, weekdays, eastbound, hourly, travel time).  

2) Explanatory power 

From a mathematical perspective, by changing the component distributions (e.g. Normal, Lognor-

mal or Gamma) and the mixture coefficients, a mixture models is flexible enough to approximate a 

large range of different distributions. From a practical perspective, Guo et al. (2010) conducted a 

simulation and empirical study on freeway TTD and claimed the connection between GMM model 

parameters and the underlying traffic states. The premise of the GMM model is that travel times are 

dominated by complex stochastic traffic states rather than deterministic ones. Different travel time 

states could exist for a given time period, such as free flow and congested states. Two levels of un-

certainty can be quantitatively assessed in the GMM model, namely concurrency probability of the 

state (mixture coefficient) and travel time variability under such a state (component distribution).  

Compared to freeway travel times, bus travel times are more complicated and are mainly 

dominated by traffic flow, passenger demand and operational management (e.g. frequency, time 

schedule and time point). For a bus service travel time, different states may exist given the spatio-

temporal aggregation levels, such as high speed service state, medium speed service state and low 

speed service state. The high speed and medium speed service states belong to a recurrent service 

state and a trip under the former state could experience relatively less total stops and intersection 

delays than that under the latter state. The slow speed service state is impacted by unexpected inci-

dents or bad weather conditions. And the combined influence of other factors (delay from last time 

point, load in vehicle, drivers’ behaviour and et al.) could also contribute to different service states, 

even within a short aggregated time periods (7:00-7:15) across different days.  
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In practice, the mixture coefficient can be interpreted as the probability that travel times un-

der a state (e.g. fast service state) and the component distribution indicates the distribution of travel 

times under such a state. The component in the mixture models could be symmetric or skewed dis-

tributions, depending on the definition of traffic states. Guo et al. (2012) have further done a fitting 

performance comparison between symmetric and skewed mixed model by fixing the number of 

components to be two. They concluded the multistate lognormal model is the optimal model for 

modelling freeway travel time under moderate to heavy traffic conditions. However, no evidence 

has been found on the performance of the alternative models if changing the number of components 

to be three or more. Theoretically, GMM can fit the skewed distribution well by regarding the 

skewed travel times coming from two or more different traffic states, and it has been verified in 

Figure 6-7. And from the interpretation perspective, the GMM model could be more promising than 

the skewed mixture models considering the simple form of normal distribution component. 

3) Practical application  

TTD fitting is the preliminary preparation for reliability analysis. The GMM model can provide 

much detailed travel time information for both management agencies and individual travellers. For 

agencies, the GMM model provides a flexible and superior distribution fitting than its alternatives, 

which enables accurate and effective assessment of the reliability performance of the system. Since 

distribution can provide the maximum information for reliability analysis, the improved statistical 

fitting can better support reliability analysis, especially considering passengers’ different perspec-

tive on travel times under different service states. Also, Chapter 4 investigated the current reliability 

measures performance and concluded the shape of distribution plays a key role in service assess-

ment. Moreover, the GMM model makes it possible to analyse travel time reliability and unreliabil-

ity causes in a detailed disaggregated level under different states, and thus help policy makers to 

establish effective measures to improve reliability performance. For travellers, the GMM model en-

ables a report of the reliability information analogy to a weather report which should be easily ac-

cepted by the general public and help passengers to plan their trip wisely (Guo et al., 2010). For ex-

ample, for the AM peak travel, the probability of experiencing a fast service is 20%, and if that 

happens, the expected travel time for this trip would be 30 min.  

6.6   Summary 

The research focuses on the specification of distributions for day-to-day variability of bus travel 

times. The spatiotemporal data aggregation influence on distribution was investigated using six 

months AVL data on two typical service routes in Brisbane. The performance of alternative distri-

bution models were examined under different cases considering fitting accuracy, robustness and 

explanatory power.  
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Consistent with previous studies, the decrease of temporal aggregation level results in a less 

asymmetric and flat distribution, and an increase of the normality of the distribution. The link level 

TTDs are more complicated than the route level TTDs, since the travel times of the former are more 

sensitive to intersection and stop delays. The spatial aggregation of link travel times breaks up the 

multimodality distribution for the busway service while it is not applicable for the non-busway ser-

vice. The reason may be that the drivers have relatively more flexibility to adjust speed to catch up 

with schedules on a busway route. It is clear that the temporal-spatial aggregation of travel times 

could alter the hidden features of TTDs, and ultimately affect reliability analysis results. Better se-

lecting the appropriate data aggregation level before reliability analysis needs further investigation.  

The GMM model is evaluated as superior to its alternatives under different cases in terms of 

fitting accuracy, robustness and explanatory power. Under almost 95% cases, the GMM model pro-

vides an AD significance value larger than 0.7, which highlights its accurate and robust fitting per-

formance. Its parameters can be connected to different states service performance, which is useful 

for identifying unreliability causes and reporting reliability information. The Burr model provides 

almost the same accurate fitting performance as GMM model in premise that it can converge to a 

solution which has a powerful ability in modelling extremely long tails of a distribution. However, 

the high ratio of Burr model failure to converge would largely decrease its usefulness in application. 

The Normal, Lognormal, Logistic, Loglogistic, and Gamma models have a relatively similar per-

formance under the route level scenario and an intertwined performance under the link level scenar-

io. The Weibull model has the worst performance under both scenarios.  

Though constrained by the empirical data tested, the reported GMM distribution model re-

mains promising for fitting travel times for other services with different operational environments. 

Mathematically, it is flexible enough to model different types of TTDs by changing the component 

distribution model and component numbers, including symmetric, asymmetric and multimodal dis-

tributions. A major limitation of GMM model is its lack of robustness to outliers, since the maximi-

zation of the likelihood function under an assumed Gaussian distribution is equivalent to finding the 

least-square solution. In the Bayesian model selection context, the presence of outliers often in-

creases the number of mixture components employed in the model. Another limitation of the GMM 

model is its instability for each run of the algorithm, due to random initialization of the parameters, 

small sample size and inadequate number of components (B.-J. Park et al., 2010; Yildirimoglu and 

Geroliminis, 2013). It is important to properly clean the data and determine the optimal number of 

components for GMM model in practice. These limitations are further discussed and addressed in 

Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 7   Trip Travel Time Distribution Es-
timation 

7.1   Introduction 

Methods for the estimation of trip travel times between origination-destination pairs using the in-

creasingly available data from mobile sources are still evolving and rather limited, especially in the 

context of probability distribution estimation. Previous studies on trip TTD estimation used a Mar-

kov chain methodology (Timothy Hunter et al., 2013; Ramezani and Geroliminis, 2012; Yeon et al., 

2008) and are based on a number of important assumptions: conditional independence between link 

travel times (e.g. independent conditional on states); and constant transition probabilities for a given 

time period (e.g. 7:00-7:15am). However, empirical evidence suggests that the conditional inde-

pendence assumption is not always appropriate. Furthermore, previous studies use constant transi-

tion probabilities for different environmental conditions and estimate them from empirical counts of 

transitions. This constraints their ability to generalize to a large range of applications. The research 

proposes a generalized Markov chain (GMC) approach for estimation of trip TTDs between arbi-

trary OD pairs at arbitrary times from link or segment TTDs. The research findings are reported in a 

journal paper (under review) in Ma, Koutsopoulos, Ferreira and Mahmoud (2015). 

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.2 defines the research prob-

lem. In Section 7.3, the framework for the distribution estimation is proposed, followed by the de-

tailed methodology presented in Section 7.4. To address the methodological gaps, the Markov path 

TTD is approximated as a sum of correlated distributions using a moment generating function algo-

rithm. The transition probabilities are estimated using a logit model formulation with the utilities 

being a function of explanatory covariates (link characteristic and trip conditions), as opposed from 

observation counts. The proposed approach is demonstrated in a case study for transit trip TTD es-

timation using AVL data that can provide both link and ground-truth trip TTDs in Section 7.5. The 

implementation of the proposed approach in transit is demonstrated in Section 7.6. Finally, Section 

7.7 summarizes the main conclusions and highlights future research. 

7.2   Problem statement  

A road segment is a directed edge between two adjacent vertices (e.g. intersections) that is associat-

ed with edge identification (id), a starting point, an ending point and a set of intermediate points that 

describe the road segment using polyline.  
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A road network is a directed graph( ),G V E , where V is a set of vertices representing the 

terminal points of the road segments, and E is a set of edges representing road segments. A road 

link is a set of connected road segments between two adjacent setting points 

1 2
:

I
link e e e→ → →⋯ , where 

i
e is road segment i  and I  is the number of road segments. These 

setting points may represent geometrical separators or sensor locations, e.g. signals, ANPR, bus 

stops, loop detectors, etc. A trip is a sequence of connected road segments or links traversed be-

tween an OD pair ( ),O D  in a road network. These are illustrated in Figure 7-1. 

 

Figure 7-1: Illustration of network components: segments, links, and trips 

An observation log on link 
n
l  at time t consists of a link id lid , a vehicle id vid , distance 

traversed
,n t

d , arrival timestamp 
n
t   and travel time 

,n t
T , ( ) ( ), , ,

, , , ,
n t n t n n t

obs l lid vid d t T= . This data 

can be obtained from fixed location sensor systems, for example ANPR, AVL, or loop detectors 

with vehicle re-identification (Coifman and Kim, 2009; Coifman and Krishnamurthy, 2007).  An-

other promising source is from position-enabled fleets (Floating Car Data, FCD). In such systems, 

the two consecutive polled positions do not necessarily correspond to the starting and ending points 

of links. For high-frequency GPS measurements (e.g. every 5 seconds), the traversal times can be 

easily allocated on individual links (Timothy Hunter et al., 2013). For low-frequency measurements, 

many studies successfully decompose the traversal time to individual road links using a hybrid ap-

proach of physical and data-driven models (Hellinga et al., 2008; Hofleitner,Herring and Bayen, 

2012; Rahmani et al., 2015; Zheng and Van Zuylen, 2013). 

The problem of probability distribution estimation of trip travel times is defined as: 

Given a set of probability distributions of link travel times, estimate the probability distribu-

tion of trip travel times for an arbitrary OD pair at an arbitrary time. 

Let ( ) ( ) ( ){ }1 2
, , , , , ,

N
Dist l t Dist l t Dist l t…  denote link TTDs at timet . The simplest model for 

estimation of the trip TTD ( ),
od

Dist trip t  at timet is by convoluting link TTDs.  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2
, , , ,

od N
Dist trip t Dist l t Dist l t Dist l t= ⊗ ⊗ ⊗…                                                (7.1) 

where operator (⊗ ) expresses convolution, and N  is the number of links for a trip.  
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The convolution method postulates the independence among link travel times without con-

sidering correlation information. Markov chains have been successfully applied to estimate route 

travel times from link travel times on freeways and on arterials (Timothy Hunter et al., 2013; 

Ramezani and Geroliminis, 2012; Yeon et al., 2008). Markov chains assume a memory-less random 

process with transitions from one state to another among a finite number of states. Given a sequence 

of random variables{ } 1 2
, ,...,

n N
X X X X= , the conditional probability of the system moving to the 

next state 
1n

x + depends only on the current state
n

x . 

( ) ( )1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1
| , ,..., |

n n n n n n n n
Prob X x X x X x X x Prob X x X x+ + + += = = = = = =       (7.2) 

Similar to a Markov chain process, the travel time of a vehicle on the current link depends 

only on the travel time on the previous link. Different from the definition of traffic propagation, the 

spatial Markov state progression designates how a vehicle experiences a series of  travel time states 

on links along a route (Ramezani and Geroliminis, 2012). The state transition probabilities capture 

the combined influence of static and dynamic factors from the current and neighbour links at differ-

ent temporal lags (e.g. upstream and downstream traffic conditions from preceding time periods, 

link geometric configurations, etc.). In previous studies, the main assumptions on TTD estimation 

using a Markov chain methodology are: 

1. Conditional independence between link travel times (independent conditional on states); 

2. Constant transition probabilities for a given time period (e.g. 7:00-7:15am). 

The conditional independence assumption is illustrated in Figure 7-2(a). The grey rectangle 

represents the observations of travel times on adjacent links for the same vehicles. The red line ap-

proximates the linear relationship between adjacent link travel time observations. The increasing 

trend indicates a significant and positive correlation between adjacent link travel times. The correla-

tion can be ideally eliminated when the observations are conditioned on link states as shown in dark 

grey groups (e.g. F-F stands for the group of vehicles that experience fast speed on both current link 

and next link). However, empirical evidence suggests that the conditional independence assumption 

is not always appropriate. The conditional observations could still be correlated as illustrated by the 

green-bound light-grey rectangle in Figure 2b. Therefore, such correlation should be incorporated in 

the model formulation. 

Previous studies assume separate transition probabilities under different environmental con-

ditions and estimate them from empirical counts of transitions. Alternatively, the transition proba-

bilities can be estimated as a function of explanatory covariates with model parameters calibrated 

using historical data. This approach is more general and less sensitive to data availability, e.g. inad-

equate number of observations.   
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Figure 7-2: Two-dimensional diagram representing four groups of vehicles (F = Fast and S = Slow): 
(a) ideally uncorrelated observations within groups, (b) potentially correlated observations within 

groups.  

7.3   Estimation framework  

The framework of our proposed trip TTD estimation approach is shown in Figure 7-3. It is com-

posed of two major parts: Markov Chain Identification, and Probability Distribution Estimation. 

The database provides information of link travel times, link characteristics and trip conditions.  

 

Figure 7-3: Trip travel time distribution estimation framework  

Markov Chain Identification: this step aims to define traffic states and estimate the transi-

tion probability model. The outputs are probabilities of link traffic states, link TTDs (conditional on 

states), and time-space dependent transition probabilities. 

• The state definition is performed using a Gaussian Mixture model (GMM) based clus-

tering algorithm. The approach ensures homogeneity within each cluster; differentiation 

over space and time; large enough state that can characterize the underlying traffic con-

ditions; and computational efficiency.  

• The transition probabilities are estimated using a logit model formulation with the utili-

ties being a function of explanatory covariates. These covariates include link character-

istics, traffic conditions on neighbour links and from preceding time intervals.  
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Probability Distribution Estimation: this estimates the trip TTD using a Markov chain 

process. Markov paths are permutations of link states along a trip. The Markov path probability is 

estimated as the product of initial state probabilities and transition probabilities between links. The 

Markov path TTDs are estimated as the sum of correlated link TTDs conditional on states using a 

MGF approach. Finally, the trip TTD is estimated as the sum of Markov path TTDs weighted by 

their occurrence probabilities.   

7.4   Methodology  

 State definition 7.4.1  
A heuristic clustering algorithm based on GMM is developed to define states. The GMM approach 

identifies homogeneous clusters within which the observations are normally distributed. The opti-

mal number of clusters can be determined by checking the accuracy and stability of the clustering 

results for different cluster numbers. For example, there could be one state for a link in a residential 

area, but there could be two or three states in a CBD area depending on link configuration and time-

of-day. Following the GMM clustering, an additional step is proposed to convert the incorrect clus-

tering outcomes. The Silhouette widths are examined and observations are reassigned if their Sil-

houette widths are negative. In addition, proportions of clusters are checked and the cluster with a 

proportion less than a predefined threshold is merged with its nearest cluster. Hence, an unreasona-

ble large number of states can be avoided and the identified states are large enough to represent the 

underlying traffic conditions.  

The optimal number of clusters is determined by fitting a set of mixture models with in-

creasing number of clusters and using accuracy measures, including average silhouette width and 

information measures such as the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). In addition to accuracy, the 

clustering method should return the same results when it is repeated several times to guarantee its 

stability. Two reasons could cause unstable GMM clustering results, namely random initialization 

and artificial cuts. 

The EM algorithm may converge to a local maximum and hence its estimation performance 

may vary with randomly initialized parameters (B.-J. Park et al., 2010). The k-means++ algorithm 

can be used to identify initial GMM component means (Arthur and Vassilvitskii, 2007). k-means++ 

selects each centroid with a probability proportional to the distance from itself to the closest centre 

that has been already chosen. It has been used in the literature to find centroid seeds for the k-means 

algorithm. For each observation 1, ,i N= … and already chosen centroid 1, , 1c k= −… , the new 

centroid k  is chosen from all observationsYwith a probability: 

( ) ( )
,

, ,
j c

i c j c
j y X

D y D yµ µ

∈
∑                                                                                                 (7.3) 
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where, 

( ),
i c

D y µ = the distance between observation i  and centroid 
c
µ , and 

c
Y is the set of observa-

tions closest to centroid
c
µ and 

i
y belongs to cY .  

Artificial cuts relate to the fact that when some natural clusters may be classified in an artifi-

cial way to satisfy the given cluster number and thus can cause instability (Yildirimoglu and 

Geroliminis, 2013). The silhouette width (SW) for a point measures how similar the point is to 

points in its own cluster, compared to points in other clusters.  

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ){ }max ,

b i a i
SW i

a i b i

−
=

                                                                                     (7.4) 

where, 

( )a i = the average dissimilarity of i  with all other points within the same cluster; 

( )b i = the lowest average dissimilarity of i  to other clusters.  

Distance metrics are usually used to measure dissimilarity, such as Euclidean, Mahalanobis 

distance, etc. The Mahalanobis distance is preferred as it takes into account the covariance within 

clusters. The average silhouette width (ASW) over all data is a measure of the overall clustering 

quality. The mean and standard deviation of the ASW measures can be used to assess the stability 

of the clustering results and determine the optimal number of clusters (Yildirimoglu and 

Geroliminis, 2013). The proposed heuristic algorithm (GMMS clustering algorithm) uses the GMM 

initial clustering results and the Silhouette values to determine the optimal number of clusters. The 

GMMS algorithm is described in Figure 7-4. 

Initialization:  
1. Set the maximum number of statesρ , proportion thresholdα and replications1 2

,r r . 
GMM clustering: 

2. For 1,2, 3,...,n ρ=  
        2.1 For 

1
1, 2, 3, ...,m r=  

a. Initialize the GMM parameters using the k-means++ algorithm.  
b. Fit observations using the GMM algorithm with clustersn . 
c. Perform 2

r replications and select the GMM model with the smallest AIC. 
d. Cluster using posterior probability and calculate ASW. 

       2.2 Calculate the mean and standard deviation of ASWs.  
Posterior refinement: 

3. Select the optimal number of states as the one that gives the larger mean and smaller standard devia-
tion of ASWs, and return the component mean values

1 2
, , ...µ µ  in ascending order and proportions

1 2
, , ...w w . 

4. If the cluster proportion iw is smaller thanα , merge this cluster to the nearest one. 
5. Calculate the Silhouette width for each observation. If it is negative, re-assign the observation to a 

cluster that gives the largest silhouette value. 
Outputs: 

6. Return the number of states and state identification for all observations. 

Figure 7-4: The description of GMMS clustering algorithm  
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 Transition probabilities estimation 7.4.2  
Let ( )n

X t denote the state on linkn at timet . The state space ( )n
Q t  on link n  at time t  is a set of 

values that ( )n
X t  may take, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ },1 2, ,..., n t

m

n n n n
Q t x t x t x t= , where ( )i

n
x t is the state i  on link n  at 

time t , and 
,n t

m  is the number of states on link n  at time t . Note that the state space ( )n
Q t  vary 

across both links and time periods.  

Count-based method 

The majority of existing methods estimate the initial state probabilities, as well as the transition 

probabilities using available observations and calculating the corresponding frequencies. The initial 

state probabilities ( )tπ at time t are the probabilities of different states in( )1
Q t on the first link 

which can be estimated by: 

( )

( )
( )

( )

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )

1,

1,

1, 1,1,

11
1 1 1 111

2 2

1 1 1 1 11

1 1 1 1 11

ˆ

ˆ
ˆ

ˆ

t

t

t tt

m k

k

m k

k

m mm k

k

Num X t x t Num X t x tt

t Num X t x t Num X t x t
t

t Num X t x t Num X t x t

π

π

π

=

=

=

   = =       = =   = =            = =     

∑
∑

∑
⋮ ⋮

π                                    (7.5) 

where, 

( )ˆ tπ = an estimate of ( )tπ ; 

( ) ( )( )1 1

kNum X t x t=  = the number of observations of state k  on link 1 at time t . 

The TPM ( )1,n n
t−P  between a pair of successive links  1n −  and n  at time t  can be repre-

sented as: 

( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

,

1, 1, ,

1,1 1,

1,

,1 ,

...

...

n t

n t n t n t

m

n n

m m m

p t p t

t

p t p t
− −

−

 
 
 

=  
 
 
  

P ⋮ ⋮                                                                                         (7.6) 

where, 

( ),i j
p t  = the transition probability from state i  to state j  at time t  between two successive 

links, with  ( )1,

,1
1n t

m

i jj
p t+

=
=∑ . 

Given a set of observations, the transition probabilities ( ),i j
p t can be estimated by: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ),

, 1 1

1 1

1 11

ˆ |

,

,n t

j i

i j n n n n

i j

n n n n

m i k

n n n nk

p t Prob X t x t X t x t

Num X t x t X t x t

Num X t x t X t x t

− −

− −

− −=

= = =

= =
=

= =∑
                                              (7.7) 

where, 

( ),î j
p t  = the estimation of ( ),i j

p t ; 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )1 1
,i j

n n n n
Num X t x t X t x t

− −
= =  = the number of observations of vehicles that en-

counter state i  on link  1n −  and state j  on link n  at time t .  
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Logit-based model 

To capture the heterogeneous and dynamic link travel time correlations, a logit model is proposed 

that estimates transition probabilities as a function of link characteristics and trip conditions. To 

avoid inconsistent dimension of TPMs between different links at different times, an optimized 

number of clusters across all links is used. For convenience, the notation t  is excluded in the fol-

lowing discussion. 

Let the dimension of TPMs be M M× . Let
,

k

i j
p denote the probability that vehicle k  experi-

ences state j on linkn , conditioned on having statei  on link 1n− . The transition probabilities vary 

with link characteristics and trip conditions. Let 
k
Z  be a vector of the explanatory variables for ve-

hicle k . The utility 
,

k

i j
V  for vehicle k  moving from state i  to j  can be expressed as: 

,

k

i j ij k ij
V ε= +β Ζ                                                                                                               (7.8) 

where, 

ij
β = a vector of parameters and 

ij
ε is the error term.  

Assuming the error terms are independently and identically distributed, the transition proba-

bility for vehicle k  from state i  on link 1n−  to state j  on link n  is given by the logit model: 

, ,

, 1

k k
i j i j

MV Vk

i j j
p e e

=
= ∑                                                                                                      (7.9) 

The coefficients are estimated relative to a reference state (e.g. low speed state) using max-

imum likelihood. Since the sum of each row elements of TPM equals to 1, M logit models should 

be built conditional on the state of the previous link. The coefficients of these M conditional logit 

models are estimated separately (Madanat et al., 1995). Accordingly, M datasets need to be gener-

ated conditional on the state of the previous link. For each case, the dependent variable is the state 

(1, 2,…,M ) and the independent variables are related to explanatory factors that influence the tran-

sition behaviour. For example, suppose that the number of states across all links is 3M = . Three 

datasets, namely, dataset 1 conditional on state 1 (fast speed) of the previous link, dataset 2 condi-

tional on state 2 (medium speed) of the previous link, and dataset 3 conditional on state 3 (low 

speed) of the previous link, are used for model estimation. 

 Probability distribution estimation 7.4.3  
Figure 7-5 illustrates the Markov chain process of probability distribution estimation for a route 

(trip). Each circle represents the state that a vehicle may encounter along a route. The edge between 

adjacent link states represents the transition probability to the state a vehicle encounters on the cur-

rent link given the state on the previous link. Markov paths are permutations of link states along a 

route. If the number of states for link n is
n

m , there are 
1

N

nn
m

=∏ Markov paths. Each represents a 

different realization of a set of TTDs on links.  
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Figure 7-5: The Markov chain structure to estimate trip travel time distribution 

7.4.3.1Generalized Markov Chain (GMC) approach 

The probability of each Markov path is the product of the initial state probability and transition 

probabilities between adjacent links. 

( )1 2 1

1 2 2 3 1
1 1 2 2 1 , , ,

, , , jN

N N

j j j

N N j j j j j j
Prob X x X x X x p p pπ

−
= = = = × × × ×⋯ ⋯                  (7.10) 

The Markov path distribution is estimated as the sum of correlated conditional link TTDs 

using the MGF algorithm.  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }1 2 1 2

1 1 2 2 1 2
, , , , , ,N N

j j j j j j

N N N
Dist X x X x X x MGF Dist x Dist x Dist x= = = =⋯ ⋯      (7.11) 

where, 

( )n
j

n
Dist x = the probability distribution of travel times on link n conditional on the state of 

current linkn ; 

{ }MGF • = the moment generating function method to approximate the sum of the correlat-

ed distributions.  

Finally, the probability distribution of trip travel times is estimated as the mixture of Markov 

path TTDs (Equation (17)) weighted by the corresponding probabilities (Equation (16)). 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }1

Q

q qq
Dist Triptravel time Prob Markov path Dist Markov path

=
= ×∑     (7.12) 

Compared to the Markov chain approach proposed in Ramezani and Geroliminis (2012),  

the proposed approach takes into consideration of the correlations between link travel times condi-

tional on states along a Markov path. It simplifies the calculation of link TTDs which is conditioned 

solely on the state of the current link (compared to conditioned on the states of upstream, current 

and downstream links), and makes it possible to model link TTDs and transition probabilities as a 

function of explanatory covariates, which are important from a practical point of view as it allows 

the general application of the model. 
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7.4.3.2 Moment Generating Function (MGF) Algorithm 

MGF is an alternative approach to analytically work with pdfs. If two distributions have the same 

MGFs, then they have identical distributions. Srinivasan et al. (2014) used a MGF based approach 

to estimate the trip TTD as the sum of the correlated link TTDs assuming they have a unimodal dis-

tribution. However, the unimodal assumption is not always appropriate. It is more reasonable to as-

sume a unimodal distribution (e.g. normal or log-normal) for link travel times along a Markov path 

since they are conditional on the underlying traffic states. In the approach proposed in this paper, 

the MGF method is adopted to approximate the sum of correlated random variables (RVs) along a 

Markov path by matching the MGF of the Markov path TTD with the MGF of the sum of the condi-

tional link TTDs. 

Let ( )1 2
, , ,

N
X X X=X ⋯ denote the link travel times conditional on states along a Markov 

path. The MGF of a vector of RVs Xwith a continuous joint distribution ( )X Xf can be written as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )E exp expT TM d
+∞

−∞

 = − = −   ∫X X
S S X S X X Xf                                                          (7.13) 

where, 

 T
S = the transpose of S, with ∈S ℝ . 

Assuming that the conditional link travel times are normally distributed, the vector of RVs 

X  follows approximately a multivariate normal (MVN) distribution (Mehta et al., 2007). The MVN 

distribution is given as: 

( )
( )

( ) ( )
π

− = − − − 
 

T 11 1
exp

22
N

X X X µ Σ X µ

Σ

f                                                               (7.14) 

where, 

 ( ) ( ) ( )1 2
E ,E , ,E

N
X X X =   …µ = the vector of mean values of the RVs ( )1 2

, , ,
N

X X X=X ⋯ ; 

( )Cov ,
i j

X X =   
Σ = the covariance matrix and Σ its determinant.  

The Markov path travel time
1

N

ii
Y X

=
= ∑ is the sum of link travel times conditional on 

states. As the vector of RVs X follows the MVN distribution, any linear combination of its compo-

nents is normally distributed, i.e.  ( )µ σY YN , . The Markov path TTD parameters can be easily es-

timated as: 

2

1 1 1

,
N N N

Y i Y ij
i i j

µ µ σ

= = =

= = Σ∑ ∑∑                                                                                    (7.15) 

where,  

i
µ = the distribution mean on link i ; 

ij
Σ = the covariance between links i  and j . 
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If the link travel times follow a lognormal distribution, the lognormal MGF does not have a 

general closed form. Mehta et al. (2007) applied a short Gauss-Hermite expansion to approximate it. 

Let RVZ follow a lognormal distribution: 

( )
( )

( )( )
2

2

ln1
exp

22

X

Z

XX

z
z

z

µ

σσ π

 
− 

 = − 
 
 

f                                                                          (7.16) 

where, 

X
µ ,

X
σ  = mean and standard deviation of the normally distributed RV X , with ( )lnX Z= . 

Then, the MGF of a lognormal distribution can be expressed by a series expansion based on 

the Gauss-Hermite integration. 

( ) ( )
1

ˆ ; , exp exp 2
K

k

Z X X X k X
k

M s s a
ω

µ σ σ µ

π=

 − + 
 ∑≜                                                              (7.17) 

where, 

( )ˆ ; ,
Z X X

M s µ σ = the approximation function of the MGF of Z ; 

K = the Hermite integration order, 
n

ω and 
n

a areK specific parameters (see Abramowitz 

and Stegun (1964) for values).  

Following the same procedure, the MGF of the sum of correlated lognormal RVsZ ,

1

N

ii
Y Z

=
= ∑ , is: 

( ),
1

11 1 1 1

ˆ ; exp exp 2i

j

N

K K N NN
n

Y ij n i
ik k i j

M s s a
ω

µ

π== = = =

          ′× − Σ +                
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑∏≜ ⋯µ Σ              (7.18) 

where,  

( ),ˆ ;
Y

M s µ Σ = the approximation function of the MGF of Y .; 

ij
′Σ = the thi j( , ) element of the square root of the covariance matrix Σ .  

Finally, the sum of lognormal RVs is approximated by a lognormal RV with parameters 

given by the following two equations:  

( ) ( )ˆ ˆ; , ; , ,at =1 and 2
Z i X X Y i

M s M s iµ σ = µ Σ                                                                      (7.19) 

The covariance matrixΣΣΣΣ  can be estimated from historical observations for any two links at 

the same time period. However, computing the full covariance matrix is not practical due to obser-

vation constraints for large networks (Timothy Hunter et al., 2013). Typically, the covariance ma-

trix is calibrated assuming only adjacent (or second-order, etc.) link travel time correlations 

(Srinivasan et al., 2014).    
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7.5   Case Study 

 Trip TTD estimation 7.5.1  
The space-time autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions were used to explore the correlation 

structure of transit travel time components in the data (Figure 7-6). The link running times were 

strongly correlated with their first order neighbour links and insignificantly correlated with high or-

der ones (Figure 7-6a). The correlations between link running times and downstream dwell times 

were not significant (Figure 7-6b). Longer link running times did not necessarily lead to larger 

headways downstream. The dwell times of first order adjacent stops were significantly correlated 

with little decrease when the spatial order increases. This makes sense because of the relatively sta-

ble travel patterns on weekdays at peak hours. The partial correlation test after controlling for the 

effect of demand at stops (boarding and alighting), indicates an insignificant correlation between 

stop dwell times.  

 

Figure 7-6: Global and local correlations of travel time components in AM peak period: (a) 
spatiotemporal autocorrelation function (ST-ACF) of unit running times between links with 
different spatial orders; and (b) cross-correlation function (CCF) between link unit running times 
and downstream stop dwell times on different types of roads.   

Based on these results and in order to simplify the validation of the proposed method, dwell 

times are assumed to be independent for a specific time period. In this case, the probability distribu-

tion for transit trip travel times is estimated as shown in Figure 7-7. ( )i t
rtl is the pdf of running 

times for link i at time periodt and ( )i t
dts  the pdf of dwell times for stopi at time period t . The 

trip running time distribution is estimated from link running time distributions ( ){ }i t
rtl using the 

proposed GMC approach. The trip dwell time distribution is estimated by convoluting stop dwell 

time distributions ( ){ }i t
dts . Finally, the trip TTD is estimated as the convolution of trip running 

time distribution and trip dwell time distribution.  
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Figure 7-7: The estimation approach for transit trip travel time distribution 

 State definition 7.5.2  
The GMMS algorithm parametersρ  ,α , 1

r , 2
r  in Figure 4 are selected to be 5, 0.001, 50 and 20, 

respectively. Figure 7-8 shows observations of unit running times. Each dot represents an observa-

tion of the unit running time of the same vehicle on two consecutive links. Group _i j indicates a 

vehicle experiencing state i  on current link and state j  on the next link. The results from the clus-

tering steps are also illustrated in the figure by different colours. A standard GMM algorithm results 

in clusters with observations incorrectly clustered (rectangle area). The observations in the rectangle 

areas have negative silhouette widths. However, the application of the proposed GMMS algorithm 

re-assigns these observations to the clusters with the largest silhouette widths (left cluster). Differ-

ent clusters on each link represent the underlying traffic conditions over different time periods of a 

day, since dwell times have been excluded from travel times.  

In this case, the correlation between running times within each group is negligible. However, 

running times could potentially be correlated as illustrated in Figure 7-9 with observations from an-

other bus route (route 60). The solid trend lines highlight the existence of significant correlations 

which cannot be neglected in the estimation of the Markov path running time distributions. Route 

60 is a cross city route going through the CBD. Hence, these correlations could be caused by the 

combined effects of signals, stop activities, and driver behaviour.  
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Figure 7-8: State clustering results [Route 555, Weekday, Inbound, All Day] 

 

Figure 7-9: Samples of correlated and uncorrelated running times [Route 60, Weekdays, Eastbound, 
7-8 AM] 

Figure 7-10 shows the clustering results with different number of states for different tem-

poral aggregation of travel times (intervals of 30 min, 1 hour, periods, and the whole day). The bars 

display the mean ASWs with error bars showing the average standard deviation of ASWs across all 

scenarios. The optimal number of states is 3 (where the clustering outcome is relatively accurate 

and stable). 
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Figure 7-10: Mean and standard deviation of average silhouette width vs. number of clusters 

 Transition probability model 7.5.3  
For the development of the transition probabilities model, in addition to AVL, data from other 

sources were used, including Smart Card Transactions, General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS), 

Brisbane Strategic Transport Management (BSTM), and Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) data. The 

data was partitioned into cases based on trip attributes (route id, direction, link id, and weekdays) in 

30 minutes time intervals. Cases with sample size less than 150 were dropped as they are insuffi-

cient for multimodal distribution analysis. Finally, three separate datasets with a total of 113,426 

cases were obtained, one for each state of the previous link (high, medium and low speed).  

Table 7-1 summarizes the datasets and descriptive statistics of the associated variables. As 

expected, the percentage of cases in the high speed state on the current link decreases as the states 

on the previous link change from high to low. The recurrent congestion index (RCI) is defined as 

the mode speed over free flow speed (high values indicate good recurrent traffic condition, e.g. 

busway). It captures different characteristics of road links and within-day variation of traffic condi-

tions. The free flow speed was derived from the running times observed between 5:30 am and 23:30 

pm. The congestion index (CI) is calculated as speed over free flow speed (high value indicates a 

free flow traffic condition). The CI on current link at preceding time is calculated as the median CIs 

from the preceding 30 minutes. If observations within the preceding 30 minutes interval are not 

available, the RCI is used. The delay on the previous link is calculated as the actual arrival time at 

the stop minus the scheduled time. The actual stop indicates a vehicle skipping a stop or not by 

checking the difference between arrival and departure times.  
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Table 7-1: Summary of dataset and descriptive statistics of variables  
Datasets*  Variables Unit Min Max Mean Std 
Given state H CI on previous link at current time^ % 27.1 112.4 76.9 16.6 
 CI on current link at preceding time^ % 5.29 107.2 69.1 18.7 
Total: 44,503 RCI on current link^ % 12.0 88.5 67.9 18.3 
H: 20,052 (45.1%) Length of current link  km 0.38 8.53 2.04 1.73 
M: 17,882 (40.2%) Number of signals on current link int 0.00 8.00 1.36 2.12 
L: 6,569 (14.8%) Delay on previous link min -9.38 14.5 1.55 4.16 
 Actual stop on current link (1,0) 0.00 1.00 0.80 0.40 
 Passenger load on current link int 0.00 86.0 15.5 12.4 
 Precipitation per half hour  mm 0.00 1.80 0.05 0.23 
 Route type on previous link# [1-5] na na na na 
 Route type on current link# [1-5] na na na na 
Given state M CI on previous link at current time^ % 13.9 120.0 67.6 18.3 
 CI on current link at preceding time ^ % 5.56 132.1 68.5 18.1 
Total: 46,785 RCI on current link^ % 12.0 88.52 68.5 18.0 
H: 15,902 (34.0%) Length of current link  km 0.41 8.53 2.03 1.66 
M: 22,159 (47.4%) Number of signals on current link int 0.00 8.00 1.23 2.00 
L: 8,724 (18.6%) Delay on previous link min -12.1 18.2 2.22 4.21 
 Actual stop on current link (1,0) 0.00 1.00 0.76 0.43 
 Passenger load on current link int 0.00 89.0 15.8 12.7 
 Precipitation per half hour mm 0.00 1.80 0.05 0.23 
 Route type on current link# [1-5] na na na na 
 Route type on previous link# [1-5] na na na na 
Given state L CI on previous link at current time^ % 9.67 87.10 56.7 20.0 
 CI on current link at preceding time ^ % 6.09 107.5 66.1 18.7 
Total: 22,138 RCI on current link^ % 12.0 88.5 66.6 19.2 
H: 6,349 (28.7%) Length of current link  km 0.38 8.53 1.98 1.70 
M: 10,046 (45.4%) Number of signals on current link int 0.00 8.00 1.39 2.05 
L: 5,743 (25.9%) Delay on previous link min -8.27 24.9 2.21 4.41 
 Actual stop on current link (1,0) 0.00 1.00 0.74 0.44 
 Passenger load on current link int 0.00 90.0 14.8 12.1 
 Precipitation per half hour mm 0.00 1.80 0.05 0.25 
 Route type on current link# [1-5] na na na na 
 Route type on previous link# [1-5] na na na na 
Notes: ‘na’ stands for not applicable. 
* H, M, L stand for High, Medium and Low speed states, respectively. The marginal percentages are presented in pa-
renthesis. The datasets are the observations on current link given previous link state (H , M, L). 
^ CI is congestion index and RCI is recurrent congestion index. 
# Route types 1-5 stand for Busway, Motorway, Arterial, Central business district (CBD) and others, respectively. 

Note that the state transitions characterize how a vehicle experiences a series of link states 

along a trip rather than traffic propagations. The CI on current link at preceding time is used to cap-

ture the influence from both the upstream and downstream links at preceding time intervals. The CI 

on previous link at current time is used to reflect both the traffic and drivers’ behavior impacts (e.g. 

schedule recovery, aggressiveness, etc.). In addition, the boundaries of states from the GMM clus-

tering tend to be inconsistent for trips on different links over different time period of a day. For ex-

ample, the boundary for a high speed state in the CBD area could be CI = 0.4 while on the Busway 

it could be CI = 0.7. The RCI is capable of capturing the recurrent traffic conditions for trips at dif-

ferent times and locations.  

Table 7-2 summarizes the MNL models estimation results. Generally, the probabilities to be 

in high and medium speed states rather than a low speed state increase with the increase of the CI 

from the previous link and the CI on the current link from preceding time intervals.  
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Table 7-2: MNL model estimation coefficients and performance 

State choice1 Variables 
Given state H 2 Given state M 2 Given state L 2 
B (β) p B (β) p B (β) p 

H state2 CI on previous link at current time 0.034 (1.034)** 0.020 (1.020)** 0.017 (1.017)** 
 CI on current link at preceding time 0.484 (1.622)** 0.462 (1.587)** 0.496 (1.642)** 
 RCI on current link -0.457 (0.633)** -0.450 (0.638)** -0.481 (0.618)** 
 Length of current link  -0.141 (0.868)** -0.321 (0.725)** -0.397 (0.672)** 
 Number of signals on current link -0.06 (0.942)** -0.053 (0.948)* -0.177 (0.838)** 
 Delay on previous link 0.032 (1.033)** 0.031 (1.031)** 0.048 (1.049)** 
 Actual stop on current link -0.068 (0.934) -0.122 (0.885)** -0.209 (0.811)** 
 Passenger load on current link -0.006 (0.994)** 0 (1) 0.001 (1.001) 
 Precipitation at current time  0.076 (1.079) 0.084 (1.087) 0.064 (1.067) 
 Route type on previous link3    
 Busway -0.764 (0.466)** -0.066 (0.936) -0.204 (0.816) 
 Motorway -0.913 (0.401)** 0.706 (2.026)** 0.851 (2.342)** 
 Arterial road -0.102 (0.903) 0.04 (1.041) 0.334 (1.396)* 
 Central business district  0.213 (1.238)* 1.159 (3.185)** 1.021 (2.775)** 
 Route type on current link3    
 Busway  0.724 (2.063)** 0.144 (1.155) 0.877 (2.405)** 
 Motorway 0.709 (2.033)** 1.008 (2.74)** 1.889 (6.61)** 
 Arterial road 0.147 (1.159) -0.849 (0.428)** -0.176 (0.839) 
 Central business district  0.631 (1.879)** -0.704 (0.495)** 0.058 (1.06) 
 Intercept -1.79 (0)** 0.46 (0)* 0.518 (0)* 
M state2 CI on previous link at current time 0.010 (1.010)** 0.012 (1.012)** 0.014 (1.014)** 
 CI on current link at preceding time 0.197 (1.217)** 0.192 (1.211)** 0.201 (1.222)** 
 RCI on current link -0.172 (0.842)** -0.193 (0.825)** -0.202 (0.817)** 
 Length of current link  -0.055 (0.946)* -0.108 (0.898)** -0.157 (0.855)** 
 Number of signals on current link -0.017 (0.983) -0.013 (0.987) -0.057 (0.945)** 
 Delay on previous link 0.029 (1.029)** 0.024 (1.025)** 0.029 (1.029)** 
 Actual stop on current link -0.11 (0.896)* -0.033 (0.968) -0.076 (0.927) 
 Passenger load on current link -0.001 (0.999) 0.001 (1.001) 0.007 (1.007)** 
 Precipitation at current time  -0.019 (0.981) 0.041 (1.042) -0.168 (0.846)* 
 Route type on current link3    
 Busway -0.532 (0.587)** 0.027 (1.027) -0.205 (0.814) 
 Motorway -0.863 (0.422)** 0.107 (1.113) 0.139 (1.149) 
 Arterial road -0.04 (0.961) 0.182 (1.199)* 0.423 (1.527)** 
 Central business district  -0.177 (0.838)* 0.597 (1.817)** 0.357 (1.429)** 
 Route type on previous link3    
 Busway  0.655 (1.925)** 0.019 (1.02) 0.628 (1.874)** 
 Motorway 0.663 (1.94)** 0.511 (1.667)** 1.008 (2.74)** 
 Arterial road -0.106 (0.899) -0.65 (0.522)** 0.071 (1.074) 
 Central business district  0.581 (1.789)** -0.384 (0.681)** 0.1 (1.105) 
 Intercept 0.806 (0)** 1.599 (0)** 1.459 (0)** 
L state2 Reference category (base outcome)    
L(0) -44,862 -48,370 -23,615 
L(B) -33,515 -37,605 -17,840 
rho-squared 0.253 0.223 0.245 
Notes: The coefficients B (β) p: B = unstandardized coefficient, β = exponential coefficient (expB) and p = significance 
level.  
 t statistics significance ** = p < 0.01 and * = p < 0.05.  
1. The reference category is low speed state.  
2. H, M, L = high, medium and low speed states, respectively. 
 

The CI from a previous link has little effect as the models are already conditioned on the 

previous link state. The negative sign of RCI indicates that a vehicle operating on a link with a 

higher RCI (e.g. busway) would have a lower probability to be in a high speed state than on a link 

with a lower RCI (e.g. CBD) when all other factors are kept constant. 
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The probabilities to be in high and medium speed states compared to be in a low speed state 

decrease with the increase of link length (factors that create frictions, e.g. pedestrian crossing, traf-

fic entering from side roads, etc.), number of signals (signalized intersection delay), and actual stop 

(stop delay). The delay on previous link has a positive effect due to the schedule recovery behaviour 

of drivers. If the vehicle is delayed on the previous link, it would speed up to catch up with timeta-

bles on current link. The passenger load has a negligible influence on transition probabilities. The 

precipitation has a significant and negative influence for the probability to be in a medium speed 

state compared to a low speed state conditional on a low speed state on the previous link. It indi-

cates that the bad weather increases the probability for a vehicle to experience a low speed state on 

current link when the previous link is congested. 

For prediction purpose, the MNL models in Table 7-2 were refined by taking into considera-

tion of the relative importance of variables and the simplicity of data collection in practice. Table 7-

3 summarizes the model specification and estimation results. CI on previous link at current time 

(CI_PreL_CurT), CI on current link at preceding time interval (CI_CurL_PreT), and RCI on current 

link (RCI_CurL) provide the best model specification. 

Table 7-3: Specified MNL model coefficients and performance 

Variables 
Given state H # Given state M # Given state L # 

H M L H M L H M L 
CI_PreL_CurT  0.014* 0.006*  0.002* 0.001*  0.017* 0.007*  
CI_CurL_PreT 0.474** 0.189**  0.448** 0.181**  0.483** 0.193**  
RCI_CurL -0.45** -0.17**  -0.43** -0.17**  -0.46** -0.19**  
Intercept -1.15* 0.734**  -0.27** 1.24**  -0.36** 1.38**  
L(0) -44,810 -48,285 -23,605 
L(B) -34,280 -38,773 -18,553 
rho-squared 0.235 0.197 0.214 
Notes: L state is the reference state in MNL models 
Statistical t test significance ** p < 0.001 and * p < 0.05.   
# H, M, L represent high, medium and low speed states, respectively.  
 

Figure 7-11illustrates the estimated state probabilities for CIs on the current link at the pre-

ceding time interval. Figure 7-11a and Figure 7-11b show the transition probabilities from the low 

speed state on the previous link to all states on current link having low (e.g. CBD area) and high 

(e.g. Busway) RCIs, respectively. Figure 7-11c and Figure 7-11d show the transition probabilities 

from a high speed state on the previous link to all states on current link having high and low RCIs, 

respectively. The probability to be in the high (low) speed state increases (decreases) monotonically 

with the increase of CIs at the preceding time interval. The probability to be in the medium speed 

state increases to a peak point and then decreases with the increase of CIs at the preceding time in-

terval. The x-axis of the peak points are positively correlated with RCI values, which highlights the 

effectiveness of RCIs in differentiating the inconsistent boundaries of states on different types of 

roads.    
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Figure 7-11: Estimated transition probabilities with different congestion indexs of preceding time 
interval, (a) CI_PreL_CurT = 25%, RCI_CurL = 25% ; (b) CI_PreL_CurT = 25%, RCI_CurL = 
75% ; (c) CI_PreL_CurT = 75%, RCI_CurL = 75% ; (d) CI_PreL_CurT = 75%, RCI_CurL = 45% .  

 Probability distribution estimation and performance analysis 7.5.4  
To assess the performance of the method, the Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance is calculated to com-

pare the estimated distribution to the empirical (actual) one. For discrete distributions, the KL dis-

tance of the estimated distribution, TTD
est

, from the empirical one,TTD
emp

, is, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )KL 2
TTD || TTD log

emp est emp emp esti
D p i p i p i= ∑                                                     (7.20) 

where ( )emp
p i and ( )est

p i are the observed and estimated probabilities for an observation i . 

The KL distance is a measure of the information lost when the estimated distribution is used 

to approximate the actual one. If the estimated distribution is equal to the actual one, the KL dis-

tance is 0. Statistical measures are also calculated to assess the accuracy of the estimation results, 

including mean, variance, and percentiles. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test was used to test the 

null hypothesis that the estimated distribution equals the empirical one.  
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7.5.4.1 Performance comparison 

The performance of the proposed GMC distribution estimation method is assessed by comparing it 

with the performance of alternative methods, including convolution, MC, and MGF models.  

The convolution method assumes independence of link travel times.  

Two MC models are implemented based on the route TTD estimation approach proposed by 

Ramezani and Geroliminis, (2012). One model is based on grid clustering (MC_Grid), and the sec-

ond on GMMS clustering (MC_GMMS) for state definition. The transition probabilities for the MC 

models are estimated using the count-based method. The probability distributions of link running 

times and stop dwell times were estimated from empirical data using a nonparametric kernel distri-

bution model. The MC_GMMS version is closer to the Ramezani and Geroliminis, (2012) method. 

Two MGF models are implemented based on the path TTD estimation approach used by 

Srinivasan et al. (2014) and the MGF method described in Section 7.4.3. These two models are as-

sociated with different assumptions about the link TTDs, normal (MGF_CN), and lognormal 

(MGF_CLN). The covariance matrix ΣΣΣΣ  was estimated from historical observations. The nonlinear 

equation (25) is solved numerically using the standard trust-region-reflective algorithm in Matlab. 

Three GMC models are implemented based on the proposed approach in Section 7.4.3. The 

states are clustered using the GMMS clustering algorithm in Section 4.1 and the transition probabil-

ities are estimated from the logit models in Section 7.5.3. These three models are associated with 

different settings of link running time correlations along the Markov paths: no correlation 

(GMC_GMMS_NC), correlated normal distributions (GMC_GMMS_CN), and correlated lognor-

mal distributions (GMC_GMMS_CLN). The covariance matrix ΣΣΣΣ  along each Markov path was es-

timated from historical observations conditional on link states between any link pairs at different 

time periods. The GMC_GMMS_NC is closer to Hofleitner,Herring,Abbeel, et al. (2012) method. 

Table 7-4 presents the results for route 60 eastbound trips between stops 7 and 10 from 7:00-

8:00 am on weekdays. Generally, the GMC and MC models provide more accurate estimations than 

the convolution and MGF models. The convolution model performs the worst since it fails to con-

sider dependence between link travel times. Though the MGF models are capable of capturing spa-

tial correlations, they fail the KS test due to their unimodal assumptions on link and trip TTDs. The 

MC_Grid model fails the KS test since the arbitrary state boundaries could not always reassure the 

independence as GMMS does. The MC_GMMS model provides the most accurate estimation even 

when conditional dependencies exist. The distributions conditional on states of upstream, current 

and downstream links can possibly minimize the impact of dependencies. The GMC_GMMS_CLN 

model performs well but relatively a bit worse than the MC_GMMS model. The major reason is the 

errors from the estimated transition probabilities. The GMC_GMMS_NC model performs worse 

than the GMC_GMMS_CN and GMC_GMMS_CLN models, which affirms the effectiveness of 

the MGF algorithm in capturing the correlations between travel times conditional on link states.  
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Table 7-4: Performance comparison [R60, eastbound, 7:00-8:00, between stops 7 and 10] 
Models KL dist. KS test* Mean SD Prc95 Prc75 Prc50 Prc25 

Empirical 0.000 1 596 174 814 715 636 540 

Convolution 0.444 0 597 136 798 689 612 515 

MC_Grid 0.192 0 603 150 805 706 635 531 

MC_GMMS 0.036 1 595 161 794 707 637 531 

GMC_GMMS_NC 0.080 1 593 157 780 703 636 531 

GMC_GMMS_CN 0.069 1 593 165 791 702 639 531 

GMC_GMMS_CLN 0.052 1 594 162 797 702 637 531 

MGF_CN 0.418 0 596 168 874 709 595 481 

MGF_CLN 0.670 0 604 242 1060 729 561 432 

Note: * The value 1 indicates that the model passes the KS test.  

Figure 7-12 compares the estimated distributions with the empirical one. The GMC and MC 

models approximate the two peaks well, but the convolution and the MGF models fail to capture 

these. While the proposed GMC model provides a comparable performance with the MC_GMMS 

model, the proposed approach is generalizable (distributions conditional on states and transition 

probabilities can be modelled as functions of explanatory covariates) and computationally more ef-

ficient (distributions conditional only on current link state). It also requires less data for the calibra-

tion of the transition probabilities (compared to methods that estimate them based on link specific 

fractions from historical data. The MC_GMMS approach can only run with inputs of link travel 

time observations due to the introduction of intermediate stages in Markov paths (Ramezani and 

Geroliminis, 2012).   

 

Figure 7-12: Probability density function and cumulative density function of the estimated 
distributions 
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7.5.4.2 Sensitivity analysis 

The results in the previous section are from a path (trip) with three links. The sensitivity of the re-

sults to trip distances and road types is also of interest. Statistical tests, unimodality and spatiotem-

poral correlation, were conducted to examine the underlying characteristics of link TTDs. The uni-

modality of a distribution was tested using the Hartigan dip test (Hartigan and Hartigan, 1985). A 

high dip significance value provides support that the distribution is unimodal.   

Trip distance 

Figure 7-13 shows the KL performance contour maps of distribution estimation as a function of dis-

tance from the first stop (stop order) in different time 30 minutes time intervals (e.g. 7:00 = 7:00-

7:30 am). Four models are presented: convolution, GMC_GMMS_NC (Hofleitner,Herring and 

Bayen, 2012), GMC_GMMS_CLN and MGF_CLN (Srinivasan et al., 2014). The MC_GMMS 

model is not shown as it was not feasible to estimate the distribution for trips with more than 9 links 

due to computational reasons which underlies one of the major limitations. 

In general, the GMC models provide more accurate estimations than the convolution and 

MGF models for trips in peak hours, especially for trips between stops 1 to 3 on Motorway links. 

The reason for the lower performance of the convolution and MGF models are mainly due to the 

highly significant link correlations and multimodal distributions in peak hours on motorways. How-

ever, the MGF model performs well and relatively better than the GMC models for trips in off-peak 

hours (9:00-14:00), when the link and trip running times have unimodal distributions. The comple-

mentary performance between the GMC and MGF models points to the potential of developing a 

hybrid approach that can make full use of their advantages by balancing accuracy and computation 

burden. The GMC_GMMS_CLN model is more accurate and robust than the GMC_GMMS_NC 

model by further taking into consideration the spatial correlations along a Markov path. The superi-

or performance of the former occurs for trips from stop 1 to stops 11 and 12 in peak hours. Stop 11 

is a major spot near the CBD area where bus bunching happens frequently in peak hours. The corre-

lation between its adjacent links was found to be significant. This could be explained by the fact 

that a bus having to stop would spend more time on both the adjacent upstream and downstream 

links than a bus driving through.  

Table 7-5 summarizes the performance of the various models. The tested cases include trips 

on routes 555 and 60 with different distances from 7:00 to18:00 in 30 minutes intervals on week-

days. The results verify that the proposed GMC model provides more accurate and robust TTD es-

timation than the alternatives and it can fit the empirical distributions accurately for 88% of the test-

ed cases.  
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Figure 7-13: KL performance metric as a function of trip distance and time of day (R555, inbound, 
weekdays). (a) Convolution, (b) GMC_GMMS_NC, (c) GMC_GMMS_CLN, and (d) MGF_CLN 

Table 7-5: Performance summary  
Method Average KL Max KL Percentage cases passed KS test 
Convolution 0.083 0.190 61% 
GMC_GMMS_NC 0.027 0.126 82% 
GMC_GMMS_CLN 0.014 0.089 88% 
MGF_CLN 0.044 0.156 69% 

 

Road types 

Table 7-6 compares the distribution estimations for trips on routes 555 and 60, on different types of 

roads on weekdays between 8:00-8:30 am. The facilities include Motorway, Busway, CBD, Arterial, 

and Residential roads. For Motorway, CBD, and Arterial trips, the link travel times have multimod-

al distributions (unimodal sig < 0.05) and are highly correlated (ST-ACF).  
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The convolution and MGF models fail to approximate the ground-truth empirical distribu-

tions. The proposed GMC model M3 incorporating link correlations along a Markov path performs 

relatively better than M2 assuming no correlation. For Busway trips, the travel times have an insig-

nificant correlation and a unimodal distribution. In this case, the four models all approximate well 

the empirical distribution, with the MGF model M4 performing the best. For residential trips, the 

travel times have a significant correlation and a unimodal distribution. All models passed the KS 

test except the convolution model. If balancing simplicity and accuracy important, it is reasonable 

to use the convolution method for Busway trips. The MGF model can also be applied when the trip 

travel times have a unimodal distribution. 

Table 7-6: Comparison of estimation performance for trips on different types of roads  

Road types Links* 
Distance 

(km) 
Unimodal 

sig1 
ST-ACF 
(conf.)2 

KL_M1 
(pass)3 

KL_M2 
(pass) 3 

KL_M3 
(pass) 3 

KL_M4 
(pass) 3 

Motorway 1_3 14.4 0.00 0.25(.08) 0.140(0) 0.016(1) 0.011(1) 0.081(0) 
Busway 3_10 14.4 0.82 0.03(.04) 0.018(1) 0.021(1) 0.014(1) 0.003(1) 
CBD 6_9 2.57 0.01 0.21(.04) 0.273(0) 0.033(1) 0.023(1) 0.238(0) 
Arterial 9_11 1.25 0.00 0.11(.04) 0.192(0) 0.041(1) 0.032(1) 0.139(0) 
Residential 1_5 2.54 0.38 0.13(.06) 0.096(0) 0.014(1) 0.005(1) 0.011(1) 
Note: * 1_3 indicates trips from stop 1 to stop 3.  
1. sig = significance value. 2. conf. = 95% confidence boundary; ST-ACF = spatiotemporal autocorrelation function. 
3. M1-M4 stands for Convolution, GMC_GMMS_NC, GMC_GMMS_CLN and MGF_CLN methods. 

7.6   Discussions and applications 

Figure 7-14 shows the implementation of the proposed GMC model for transit trip TTDs estimation. 

The data input is solely from the AVL system. For a trip between OD pair (i, j) at 7:00-7:30, the 

source data is partitioned according to trip attributes and then cleaned to exclude abnormal observa-

tions. The GMMS algorithm clusters the link running times and outputs the distributions condition-

al on current link states. The MNL TPM model estimates the transition probabilities with inputs of 

RCI on the current link, CI on the previous link at current time, and CI on the current link at the 

preceding time interval. 

The Markov chain process constructs the Markov paths and calculates the probability of 

each path using the estimated transition probabilities. The Markov path distribution is approximated 

using the MGF algorithm with consideration of link correlations along the Markov paths. The co-

variance matrix conditional on the states between any two links can be derived from empirical data 

or estimated from a model. The trip running time distributions are estimated as the sum of Markov 

path distributions weighted by Markov path probabilities. The trip dwell time distribution is esti-

mated as the convolution of stop dwell time distributions fitted using a non-parametric kernel model. 

Finally, the trip TTD is derived as the convolution of the trip running time and trip dwell time dis-

tributions.  
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Figure 7-14: The implementation of the proposed GMC structure for transit application 

As the proposed GMC structure is modular, it can be easily adapted for different applica-

tions. The upper part of the implementation structure can be readily used to estimate TTDs for car 

trips as well since all the inputs required are link based. The GMC structure can also be extended to 

provide real-time predictions of the bus arrival time distribution at downstream stops using a similar 

idea as in Noroozi and Hellinga (2014). For example, the state probabilities on the next link can be 

estimated using the MNL model given the current link state. The corresponding TTDs conditional 

on link states can be derived from historical data. Then the TTD on the next link can be estimated as 

the sum of these distributions weighted by the estimated probabilities.  

To examine the effectiveness of the above mentioned approach in predicting the down-

stream link TTD, an alternative model with the fixed transition probabilities and a naïve historical 

data based model are developed for comparison. The fixed transition probabilities are calculated 

using the count-based approach for two successive links in 30 minutes under different cases (e.g. a 

case is weekday inbound from 7:00-7:30 am). The naïve model predicts the link TTD as the empiri-

cal distributions in 30 minutes under different cases. The lower and upper bounds of an interval 

prediction with theoretical coverage100(1 )α−  where ( )0,1α ∈  are calculated as the100( / 2)α and 

100(1 / 2)α− percentiles of the distribution, respectively (Woodard et al., 2015).  

To measure the accuracy of the deterministic (mean) predictions, the mean absolute error 

(MAE) and the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) are used. To measure the accuracy of in-

terval predictions, the empirical coverage percentage and the average width of the interval are re-

ported. The empirical coverage measures the percentage of test trips for which the observed travel 

time is inside the predicted interval with a specific theoretical coverage. If two methods can both 

predict the variability correctly, the average interval width is used to indicate which one is better 

(Woodard et al., 2015).  
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where,  
act

i
T = actual travel time for observation i ; 

pred

i
T = predicted travel time for observation i ; 

n = number of observations. 

Table 7-7 provides the summary of deterministic and interval predictions. The tested data 

are link running times for weekday inbound trips from 7:00-18:00 over a 6 months period. General-

ly, the models with the predicted and fixed TPMs perform better than the naïve historical data based 

model since they can both reflect the influence from the upstream link. The model with the predict-

ed TPMs provides a relatively more accurate prediction performance than the one with the fixed 

TPMs in terms of both deterministic and interval predictions, since it further incorporates the real-

time information from the preceding time intervals than can better adjust the predicted state proba-

bilities on the successive link.  

Table 7-7: Summary of deterministic and interval predictions performance 

Accuracy measures 
Model with predicted 

TPMs 
Model with fixed 

TPMs 
Naïve historical mod-

el 
Mean absolute error*  4.9 5.4 8.5 
Mean percentage error 6.9% 7.8% 13.2% 
Empirical coverage#  92.9% 93.2% 95.0% 
Average interval width#  25.5 28.7 40.9 
Note: The bold values indicate the best prediction performance; 
* the unit is seconds per kilometres; 
#  the theoretical coverage is 95% (the interval is between 2.5 percentile and 97.5 percentile of the distribution). 

Figure 7-15 shows the mean and 95% confidence interval prediction results from the models 

with the predicted and fixed TPMs. The model with fixed TPMs tends to give relatively more con-

stant mean predictions for all trips in the same time of a day which is counterintuitive in reality. The 

model with the predicted TPMs can reflect the various trip running times by taking advantage of the 

real-time information from the preceding time intervals, but still rather limited. The model with the 

predicted TPMs can provide relatively narrower interval predictions than the one with the fixed 

TPMs, especially in terms of the lower confidence boundary.   
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Figure 7-15: Predictions of means and intervals on a sample Motorway link for weekdays inbound 
trips over different times of day across six months period. [Model 1 uses the predicted probability; 
Model 2 uses the fixed probability; 95% conf. indicates 95% confidence intervals] 

7.7   Summary 

Travel time distribution along paths in transportation networks can provide comprehensive infor-

mation for planning, operations monitoring and control, as well as travel planning. Previous studies 

focus on directly fitting the link or route travel times. However, the applicability of these methods 

may be limited due to the small number of direct observations at the Origin-Destination level. Fur-

thermore, many of the methods assume link independence or correlated unimodal link distributions. 

The research proposes a GMC approach to estimate trip TTDs by aggregating link TTDs that takes 

into account the spatial-temporal correlations among link travel times. The proposed GMC ap-

proach captures the correlations among link travel times conditional on the underlying traffic states. 

The method is applicable under general conditions, as the link distributions are derived conditional 

on the states of the current link and the transition probabilities are estimated as a function of ex-

planatory covariates using logit models.  

The proposed approach has been demonstrated and validated in a transit case-study using 

AVL data. The results confirm that the GMC approach provides an effective and efficient way to 

estimate TTDs compared to other methods. The performance of the GMC method is promising spe-

cially when link correlations conditional on states and multimodal distributions exist. The method is 

also computationally more efficient than other methods proposed in the literature.  
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The use of transition probabilities as a function of explanatory variables makes the model 

general (and requires less data for calibration purposes than other methods). However, there is a 

small cost in estimation accuracy, as the estimated transition probabilities and the fitting of para-

metric link distribution models (required by the MGF algorithm), inevitably introduce errors that 

influence its estimation performance. The sensitivity analysis on trip distances and road types high-

light the complementary performance of the GMC and MGF methods. Since dwell times are diffi-

cult to model at stop-level, being mainly determined by demand, the research has undertaken pre-

liminary analysis on demand modelling and proposed an interactive multiple models (IMM) based 

pattern hybrid approach to predict short-term passenger demand at a route-level (Ma, Xing, et al., 

2014). 
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Chapter 8   Conclusions and Future Research 
Transit TTR performance influences service attractiveness, operating costs and system efficiency. 

Archived AVL-AFC data provides the potential for improving transit management and performance 

at all levels (planning and policy, operations, control). The research has reviewed the state-of-art in 

TTR and TTD analysis. Most studies estimate TTR for impact assessment of strategic and opera-

tional measures and methods for prediction of TTR are limited. TTD provides the comprehensive 

information for TTR analysis. While link-level TTD can be derived or inferred from dedicated or 

mobile sensors, methods for estimation of trip TTD between an origination and a destination pair 

are still evolving. 

 The thesis is divided into two main parts corresponding to TTR and TTD analyses. Lever-

aging on the AVL-AFC and the associated database of contributory factors, the first part quantified 

and modelled TTR in the Australian context. To develop the generic approach for analyzing and 

predicting TTR, the second part modelled TTDs at link and trip levels. The results can be used to 

derive TTR information that can be used to fulfill different transit stakeholders’ requirements (im-

pact assessment for operators and trip planning for passengers). 

Following the analysis of existing studies, four main research gaps were identified, namely:  

1. Current measures may provide inconsistent assessment with lack of distribution infor-

mation and are insufficient to reflect passengers’ perceptions under different occasions;  

2. Analysis of unreliability causes is largely constrained by data availability and estimation 

approach. The traditional ordinary least square regression model can provide inefficient 

estimation of parameters due to cross-equation correlations caused by omitted covariates 

and unobserved heterogeneity;  

3. Although TTD fitting is the prerequisite for TTR analysis, inconsistent results are re-

ported to date. In assessing the performance of different distribution models, in addition 

to accuracy, the flexibility and explanatory power need to be considered;  

4. For many applications, trip travel time information (e.g. trip planning) is important, but 

receives little attention in estimation of trip TTD from link TTDs with consideration of 

dynamic and heterogeneous spatiotemporal correlations. 

The major contribution of this thesis is the proposed trip TTD estimation model using a ge-

neric Markov chain approach (Chapter 7). The proposed approach captures the correlations among 

link travel times conditional on the underlying traffic states. The method is applicable under general 

conditions as the link distributions are derived conditional on the states of the current link and the 

transition probabilities are estimated as a function of explanatory covariates using logit models.  
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8.1   Summary of the thesis 

The empirical studies are commonly constrained by data availability. To establish a travel time re-

lated data warehouse for travel time reliability and travel time distribution studies, this thesis has 

developed a unique integrated dataset using different sources across six months of year, including 

AVL, Go card, GTFS, BSTM, BOM and STREAMS (Chapter 3). The integrated database provides 

detailed information on supply and demand, as well as the associated environmental information. 

In the first part of this thesis (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5), TTR measures and models were de-

veloped to examine the impacts of unreliability factors, leading to the following contributions. 

Chapter 4 proposes a set of TTR measures from the perspective of passengers using the op-

erational AVL data considering different perceptions of TTR under different traffic states. Two is-

sues with regard to buffer time estimation were discussed, namely, performance disaggregation and 

capturing passengers’ perspectives on reliability. The main results are summarized as follows: 

• The case studies verified the existence of mixture states during a given time period and 

the GMM model provides better fitting performance than single mode distributions. 

• The proposed reliability measures provide consistent assessment with a high-level detail, 

while the conventional measures may give inconsistent assessment results. 

Chapter 5 puts forward three general TTR related models with respect to main concerns by 

travellers and planners, namely, average travel time, buffer time and coefficient of variation of trav-

el time.  In addition, five groups of alternative models to account for variations caused by different 

road types, including arterial road, motorway, busway, CBD and others, were developed. Seemingly 

Unrelated Regression Equations (SURE) estimation is applied to account for the cross-equation cor-

relations across regression models caused by unobserved heterogeneity. Three main categories of 

unreliability contributory factors have been identified and tested in this study, namely: planning, 

operational and environmental. The main results are summarized as follows: 

• The defined recurrent congestion index captures different characteristics of road links 

and within-day variation of traffic conditions. 

• Cross-equation correlations were found to exist between reliability models and the 

SURE provides more efficient estimation than the OLS model. 

• The most important factors were found to be recurrent congestion index, traffic signals 

and passenger demand at stops. 

In the second part of the thesis (Chapter 6 and Chapter 7), trip TTD estimation model from 

link TTDs was developed in order to predict TTR between arbitrary OD pairs at arbitrary times, 

leading to the following detailed contributions. The empirical findings (e.g. mixture distribution) of 

link and route TTDs affirm the importance of incorporating distribution information for TTR analy-

sis in the first part of the thesis.   
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Chapter 6 specifies the most appropriate distribution model for the day-to-day travel time 

variability by using a novel evaluation approach and set of performance measures. We investigated 

the spatial and temporal aggregation influence on TTV. A novel evaluation approach and set of 

measures are developed to facilitate comprehensive comparison of alternative distribution models. 

The main results are summarized as follows: 

• The decrease of temporal aggregation level results in a less asymmetric and flat distribu-

tion, and an increase of the normality of the distribution. 

• The spatial aggregation of link travel times breaks up the multimodality distribution for 

the busway service while it is not applicable for the non-busway service. 

• The GMM model is evaluated as superior to its alternatives under different cases in 

terms of fitting accuracy, robustness and explanatory power. 

• Mathematically, GMM is flexible enough to model different types of TTDs, including 

symmetric, asymmetric and multimodal distributions 

Chapter 7 proposes a generalized Markov chain (GMC) approach for estimation of trip 

TTDs between arbitrary OD pairs at arbitrary times from link or segment TTDs. The proposed ap-

proach consists of three major components, namely state definition, transition probabilities estima-

tion and probability distribution estimation. A heuristic clustering method, based on Gaussian mix-

ture models, has been developed to cluster link observations with regard to their homogeneity and 

underlying traffic conditions. A transition probability estimation model is developed as a function 

of link characteristics and trip conditions using a logit model. By applying a Markov chain proce-

dure, the probability distribution of trip travel times is estimated as the combination of Markov path 

travel time distributions weighted by their corresponding occurrence probabilities. The link travel 

time distribution is conditioned on the traffic state of the current link that can be estimated from ob-

servations. A moment generating function based algorithm is used to approximate the Markov path 

travel time distribution as the sum of correlated link travel time distributions. The proposed ap-

proach is applied in a transit case study using automatic vehicle location data. The main results are 

summarized as follows: 

• The proposed trip TTD estimation method is effective and efficient, especially when 

correlations and multimodal distributions exist and it is computationally more efficient 

than other methods proposed in the literature. 

• The important factors for traffic state transitions are traffic condition from previous link, 

traffic condition on current link at preceding time interval and recurrent congestion in-

dex on current link (link characteristics). 

• The proposed link TTD prediction method provides better deterministic and interval 

predictions of travel time than its alternatives. 
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8.2   Future research 

This thesis has provided a detailed methodology for modelling TTR and TTD, as well as providing 

a deep insight into contributory factors. The main areas for future research are as follows: 

1. In evaluating TTR from a passenger perspective, other important attributes should be in-

corporated, including waiting time, transfer time, budgeted waiting time, budgeted trans-

fer time and schedule inconvenience. The calculations of these components under mix-

ture mode distribution conditions need to be investigated. 

2. The findings from TTR modelling are valid within the range of the used data and should 

be used with caution beyond this range. More bus routes with different operating charac-

teristics can further complement the current findings. In addition, a refined reliability re-

lated dependent variables (Chapter 4) could potentially improve modelling performance 

and provide more insights of reliability contributors’ impacts.  

3. The modelling of TTDs with inputs of explanatory variables (link characteristics and trip 

conditions) needs to be investigated, especially for the prediction of mixture distribu-

tions (the states’ occurrence probabilities and the corresponding distribution parameters). 

4. The use of transition probabilities as a function of explanatory variables makes the mod-

el quite general. However, this comes at a small cost in estimation accuracy. More fac-

tors need to be examined and the performance will be evaluated for predictions of trip 

travel time distributions (a set of links) as well as link travel time distributions. 

5. Developing a hybrid scheme based on different trip TTD estimation methods (corre-

sponding to characteristics of the underlying traffic states) has the potential to improve 

estimation accuracy and decrease computation burden. This is a promising future re-

search direction, specially for real-time analysis.  

6. Since stop dwell times are difficult to model at stop-level, being mainly determined by 

demand, the research has proposed an interactive multiple models (IMM) based pattern 

hybrid approach to predict short-term passenger demand at a route-level (Ma, Xing, et 

al., 2014). Future work could involve the estimation of dwell time distributions given a 

predicted level of demand. 

7. Intersection delay is an important part of travel time variability. To model intersections 

explicitly and regard them as separate type of trip TTD estimation entity from the links 

would be potential useful. 
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